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Preface

This book is the result of many years of living with a time-geographic mindset. It
was founded when I, as a human geography student, read the most intriguing and
unique national investigation I had experienced until then. Written by Professor
Torsten Hägerstrand, it demonstrates how to overcome the cleavage between
macro-level aggregate averages and micro-level everyday life as lived by people.
This was an eye-opener, and when I in the autumn of 1975 was asked to serve
as a research assistant in a research project about the future public transportation
systems in Scandinavian cities, led by Bo Lenntorp and Torsten Hägerstrand, I
could not resist. I was involved in the time-geography research group in Lund
University, which grounded me for my engagement in developing the timegeographic approach in the coming years in studies of a wide flora of empirical
fields. The studies concern, for example, milking cows; the development of the
dairy industry; production and work organization in the automobile industry; the
integration of teachers’ work tasks in their daily life activities; and energy use
in households. I have also developed a time-geographic diary method where the
activity sequence of the diarist is put in the context of places visited, persons
encountered, appliances used and subjective experiences of the activities.
This book is my summary of the time-geographic approach, its development
and ontological grounds, concepts, methods and notation system. From the PhD
courses in time-geography that I have held over the years, and from the yearly
seminars in the Scandinavian time-geography network of researchers, I have
experienced the lack of a book which presents the approach as a whole. Here
is my contribution to the research community interested in getting deeper into
time-geography. I hope this book will inspire coming generations of researchers
interested in developing new knowledge about how human activities in the timespace influence life in the environmental context.
When I went out to fetch the cows for milking in the summer afternoons in
1975, I could not imagine what influence this experience would have on what
I have done in my life. Obviously, there were more opportunities in the future
than I had in my mind. My individual path as a researcher can be traced back
to the coupling between milking cows and the reading of Hägerstrand’s 1972
work. I hope that young researchers reading this book will find possible couplings
between the time-geographic thinking and their research interests.

x

Preface

Last but not least, I want to say that the inestimable harsh and honest critique, combined with invaluable encouragement to go further in the work on
and in time- geography, given by my colleague and friend Bo Lenntorp has
strengthened my paving the time-geographic path. It has been a pleasure even
to be criticized!
13 May 2018
Kajsa Ellegård
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Introducing the
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1

Introduction – origin and
societal context

Capturing societal change
On a journey from one big city to another in modern Sweden, the trip goes through
rural areas displaying a great variation in the scenery, with forests, lakes, villages,
farms, fields with crops and not many people. Here and there, at some distance
from modern settlements, a desolate farmhouse appears, with a broken roof beam,
windows and door fallen apart and a big tree growing too close to the wall; it
resembles a still-life arrangement. However, such farmhouses enclose a lot of
human activity. Once, people worked hard to construct and maintain them, and
they must have been proud when the new house was completed and the family
could establish a life there, subsequently sustaining themselves by working on the
small farm. The modern traveler passing by gets a quick glimpse of the material
remains of this life, but will probably not reflect over what is embedded in it.
What once was an important resource for sustenance of a whole family is in the
modern society of little worth, if any. What was a resource and a source of pride
is turned into something to pity or not notice at all. The traveler also passes relics
of small-scale factories, which were established in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, close to raw materials and water power. These too have met a similar
destiny as the small farms, resulting in factory lay-offs and people moving into
larger cities.
The desolate farmhouses and factory buildings indicate fundamental societal
change over time, which gives rise to reflections about what is a resource, and
what activities do people engage in over time at various geographical settlements.
It underlines the importance of taking time and place into consideration when
reflecting over and investigating human activity in current societies.
The time-geographic approach provides conceptual tools and a notation
system useful for investigating processes of societal change. It helps in analyzing how one and the same need is satisfied differently depending on where,
when and by whom the activities are performed. It has to do with variations
in available resources, in terms of knowledge, technologies and tools, and the
opportunities for people to arrange the resources so that they are within reach
when needed to perform activities aimed at achieving goals and satisfying
needs. The latter concerns couplings in time and space, which is a main issue
for time-geography developed by human geographer Torsten Hägerstrand.
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Successful performance of activities to achieve goals creates couplings in
time and space between the involved persons on one hand, and these persons
and the tools and other resources needed on the other. Then, the time-space
location of people and resources is essential. When considering couplings in
time and space the individual’s dependence on other individuals is underlined,
which helps reveal what might hinder, or facilitate, the achievement of individual and organizational goals. The two seemingly simple dimensions of time
and space help sort out things that otherwise might be perceived as entangled
and not subject to a coherent logic.1
The time-space couplings in different contexts
The daily activities in modern households are the results of coordination between
the household members concerning engagement in different projects. Households
are also dependent on the schedules and locations of workplaces, and the supply
of services, schools and day care centers. Increasing geographic centralization of
service supply makes people more dependent on transportation. This section shows
how the organization of serving a meal in two types of societies puts very different
claims on household members’ time and coordination of their activities.
Fundamental long-term changes in societal conditions for production and consumption are revealed by a closer look at serving a meal in a household in an
agricultural and an industrial society respectively. Generally, meals relate to the
inevitable human need for food, include a basic relationship to nature for ingredients and relate to how possible couplings in time and space are arranged between
people and various kinds of resources.
In an agricultural society, the serving of a meal in a household requires fundamentally different activities from household members compared to a household in
an industrial society. It concerns different time perspectives as well as differences
regarding the production means and organization, geographical location of production relative to consumption, organizations’ specialization, size of production
units, use of resources and handling of waste2 and need for transportation, and
what is relevant knowledge. An outcome is that the total time household members
spend on serving a meal today is relatively limited compared to that of those in
the agricultural society, and so is the length of the total time period within which
the household members perform the necessary activities for it.
In today’s society, a household can get a meal in many ways, all based on
production of ingredients in specialized organizations. They can use ingredients
bought earlier or go to the grocery shop to buy what is needed, and they can go to
a restaurant providing meals cooked by a professional chef. In this case, not only
the production of the ingredients but also the serving of the meal is decoupled
from the household members and put onto professionals.
In contrast, in an agricultural society, a meal in a farm household was the outcome of the combined work of household members engaged in the many different
kinds of activities and projects at the farm during the whole year. They worked
in the field, in the meadow, in the cowshed and stable and workshop. Household
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members performed activities for producing food in a coordinated sequence
over the year, which finally turned the combination of work efforts and materials into the ingredients necessary for cooking food. Then, to realize the meal in
the agricultural society the farm household members had to master and coordinate activities related to a whole body of consistent knowledge, which today is
regarded as fundamentally different kinds of knowledge fields.3 The whole and
varied body of knowledge mastered by the households in the agricultural society is today differentiated and replaced by industrial activities. Instead, different
industries specialize in food production.
In the Scandinavian agricultural society, production and consumption activities
were performed in close vicinity and the production was immediately dependent
on the local climate, weather, soil quality and the knowledge among the household members and their work in the production. It took a long time to produce the
raw materials needed for serving a meal, and the agricultural households covered
the whole process from seed to bread. There were limited needs for long-distance
transport of raw materials. This is what Hägerstrand called the vertically linked
society (Hägerstrand 1970b); later he used the term short-distance society for it
(Hägerstrand 1988).
The production of raw materials and ingredients of a meal for the modern
household, on the contrary, is decoupled from most of the activities performed by
the household members, not only in a material sense but also as regards knowledge
about the production. Thereby, the time spent by the modern household members
on activities necessary for serving a meal is much shorter than in the agricultural
society, and it is also less directly coupled to the local agricultural conditions.
Today, the ingredients of the meal lean heavily upon specialization and
concentration of the food industry, where the production units and distribution
systems are mainly organized according to large-scale production principles and
economies of scale. Raw materials and semi-finished products for food production, then, are transported from different places in the world to food industries and
further to grocery shops to be bought by members of households. Hägerstrand
called a society with such a geographically spread location of activities and production units the horizontally linked society (Hägerstrand 1970b). Later on, he
used the term long-distance society for this societal organization of production
(Hägerstrand 1988). The many long-distance journeys are possible because of the
relatively cheap supply of fuels, transportation methods with cooling equipment
and a huge infrastructure for transportation. Specialization of food production
meant decoupling it from households, which was a prerequisite for the development of the industrial society with its need for labor and for urbanization. Taken
together, the processes have freed most people from the time-space couplings that
bound them to the hard farming work activities, but instead they are dependent
on food industries.
Of course, the horizontally linked society, just like the vertically linked society, depends on the local climate, weather and the fertility of the soil in the places
where crops are grown and animals nourished. Thereby, the production of raw
materials for food, at the very place where the crops are growing, is similar in the
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two types of societies, but the consequences differ. For example, in the vertically
linked society extreme weather might lead to lack of food and starvation for the
household, while in the modern society the urbanized customers might experience
the extreme weather conditions solely via rising prices caused by decreased raw
material supply.
Whether the society is mainly vertically or horizontally linked, the production
of ingredients and the cooking of a meal requires coordination in time and space,
both as regards people and material and immaterial resources. Time-geography
provides tools for understanding such combinatory principles in time and space of
relevance for production and consumption in the daily life of people in different
kinds of societies.
Hägerstrand used the ongoing specialization and concentration in agricultural
production to exemplify the long-term societal changes, from a vertically linked,
short-distance society into a horizontally linked, long-distance society. Partly this
emanates from his personal experience of the changing and rapidly urbanizing
Sweden, with increasing mobility, specialization and geographical concentrations
of industrial and service activities as well as people.

Torsten Hägerstrand: a short biography
Torsten Hägerstrand’s biography is interlaced with the long-term changes in
Sweden that fundamentally transformed the society. From the late 19th century
and during the 20th century, Sweden went from being a poor agricultural society
dominated by a rural population and high emigration figures into a modern industrialized welfare society, with an urbanized population and high immigration,
which will be dealt with in Chapter 4. At the societal level, these processes influenced the location and organization of activities in production, administration and
services, resulting in specialization, concentration and large-scale organizations.
At the individual and household level, the process gave rise to developments
such as those exemplified in the section above. Sweden is currently a rich postindustrial country with high material living standards and a general social welfare
system recognized worldwide.
Torsten Hägerstand, born in 1916, lived his early life in the small community Torps Bruk, located in the forested county of Småland in Southern Sweden.
The region was dominated by small farms and small factories built close to raw
materials and water-power sources. He experienced the different living conditions
among his friends, whose fathers worked in various occupations in the small-scale
production industries, agriculture and services.
Hägerstrand’s father was a schoolmaster and the family lived on the second floor of the schoolhouse. The schoolchildren’s presence and absence in the
building and outside on the schoolyard made the young Hägerstrand reflect on
variations in daily rhythms depending on day of the week and time of the day,
which he commented upon in The Practice of Geography (1983). Hence, the
location of his home in the schoolhouse made him experience the difference in
activities and social encounters at the same place in different time perspectives.
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His father, the schoolmaster, underlined the importance of studies to
Hägerstrand from his early childhood. The school subject hembygdskunskap
(home area studies) was introduced in the Swedish primary school system in
the early 20th century and his father eagerly taught it, not just to the pupils in
class but also to the children in the Hägerstrand family. The home area studies subject mixed knowledge from different scientific disciplines, i.e. biology,
history, archaeology, geography and ethnography, and made it relevant for the
pupils by setting it into the context of the local community. The schoolchildren’s own experiences of the nature and social life in their neighborhood was
thereby related to general knowledge of the schoolbooks. In his teaching, the
schoolmaster was inspired by the Swiss pedagogue Pestalozzi, who claimed
that the schoolchildren should learn about the world from what is close to them
and outwards. Hence, for example, the pupils learnt how to draw a map of
their classroom, then the schoolyard, and after that larger areas were mapped,
thereby emphasizing the importance of scaling the objects to be shown on a
map (Hägerstrand 1983).
The co-existence of, and mutual interdependence and competition between,
non-living things (material artifacts and things created by nature) and living entities in the schoolyard and its vicinity (a mix of flowers, trees, insects,
human beings, wild and domesticated animals, and so on) fascinated the young
Hägerstrand. This interest grounded him for thinking about what the co-existence
of various kinds of species in a certain area meant for the living creatures as well
as for the landscape. His interest was in finding out the conditions for the different phenomena and their existence in a context, rather than grouping species into
fixed categories based on their similarity.
Hägerstrand entered Lund University as a student in the late 1930s, and early
on he became puzzled by the dominating specialization in academia – which differed fundamentally from the knowledge development he experienced in school,
based in the home area studies subject and the pedagogy of Pestalozzi. Later in
life, as an established researcher he promoted the idea of transgressing the borders between scientific disciplines construed by humans.4 After studies in several
disciplines, among them ethnography, geography, archaeology and mathematics,
he graduated and started his PhD studies in geography, a discipline that he found
less specialized than most of the others. Initially his research concerned migration
in a small Swedish parish during the 19th century and the emigration to America
from there. The insights and conclusions from this study are presented in depth in
Chapter 2. Thereafter, he studied diffusion of innovations in the same geographic
area. The latter study resulted in Hägerstrand’s PhD thesis, defended in 1953.
From the studies of migration and innovations, his interest was directed to individuals’ continuous movements in both time (continuous sequences of events) and
space (location and transportation of material/physical entities). This theorization
on both migration chains and innovation waves laid the ground for developing the
thinking that was eventually presented as the time-geographic approach. The general time-geographical approach, with its ontology, concepts and notation system,
is presented in chapters 2 and 3.
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Hägerstrand was appointed Professor in Human Geography in 1957, in a period
when the Swedish society was rapidly changing and the urbanization movement
was strong. There was a demand for academic knowledge to understand the process and to steer societal development. In the mid 20th century policy makers at
local, regional and national levels, some of them Hägerstrand’s former students,
engaged their former teacher as an expert and source of inspiration in their efforts
to plan for the development of the welfare state. By then, there was a relatively
small number of social science researchers in Sweden and many of them were
engaged in constructing the welfare society.
This societal transformation, in combination with the conclusions from research
on the importance of considering the time-space movements of individual phenomena, frames the development of time-geography. The societal transformation
of Sweden and its influence on the development of time-geography is presented
more in depth in Chapter 4.
Hägerstrand’s time-geography was in the making when he, together with
a number of university professors in human geography and economics, got a
big grant from the research foundation Riksbankens Jubileumsfond5 for a joint
social science research project, “The urbanization process”. For Hägerstrand
this project meant that for the first time in his career he had an opportunity to
form a research group, and three young researchers – two men, Bo Lenntorp
and Tommy Carlstein, and one woman, Solveig Mårtensson – worked together
with him in the Research Group for Process and System Analysis in Human
Geography. The research group, informally called the time-geography research
group, grew over the years. Hägerstrand was appointed to a personal professorship in 1971, financed by the Swedish Research Council for Humanities and
Social Science. With the personal professorship, he had good opportunities
to engage fully in the further development of the time-geographic approach,
now with increasing emphasis on the ecological orientation of the approach
(Lenntorp 2010). In parallel, the activities in the time-geography research group
continued until Hägerstrand’s retirement in 1982. Some researchers in the group
eventually had positions in universities in Sweden and went on with their timegeographically inspired research.6
After a long period of work with the growing community of planners in the
Swedish bureaucracy, Hägerstrand became increasingly disappointed over the
lack of interest in practicing the concrete means and theoretical ideas that he presented and discussed at the meetings. In the mid 1970s he wrote:
it is very easy to dream up blue-prints for new undertakings but very hard to
imagine their fate and their consequences for other legitimate processes when
put into practice. Perhaps the trouble is that thought does not encounter in its
own world the constraints of space and time.
(Hägerstrand 1976: 334)
In the quotation, the notion of time and space is underlined and the two are
regarded as underestimated constraints for realizing ideas and plans. One main
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conclusion is that the time and space dimensions should be put to the fore in
order to better understand what human actions mean for social development
and sustainability.
Hägerstrand wrote and published frequently all through his life, and over the
years his texts were published in a rich variety of journals, proceedings, books
and edited volumes, and it is not an easy task to find them all.7 During his last 10
years, he wrote the second book of his academic career, a comprehensive summary of his thinking, Tillvaroväven, which was posthumously published in 2009.8
Torsten Hägerstrand died in 2004.
The following citation from Hägerstrand (1995) serves as an overall introduction to the time-geographic approach:
Our actions leave traces in the physical world. We produce things and bring
about states of a sort that nature does not shape on its own. Most traces have
a short duration. Others lead to more lasting changes. In most cases there is a
limited and comprehensible purpose behind the specific actions. In addition,
most actions – probably all – have consequences which were not taken into
account in the moment of action. It is quite easy to discover such unintended
consequences in the immediate neighbourhood. Consequences with a wide
reach and a slow course are more difficult to grasp.
(Hägerstrand 1995: 35)

Notes
1 The sorting, of course, appears differently as the social context changes.
2 What is defined as waste also varies depending of what societal context is under
analysis.
3 The whole body of knowledge mastered by the household members concerned the
quality of the soil, animal health, building techniques, slaughter, milk production and
conservation (e.g. butter and cheese), production of tools, preservation of food raw
materials to make them usable over a long time, adjusting the meal to the seasonal
variation of available raw materials, and so on.
4 He was one of the founding fathers, influential researchers from different disciplines and
research areas, who actively worked for the realization of the Department of Thematic
Studies in Linköping University in the late 1970s. The department started its operations in 1980 and is focused on interdisciplinary research in thematic research areas
of societal importance (initially it considered Technology and Social Change, Water in
Nature and Society and Communication; later Child Studies and Gender Studies were
also established). See www.liu.se/tema.
5 The Swedish Riksbank celebrated its 300-year anniversary in 1966 by initiating a
research foundation directed to research in humanities and social science, Riksbankens
Jubileumsfond.
6 Among the group members who became professors were Bo Lenntorp at Stockholm
University, Sture Öberg at Uppsala University, and Kajsa Ellegård, Tora Friberg and
Stefan Anderberg at Linköping University.
7 Lenntorp (2004) contains references to the publications by Torsten Hägerstrand.
8 Tillvaroväven (The Fabric of Existence) was not ready when Hägerstrand died in 2004
and it was edited by Ellegård and Svedin. It was published by the research council
Formas in 2009.
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Ontological grounds

Simple and complicated
Hägerstrand (1985: 195) wrote about the time-geographic approach, “The
approach is not in itself a theory. It is rather an ontological contribution preceding
formation of theory.” He was struggling with the problem of the very short step
between “what is self-evident and extremely complicated” (1985: 195). When
looking at the development of the time-geographic approach in retrospect it is
clear that it takes its points of departure in phenomena that seem self-evident, and
utilizes these phenomena to construct concepts that assist interpretation of complicated relations and appearances at the micro and macro level.
The concept of time-geography in itself implies an assumption that time and
space1 (or place) exist, and the hyphen indicates that the interplay between the
two dimensions is considered. In this chapter, the ontological grounds of the timegeographic approach are presented. It concerns assumptions about time and
space/place and presents the roots for combining these dimensions, based on an
example from Hägerstrand’s early research on migration in Asby, Sweden. The
importance of the thorough empiric research laying the ground for the development of the basic ideas of the time-geographic approach is thereby underlined.

Time and space and the time-space
The German philosopher Kant separated time (when) from space (where) and said
in some lectures at the university in Königsberg that handling the time dimension
is the task of history, while geographers should handle the space dimension.2 Such
a stance creates problems both for historians and geographers. On one hand, in
most historic texts there are geographic anchor places, since events discussed in
historic research took place somewhere. On the other hand, problems emerged
among geographers in the regional geography tradition3 when they strived to
delimit “natural regions” from the geographical form and factors like population
size, degree of urbanization, industrial activities and agriculture, and raw materials. Delimitation was a difficult task because of changes related to such factors,
and change relates, of course, to time.
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One time-geographic assumption is that everything that happens has a geographical location. From this position, even an idea has its geographical location
because it is tied to, for example, people or books, and they are located somewhere. The specific location of an idea or phenomenon at a place also reveals the
material context wherein it was created at a specific time.4 Consequently, from a
time-geographic position, both geography and history should consider both time
and space.
Shortcomings in understanding developments of the world may appear when
either time or space is put aside. The time-geographical approach includes
conceptual tools to follow changes in time and space, and there is a specific
notation system to visualize such located processes. This notation system can
be used to create a common ground and point of departure for communicating what has happened, is happening and might happen in the future regarding
processes of interest. The conceptual tools and notation system are presented in
Chapter 3. Here, the basic assumptions regarding time and space/place will be
put to the fore.
About time
“[T]ime does not admit escape for the individual. ( . . . ) As long as he is alive at
all, he has to pass every point on the time-scale” (Hägerstrand 1970: 10). This
statement indicates some time-geographical claims related to time:
••
••
••
••
••
••

Time is assumed to exist.
Time is continuous and has a direction and a constant pace.5
Now constitutes the continuous transformation of the future into the past.
Time is regarded as a useful tool to study processes and change.
Time can be measured.
Time is the most equally distributed resource.

Most people have, presumably, thoughts about what kind of a phenomenon time
is. There are philosophical theories concerning time and in everyday life people
think about and perceive time in many different ways, including the idea that time
might not exist. Whatever the answer is to the question of the existence of time,
the time-geographic assumption is that time, as it can be measured by clocks and
calendars, is a useful instrument for understanding and explaining the development and change of phenomena in society and nature.6
Based on the assumption that time exists and is measureable, time-geography
ascribes it some objectivity. Despite this objectivity, of course, time can be experienced in a great variety of ways by different people. This means that there is a
subjective dimension of time, which must be recognized. However, in the basic
structure of the time-geographic visualizations, the time dimension is utilized in
an objectivistic way in order to create a common ground for investigating processes over time, in a similar way as the conventional map is utilized to show
the geographic location of places. Then, a time-geographical visualization can be
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used as a starting point for an individual reflecting on her subjective experiences
of an event or process.7
The time-geographic assumptions that time has a direction and a constant pace
imply that events can be anchored along the time dimension. This also implies
sequences of events (they appear before, simultaneously or after one another),
and in this perspective events are parts of larger and longer processes. Heracles,
the Greek philosopher, argued for a processual meaning of time. According to
Plato, Heracles recognized the transience of material things and that everything
is steadily in motion:
You cannot step twice into the same river; for fresh waters are ever flowing
in upon you.
(quoted in Russell 1961: 63)
The English philosopher Bertrand Russell wrote in his book The History of
Western Philosophy that the thoughts behind this saying ascribed to Heracles are
difficult to handle in science. Russell claims that
Science, like philosophy, has sought to escape from the doctrine of perpetual
flux by finding some permanent substratum amid changing phenomena.
(Russell 1961: 65)
The time-geographic idea is to illustrate time as a linear dimension with one direction going from the past, via now, into the future. This implies that the same
moment in time never returns. It resembles the saying denoted to Heracles, “fresh
waters are ever floating in upon you”. Time can be seen as the fresh waters, while
the person’s feet standing in the flowing stream of water, just by standing there,
might be regarded as the now. Looking at time from such a double perspective,
both as a flow (the river water) and as an apprehension of now (the feet standing in
the river with the flowing water), is intriguing and shows that time is an ambiguous phenomenon.
In time-geography the ambiguity of time is approached by the foundations
of the notation system. In the notation system time is regarded as a continuous
dimension, as visualized by the Time axis in Figure 2.1. The continuous time
dimension shall be read from below and up, since now is constantly moving
upwards. In the abstract time-geographic visualization, now is described by a line
(the now-line) that is constantly moving along the continuous time dimension.8
Then, time is illustrated on the vertical y-axis in diagrams, which differs from
how time is usually illustrated in diagrams, as discrete time points on the horizontal x-axis. The purpose of the deviation from the convention is that time should be
re-thought and not be regarded from a habitual perspective.
The now-line fulfills two purposes: first, it shows that now constitutes the
important distinction between future and past. Below the now-line is the past.
What has happened is “frozen” and, consequently, activities that are performed
in the past cannot be undone. What has happened, however, can be experienced
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Time
Future
Now

‘Now-line’

Past

Figure 2.1 T
 he now is located at one point in time along the Time axis, and now is
constantly moving upwards as time goes by. This movement is symbolized
with the small arrows under the “now-line”. The now thereby transforms
future into past.

differently by different people, since they have different points of departure
and different goals for their actions.9 Then, even if a past situation never comes
back and cannot be undone, alternative interpretations of its appearance can be
made in retrospect.
Above the now-line is the future, in which there are several opportunities.
Planned projects might be fulfilled by people performing the necessary activities
as the now moves forwards (upwards) and transforms future into past. To achieve
the goals of their projects people must position themselves in the material environment so that the resources needed are within reach when they want to perform
the activities to achieve those goals.
Second, and related to now being the distinction between past and future, time
is continuous and has a constant pace (at the everyday level of humans). Thereby,
now is regarded as the constant transformation of future into past. This implies
that every action has to be taken now, in the very moment when future is transformed into past. Hence, now constitutes the only opportunity to act and thereby
to make a difference. This also means that the time dimension can be used to capture sequences of events, indicating relationships between before- and after-ness
in time when relating events to each other.
Since the now steadily moves along a one-directional time-dimension, there
is no cyclic time. However, there are events repeated every year, like ceremonial
occasions, according to the calendar, but such events are not cyclical in time; they
are just similar and appearing in sequence over time. The events are similar, not
the same, since each event happens at different points along the continuous time
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axis (different nows). The calendar-based ceremonies are characterized by their
appearance in a number of past nows and the planned (projected) appearance in
the future, with some time distance in between. For example, even if New Year
is an event every year it is of course not the same New Year repeated every year;
instead it is different New Year-nows. Every new New Year-now might be organized in a similar way, year after year, but since now moves on, the same New Year
never comes back.
As indicated above, time is regarded as continuous with a constant pace irrespective of human wants and wills. According to time-geographic ideas, the pace
is constant even if a human being might experience time flying quickly or moving slowly. The continuous flow of time with its constant pace, then, cannot be
halted. In time-geography, the lifetime of every human being as an indivisible
unit (at the everyday level of thinking) is anchored on the historic time dimension
from the moment of birth until death. The life experiences of two individuals, A
and B, who are born with some decades between them, will consequently differ
(see Figure 2.2). The specific differences will, among other things, depend on
what happened in society during their lives. As a child, person A, born in 1940,

Birth 2010
year

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

Age

2000
Financial crisis
1990
Private schools allowed
1980
End of Social Democratic
Party's era in power
1970

B, born in 1970,
40 years old in 2010

Regional imbalance
1960
Rapid economic growth
urbanizaon
1950
Second World War
1940
1930

A, born in 1940
70 years old in 2010

Figure 2.2 I nfluence of birth year on life experience. The different birth years of two
people, A and B, reveal some differences in their life experiences as a result
of what happened in society at various ages. A, born in 1940, experiences the
Second World War from a Swedish perspective and also the rapid economic
growth of the 1950s and 1960s, while B grows up in a period of new political
power relations and financial crises. Figure based on the ideas presented in
Hägerstrand (1972).
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experienced the Second World War, while person B grew up during the wealthier
years of the 1970s.
In a day perspective, time is the most equally distributed resource among people. Everybody has 24 hours of life every day, apart from the days of their birth
and death, which are shorter. Also, everybody must live through all of the 24
hours per day as they appear in sequence. Therefore, at the individual level, time
cannot be compressed, saved or omitted. All 24 hours must be filled with activity,
even if the activity might be experienced as “doing nothing”.
A human being is indivisible and regarded as a whole with a body that cannot
be divided or truncated without loss of important functions or meanings. A similar
reasoning can be used when considering human life as it appears in the course of
time. The time flow passing during a human’s life, or just during a day in a life,
cannot be chopped into pieces without losing important meanings. For example,
as time flows in a day perspective, a person has breakfast, lunch and dinner at
different times of the day due to the biological need for a regular intake of food.
The meals are eaten at three different times of the day and other activities are
performed between the meals. Because of their life-supporting nature, meals are
important events when studying the individual’s daily sequence of activities, since
they must be allowed to break in between other activities. The time-geographic
approach puts the full, unbroken activity sequence to the fore and it is based on the
continuity of time in combination with the indivisible individual.
This relates to other important aspects of time used for activities, namely duration and occurrences. For example, each meal might take about 20 minutes to eat,
and in the example above three meals occurred at different times in the whole
activity sequence of the day, and other activities were performed between the
meals. Consequently, the meals are seen as they appear in the context of other
activities (contextual time use). If time is not regarded as continuous, but instead
handled as a phenomenon that is divisible and additive (like money) it can be said
that the person in the example eats for 60 minutes per day.10 This is true in one
respect, but from the perspective of an indivisible human being 60 minutes’ eating
per day is something very different, and less satisfying, than three occurrences of
meals with a duration of 20 minutes each, interlaced with other activities in the
course of the day, as shown in the sequential way of looking at time in a day
perspective11 (see Figure 2.3).
When regarding time as a continuous dimension, it flows along the Time axis,
the duration of the activities in the sequence is revealed and thereby the uniqueness of every instant is underlined. This is close to people’s experience from
living their daily life. Contrary to this, when time is regarded as divisible and
additive, sequence and duration are overlooked. Different conclusions might be
drawn depending on the way in which time is regarded and what contexts the
individual is involved in.
The time-geographic handling of the time dimension in an objectivistic way
can be used for subjective purposes too. Using the objectivistic visualization of
a person’s daily activity sequence during a day (or other time perspective) as a
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Figure 2.3 V
 isualization of added and contextual time use. An individual’s use of the
24 hours of a day displayed as added time use (left) and contextual time use
(right). It is possible to account for the added sum of meals during a day from
a time-geographical illustration based on the continuous time. However, from
the added time use it is not possible to derive the number of meals, when they
occurred and their respective duration. In that case the only information is that
60 minutes per day are used for eating.

point of departure for discussion, people can make clear to others what they are
talking about. It helps people with different subjective impressions of the same
situation to communicate and talk about the context of when something happened.
In other words, there are gains on a subjective level from the objectivistic time
dimension. Examples of this will be presented in Chapter 7, regarding everyday
life applications.
About space and place
In contrast to time, which is immaterial and hard to capture, space and its places
make people experience distance and material restrictions on a daily basis. In
time-geography, space is the general concept for the geographical dimension,
while the place concept is used for specific locations in the geographical space. A
map shows the geographical locations of specific places according to agreed-upon
criteria for drawing maps; for example, the north–south and east–west directions,
legend and scale. When communicating about the location of places, knowledge
about such criteria is crucial. The space dimension used in time-geography is ideally based on a map constructed from agreed-upon conventions.
What is displayed on a map depends on the objects that are of special interest for specific studies, and various scales are used depending on the research
problem addressed. In the regional geography tradition the map is a central tool.
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Locations of natural and human-made objects were mapped and regions were
classified according to criteria. There was some kind of underlying belief that
what was located at a place and what activities were performed at the time of
mapping should continue. Hägerstrand opposed strongly to this way of reasoning, with its idiographic and descriptive approach. His goal was to discover
general principles of change that all had a (temporary) geographical outcome.
His studies on both migration and innovation were performed in the same region
in Sweden, but his conclusions were general, not just valid for the locality where
the empirical investigations were made.
Time-geographic studies most commonly concern the local and regional
scales, but any other scale might be chosen, depending on the type of problem
to be investigated (Hägerstrand 2004). On a map any material object with a spatial location might be illustrated. Time-geographers make far-reaching claims
that researchers ought to consider the manifold types of individuals in several
different populations existing in the area under study, but this must in some
respect be overlooked for practical reasons since it is not possible to get everything into the same map. However, the mere awareness of this fact should help
in considering the location of individuals in the most important populations in
the region of interest.
Even if there are conventions about how to draw a map of a place, people
might experience a place or a region in different ways. People are more familiar
with what is located in the vicinity of places that they know well than with distant
places. As experienced by subway travelers, the neighborhoods of the entrance
and exit stations become familiar, while the geographical area on the surface
between these stations may remain unknown territory.
The conventional map is a tool for communication about locations that is useful for people irrespective of where they are located within the area covered by
the map. However, in the modern society where internet connections and tourist
travel have exploded it might be argued that the situation has changed. However,
in principle the situation is similar in the respect that the traveler will become
more familiar with what is located and what places he becomes temporarily familiar with close to his hotel and other “new” places people experience (Shoval et al.
2015). People can now get to know places at a large distance from their home,
which means that they know more places than people did before, but still there is
a loss of detail in the knowledge as regards the territory between the places they
visit (Cedering 2016).
The time-space and tools to think about it
The time-geographic notation system is an effort to provide a general tool for
communication about phenomena not only as regards geographical location, but
also the location in time. The notation system’s main dimensions are time and
space, as displayed in Figure 2.4. The time dimension shows the sequence of
events as they appear before and after each other, while the space axis shows the
location of the places where events take place, side by side.
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Before-and-af terness

Before-and-af terness

Time

Side-by-sideness

Space

Side-by-sideness

Space

Figure 2.4 T
 he basic dimensions in time-geographic visualizations: time, illustrating
events in sequence, as they appear before or after each other; and space,
illustrating the location of places, side by side of each other. Left: a traditional
time-space cube, where individuals’ movements are visualized in three
dimensions. Right: a simplified visualization where individual movements are
visualized in two dimensions.

About time-space
The roots of the efforts to combine the dimensions time and space can be found in
the task Torsten Hägerstrand, as a PhD student in Geography at Lund University,
was given by his professor.
Hägerstrand was asked to investigate what happened in a region in Sweden
that had been left by many people during the large emigration from Sweden to
America in the 19th century. By then the dominating theory said that the emigrants had left the houses that were abandoned in the landscape and Hägerstrand
should study such abandoned houses from a geographic perspective (see the
left part of Figure 2.5). By touring by bike in this landscape, searching for these
houses, he found that they were located in areas with the worst opportunities
for farming, with a lot of stones and low fertile soil. This location of abandoned
houses was well in line with the theory of localization, indicating that poor soil
quality yields poor harvests and therefore it is not attractive for people to live
there. Hägerstrand and his fiancé Britt Lundberg (later his wife), who participated
in the field work, began to study other dimensions than the geographic location,
namely the living conditions of the people who had left the abandoned houses.
They did it by studying the development of the population in the parish from the
church registers wherein the priests noted births, deaths, people’s ability to read
and write, and migration to, from and within the parish. By looking deeper into
what was registered as regards the living conditions of the people who had lived
in the abandoned houses and how they had moved to, from and within the parish, Hägerstrand could show that the emigrants did not come from the abandoned
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houses. They were too poor to afford to buy tickets and go to America. Instead
there was an opportunity for them to move into a house that was left by a less
poor family who in turn had moved into a house left by a still less poor family
who could afford the ticket to America by selling their house (see the right part
of Figure 2.5). Of course, the abandoned houses were still located on the worst
land, where it was difficult, if it was possible at all, to get enough harvest to feed
households, so the location theory was valid, but the hypothesis that the emigrants
came from these houses was not supported by the empirical results.
Through his studies of migration over time Hägerstrand identified migration
chains, which reveal which individual in a population moved where and when
in a time period (Hägerstrand 1957). Hence, he followed individuals in time and
space. This was something new in geographical research at that time. However,
today this is common knowledge in geography.
Without the use of a variety of sources dismantling the processual character
of people’s dwelling history, it had not been possible to discover the migration
chains. One prerequisite was that each individual was regarded as an indivisible
whole. Hägerstrand’s studies underlined the need both for a map showing the
location of houses and the register books revealing the time when a particular
individual moved from one place to another. Thus the seeds for combining the
space and time dimensions in a dynamic approach were planted in Hägerstrand’s
mind and, according to what he said at a time-geographic seminar in Lund in the
late 1990s, formed the foundation for the ideas that were later developed into the
time-geographical approach. When Hägerstrand formulated the time-geographic
approach in the 1960s, the concept of the individual path (see Chapter 3) was
derived from this kind of individual movement from place to place.

Emigrants

A

Emigrants

B

C

A

B

C

A = abandoned house, B and C inhabited houses

Figure 2.5 T
 wo different ideas about abandoned houses and emigration from Sweden.
The left part of the figure shows the dominating hypothesis about emigration
and abandoned houses: A is an abandoned house and the family who left it
were supposed to be emigrants to America. House A is located in an area with
poor farming conditions. The right part of the figure shows that the inhabitants
of the abandoned house had moved to house B and the former inhabitants
of house B have moved to house C, from which a family that was bit more
wealthy had moved and emigrated to America. A chain of movements was
started by the emigration of the wealthier families (even if they were not rich).
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The migration chain concept was one of Hägerstrand’s innovative results from
the research in Asby parish, which showed that places (locations of houses with
their inhabitants), time (as a continuous process) and the movements of individuals between different places, taken together had vital importance for understanding
the development of the region (Hägerstrand 1950; 1957).
A wider theoretical conclusion from this research concerned the importance of investigating what happens in a region continuously over time and
not just looking at single points in time. Hägerstrand argued for considering
time as a continuous dimension to show the changed location of people in a
region during a period of time. In Figure 2.6 the difference between time as a
continuous process and time as points in time is made clear. Without a continuous time dimension it is not possible to see who has stayed at a location,
who has moved where from and where to in the region. By following the path
in time and space, the basal thinking behind Hägerstrand’s migration chains
is made obvious.
In the upper part of Figure 2.6 the localization of the individuals in the population is seen from the point-in-time perspective. The population is not evenly
distributed over the region at any of the time points. Since the dot patterns differ between the points in time, it is obvious that there has been some change in
the location of the individuals between the time points (t0 and t2). One place has
grown in terms of number of individuals (e.g. the concentration of dots in the
upper part of the region at time point t2) while other places have lost most of their
inhabitants (compare, for example, the few dots to the left in the lower part of the

Time as t ime points
The locat ion of the individuals in the populaon
changes between the time points

Time as process
births
deaths

Time as process reveals what happened
between the point in time: births, deaths and migration
migraon

Figure 2.6 T
 ime as point in time and time as process – fundamental differences.
Looking at time as time points (the upper part of the graphic) gives no
indication of who has moved and who has stayed. Information is given that
some people live at some places. Time as process (the lower part) reveals not
only who has moved and where to, but also other population changes, like
births and deaths. Based on a figure in Hägerstrand 1993.
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region at time point t2 to the dots at time point t0). Each of the three points in time
provides a snapshot of the localization of the population. However, what has happened between them remains hidden.
The lower part of the figure represents exactly the same region, with exactly
the same population located at the same places during the same time period as
in the upper part of the figure. The difference is that the lower part, by showing
time as a continuous process, also reveals what happened during the time period
between the points in time in terms of how each individual in the population has
moved or stayed. By drawing a line to indicate the movements of each single individual, each person’s movements in the region can be followed, and here the basis
of the time-geographical individual path concept is identified. Some individuals
stay at the same place over the whole period and they are illustrated only by vertical lines. Some people die, indicated by the line ceasing to exist; others are born,
indicated by new lines starting during the period, which happens towards the end
of the period and only in the location where the population grows. Finally, some
lines illustrate the movements of individuals from one place to another within the
region – the line is angled between its vertical sections. Some lines describe how
a person moves once, and there is an example of a person who moves twice time
during the time period. This is the base of the notation system that is thoroughly
considered in Chapter 3.
From the discussion above it is clear that the existence of material phenomena can be described by their place location during a time period. Some
material phenomena move by themselves (humans and animals), while others are moved by external forces (human or natural) from place to place – in
both cases, however, the material phenomenon occupies both time and a place,
thereby excluding other material phenomena from being at exactly that place
during exactly the same time period. Concepts are needed that put to the fore the
material existence of phenomena at various places over time, concepts which
can be used to describe the couplings of events in both time and space. Such
concepts increase the ability to conceptualize, describe, analyze and understand processes wherein individuals are involved and are located at different
places over time. One main effort of the time-geographical approach is to contribute perspectives on processes that can help researchers to avoid “escap[ing]
from the doctrine of perpetual flux”, to borrow the words of Russell (1961),
quoted above.
In one of his last articles Hägerstrand wrote:
The main purpose of the approach which came to be called time-geography
was to open up a related perspective from the outside in which the main
issue is how the myriad of objects in our life-world, i.e. all that existing upon
the earth’s surface, get placed or place themselves through contact with one
another during the lapse of time.
(2004: 323)
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Notes
1 Space is used as a general concept, while place is used for specific locations in this
space.
2 Kant gave lectures that divided geography from history, but he also claimed that the two
are closely related. There has been a huge debate about this, summarized by Louden
(2015), where May (1970: 121) is cited, saying that “Kant exhibits considerable ambivalence at times respecting the issue of clearly separating the history of nature from the
‘description of nature’, or geography”. Also, Harvey (2000: 554) is cited, claiming that
“the Kantian prescription to construe geographical knowledge as mere spatial ordering,
kept apart from the narratives of history”.
3 This tradition in geography has been more or less abandoned since the late 1960s but
at the time when Hägerstrand was studying and in the first part of this career it was a
dominating direction in geography. Looking back at his time as a geography student,
Hägerstrand (1983: 244) wrote: “Lectures in regional geography were abominably
boing . . . Geography appeared not as a realm of its ideas or a perspective in the world,
but as an endless array of encyclopaedic data.”
4 The Nobel Museum in Stockholm developed a physical model of the individual paths
in the time-space (visualized by silver threads over a map of the world) of laureates in
economics. The importance of Chicago as an inspirational point is obvious.
5 At least at the level of human life.
6 In Chapter 7 three different perspectives on time are presented and discussed (daily life
perspective, instrumental perspective and constructive perspective).
7 This will be shown in the chapter about applications of the time-geographic approach,
for example when it is used as a tool in occupational theory practice and research.
8 It is very hard to visualize movement in a static figure!
9 Also, memories change over time and other perspectives might open.
10 Each meal endures for about 20 minutes, and 20×3=60.
11 The time-geographic way of looking at time as a continuous dimension implies that
the information about (1) the three eating occurrences, and (2) the duration being 20
minutes per meal, is important, and this is fundamentally different from saying that the
person eats for 60 minutes during a day.
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3

Time-geographic concepts
and notation

Food for thought
Hägerstrand experienced the fundamental transition of the Swedish society in
the mid-20th century and this strongly influenced his worldview. There were
improvements of people’s living conditions and material standards and these
new conditions, of course, influenced experiences, values and ideas about what
it is possible to do in the society (see Chapter 1). Many restrictions once set up
by the vertically linked, short-distance society were eased, thereby increasing
people’s opportunities to get education, move from rural areas to the urbanizing
cities, change jobs, meet new people and move up the social ladder on a neverpreviously-seen scale. There were changes in many aspects of life; materially,
regulatory and culturally – but at the same time new restrictions emerged.
Hägerstrand found food for thought in a chapter by Karl Popper in a book
edited by Popper and fellow philosopher John Eccles (1977). Karl Popper elaborates on various aspects of human existence. Hägerstrand wrote about Popper’s
ideas in a thought-provoking article (1985) referring to these ideas about three
interrelated aspects, or worlds, of human existence. World 1 is the material world,
with all its existents, living and non-living, occupying space and taking place with
their bodies. World 2 is the world of thoughts, ideas and phenomena that dwell in
people’s minds and brains. World 3, finally, is the world of cultural constructions,
rules and formulations. In real life, the three worlds are complementary and interlaced and hard to distinguish from each other. For example, even though thoughts
belong to World 2, thinking is hosted in the brain, which belongs to World 1,
the material world. New expressions of culture, laws, rules and conventions of
World 3 develop over time in a steady interplay between the material world
(World 1), the ideas and thoughts of humans (World 2) and the previously developed cultural expressions of societies (World 3).
Hägerstrand’s time-geography, as indicated in Chapters 1 and 2, is materialistic in the sense that the bodily existence of material phenomena (World 1) in
the time-space is regarded as a fundamental point of departure. Time-geographic
descriptions, visualizations and analyses of processes build on the continuous
time-space movements of material individuals between their birth (or creation)
and death (or destruction). Hägerstrand was criticized for being materialistic and
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not taking people’s thoughts, emotions, experiences and feelings into account
in his analyses. Hägerstrand never denied the importance of the immaterial
dimensions of existence.1 However, he was concerned about social scientists
underemphasizing the material dimension of existence. His opinion was that
social science should not leave the material world over to natural science and
technology, since materiality is fundamental for many aspects of living life, not
least the social and emotional.
Music, belonging to Popper’s World 3, was an important source of inspiration for Hägerstrand and his development of the time-geographic notation system.
Music is instant; tones are sequentially played and the sound disappears as soon
as the tones are played, while the memory of the previous tone and the current
hearing of the next, and the next, and so on, altogether constitute the impression
of the melody, a sequence of tones. Hägerstrand found similarities to the spoken
language, and with people’s activities during over time. Words disappear once
they are pronounced and one activity is replaced by another and yet another, and
both language and activities are sequentially performed. His notation system is a
way to replicate the musical score, with its signs for how to play the instruments,
but instead of a description of a melody with tones, tempo and strength, the timegeographic notation system is a description that shows the sequence of activities
performed by an individual, including movement activities, in the time-space. The
result might be satisfactory, positive or negative for the individual, and it might
fall out according to the plans set up, or not.
The notation system has been developed to investigate how and why individuals,
living and non-living, come together (couple) and leave each other (de-couple) in
various ways in the time-space. To analyze the complexity in the emergence of such
couplings and de-couplings there is a need for concepts defining what kind of event
is going on and what individuals are included. In this chapter, time-geography’s
concepts and its notation system for handling this challenge are presented.
All concepts in the time-geographical approach are imbued by the idea of
time as a continuous dimension with its main constituents: past, now and future.
Individual, path, elementary event, bundle, prism and population are the basic
and most general time-geographical concepts useful for describing, analyzing and
communicating about processes that relate to phenomena with a material existence in the time-space.
In addition to these basic concepts, there are three time-geographical concepts
that are especially suitable for investigating the complexity of human activities,
project,2 constraint and pocket of local order.3

Basic time-geographical concepts
Individual
In most social science, the individual4 concept is used for human individuals,
people, but the time-geographic approach widens the denotation of the concept.
Hägerstrand was inspired by abstractions and general concepts and claimed that
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among the self-evident aspects in the world is its grain-structure, ranging from
micro to macro scale (Hägerstrand 1985: 196). The ‘grains’ exist continuously
over some period of time. Grains with unbroken existence (from birth to death as
regards living entities and from construction to destruction as regards non-living
entities) are indivisible at a chosen scale and the time-geographic concept chosen
for them is individual.
Consequently, in the time-geographic approach, the individual concept is used
for a human individual as well as for an animal, a plant, an artifact or a material
thing.5 Thereby the concept is an abstraction for all existents (or ‘grains’) in the
time-space. Since each individual is indivisible it cannot be divided or truncated
without losing its meaning as an individual. As already mentioned, a living individual has a limited lifetime, starting with birth and ending with death. However,
after death an individual that once was living is divisible; it dissolves and its constituents are integrated into other individuals (e.g. worms, soil, plants). Non-living
individual things, artifacts and creatures of nature are regarded as indivisible at a
chosen level of investigation from their creation until destruction or taken apart.
Then, what is regarded as an individual at one level may, at a more detailed
level, be regarded as composed of several individuals of different kinds. For
example, a car is an individual at one level where it has specific capacities. These
capacities get lost if the car is taken apart. However, the parts or components that
together make up a whole car are themselves individuals of different kinds at a
lower level, like an engine individual, a steering wheel individual, and so on.
Taken one by one these lower-level individuals of different kinds cannot produce
the capacities that characterize the higher-level individual car as a whole indivisible individual. The components of the whole car must be coupled to each other in
a certain way to gain the capacities of the car.
A human, regarded as an individual in the time-geographic sense, has capacities that other kinds of individuals lack; for example, spoken and written language,
intentions, strategic thinking, capacities to formulate ideas, imaginaries and plans
for the future. Thereby, humanistic and social perspectives on human individuals’
actions are crucial. However, at the same time, and just like the bodies of other
kinds of individuals, the individual human being has a material body that exists in
time and is located in space.
The individual concept is a basic part of the time-geographic approach and it is
vital to specify what kind(s) of individuals are in focus when doing empirical studies.
Path
The path6 concept is introduced to visualize and follow the time-space movements of individuals. The movements of an individual always follow along the
time and place dimensions and the path is constantly created as the now transforms future into past. However often foreseen, one core point is that even when
the individual stays at the same place there is a movement in time. The path,
then, is a visual means to increase and widen the comprehension of the processual thinking in time-geography and it is a foundational and fundamental concept
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in time-geographic thinking and the notation system. The combination of the
individual and path concepts into individual path reveals that the path illustrates
the time-space movements of an individual. Hence, it can be used to visualize
the movements of all different kinds of individuals (living and non-living) and it
works on various scales in time and space.
An individual path visualizes movements that have already happened, and the
path is eventually created as now transforms future into past. Figure 3.1 shows the
creation of an individual path by illustrating the movements of a human individual
during a short time period: Mr. Svensson is going to the grocery to buy food ingredients for a party in the evening.
The upper-left part of Figure 3.1 shows a map, and the spatial movements
of Mr. Svensson are indicated with a line along the road. However, such a
static picture reveals little about where he is located over time. The rest of the
subfigures in Figure 3.1 show the consequent creation of the individual path
illustrating the time-space movements of Mr. Svensson, where the Time axis
(y-axis) shows the before-and-after relations and the Place axis (x-axis) shows
places (side-by-side-ness) in the geographical space. The upper-middle part of
Figure 3.1, then, shows the time-space foundation where the individual path
following Mr. Svenson’s time-space movements is illustrated: initially he is
alone in his home, planning his shopping, which takes time, and consequently
the individual path illustrating his activities moves parallel to the Time axis,
while located at the same spot on the map. This indicates that he moves in time
(the now is moving along the Time axis) but he is at the same place, stationary
in space (in his home). When he has made up his list for shopping he goes to the
shop (upper-right part of Figure 3.1) and then the individual path illustrating his
time-space movements turns away from his home towards the grocery, and now
illustrating movements both in time (along the Time axis) and in space (along
the Place axis as he moves between places). When he enters the shop, he does
his shopping and then he is again geographically stationary and he moves only
in time (lower-left part of Figure 3.1). This is of course an oversimplification
since he moves also within the shop, but at this scale (where the shop is regarded
as a location) the individual path is, again, parallel to the Time axis since he
is located in the shop for a time period. When he has paid he goes homewards
and the individual path reveals that it takes more time to go home than it took
to go to the shop, since he has heavy bags to carry (middle part of Figure 3.1).
The slope of the individual path, then, reveals that he moves at a lower speed
while walking home than when he walked to the shop. Back home he unpacks
the goods (shown in the lower-right part of Figure 3.1) and the individual path
visualizing Mr Svenson once again is moving parallel to the Time axis, but it is
stationary on the Place axis (in the home).7
It is important to underline that the path is an abstract illustration of the timespace movements of an individual, while the individual represented by the path is
something much more complex. Consequently, an individual path increases the
knowledge about time-space movements of the material body of humans as well
as of other kinds of individuals. It puts to the fore the often-neglected fact that
time also passes when an individual is stationary.
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All individuals’ time-space movements are created in the now and each individual path illustrates an individual’s approaching, staying at and leaving places.
The path can be regarded as a flow of events, experienced by a human individual
as her activity sequence. In addition, the path can indicate the individual’s getting in touch with other individuals, staying at a place doing something together
with them, and leaving it afterwards. The paths of two individuals show their
time-space couplings to each other, and when coupling they form a bundle. For
closer analysis of such time-space movements and of couplings and de-couplings,
as these are illustrated by individual paths, the time-geographic concept of the
elementary event has been created.
Elementary event
The elementary event concept is sparsely promoted in time-geographic literature. However, in Hägerstrand (1970: 14) the concept “large series of small
events” is already used and it may be the seed for what grew into the elementary
event concept in Hägerstrand 1974 and 1985. Hägerstrand writes: “Life becomes
an astronomically large series of small events, most of which are routine and
some of which represent very critical gates” (1970: 14). Some years later he
briefly introduced and discussed elementary event as a time-geographic concept
(Hägerstrand 1974; 1985), but he did not go deeper into it until in his final book
(Hägerstrand 2009: 104–113).
Each individual exists for a period of time,8 which for living individuals is
limited by birth and death and for artifacts and natural things by creation and
destruction. During this lifetime, living individuals need resources to produce and
use food and shelter, and in addition they need rest, care and social relations. To
satisfy these needs they depend upon other individuals, both members of their
own population (e.g. older generations, children, partners) and individuals from
other kinds of populations (food, buildings, tools, and so on). This means that
living individuals must be able to approach and get in touch with both living and
non-living individuals from various populations. In his final book Hägerstrand
(2009: 76) wrote that the most fundamental of all events is encounter. When an
individual cannot encounter another individual of importance, the latter individual is out of reach for the former. If food individuals are out of reach for a living
individual, there is a risk of hunger, or even starvation. In order to analyze what
human individuals do to satisfy their needs it is important to use concepts that
specify how people navigate between locations where they can reach the necessary other kinds of individuals (from different populations) over time.
The concept for specifying such navigation in the time-space is elementary
event and various elementary events denote different specific parts of such
a navigation process. There are elementary events designed for describing the
movements of single individual paths and elementary events for specifying the
time-space couplings of two of more individual paths. Here, the elementary events
for single individual paths are presented first, followed by elementary events for
multiple paths.
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Elementary events describing the time-space movements of a single individual
path are: move, arrive, stay, and leave (see the left part of Figure 3.2). Of these
events, arrive and leave happen in an instant, while move and stay usually have a
longer duration. The elementary event move has two different but related meanings. First, it concerns move to (encounter) or approach a place, and second, it
is about moving away from or receding from a place, both thereby indicating
geographical moves.9 However, differently from most other approaches in social
science, in time-geography stays are regarded as a kind of movement, but during
a stay the individual moves solely along the time dimension since the geographic
location does not change.
The left part of Figure 3.2 shows some elementary events of the individual
path of Mr. Svenson, who goes from his home to the grocery shop and back home
again before arranging his party (compare it to Figure 3.1). Mr. Svenson cannot
do his purchase if the shop is not open and if a shop assistant is not there, and in
the right part of Figure 3.2 there are two individual paths, one for Mr. Svensson
and one for the shop assistant. The individual path of the shop assistant can be
described by one single elementary event for the whole period: stay, since he
is in the shop ready to assist any customer, both before and after he has served
Mr. Svensson. When Mr. Svensson has arrived at the shop, he gets in touch with the
shop assistant and they stay in touch until Mr. Svensson leaves in order to move
homewards. What is communicated between the two during the Mr. Svenson’s
stay in the shop is not revealed by the visualization.
The elementary events specifying the time-space couplings between two or
more individuals that relate to each other in the shop are, for example, get in touch,
stay together, and disengage (see the right part of Figure 3.2). Get in touch means
the very moment when two (or more) individuals of any kind come together at a
place at a time. Before getting in touch at least one of them must have moved to
(encountered) the location of the other(s) and after getting in touch they may stay
together for a period of time. Some time later one (or more) individual(s) may find
that it is the right moment to disengage and leave, and after leaving this individual
moves from the other individual(s).
An example from the industrial production of automobiles might illustrate
different levels of elementary events where human individuals relate to material
things over time. Humans construct cars and people can utilize the specific capacities of the car to move from one place and to another. For example, an employee in
an automobile factory uses a car to move to her workplace on working days. She
stays there to do the job until the work day is over, and she leaves the workplace
and uses the car to move homewards. At this level the car is a tool for the human
individuals to approach and depart from the workplace and the home, respectively.
On another level, a car in production is assembled from many lower-level individual parts and components. In the production workshop each car is assembled
as result of humans and machines making the many different kinds of individuals (parts and components) move to (encounter), arrive, get in touch and stay
together. The meaning of the assembly is to make the components and parts stay
together and eventually a car with its specific capacities is completed.
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There are other elementary events, which concern individuals that lose their
identity when another individual exerts power and ends the existence of the former as an individual. It might happen when human individuals satisfy their need
for food and utilize other kinds of individuals (like vegetables, meat and other
sorts of food) for preparing a meal, and eat it. The elementary events are, for
example, intake, mold/digest, and fuse/extract. In terms of elementary events, the
food ingredients are moved and they get in touch with each other via the hands of
the person cooking, and then they stay together as a meal until eaten by the human
individual. When the meal is digested and transformed into energy in the human
body, the remains leave the body as faeces and urine.
When an individual’s existence in an area is regarded over a period of time, the
elementary events can be used to identify its movements and stays, and to make
clear this specific individual’s time-space relation to other individuals in the area.
It is a way of communicating the time-space process of individuals in different
constellations. There is a lot of information given even by one individual path
with its various elementary events. A complex pattern is shown when more individuals of one or more different kinds are included, forming a bundle.10
At an abstract level, then, the elementary events concept helps specify the
precise time-space movements of one or more individual(s) as described by the
individual path(s). The abstract use of the individual concept makes it possible to
consider the time-space interrelation between individuals of different kinds during a period in a region.
Bundle
Hägerstrand suggests that the bundle concept refers “to a grouping of several
(individual) paths” (1970: 14). The concept describes the staying together of two
or more individuals at the same place or on the move (for example, in a bus or on
a walk) during the same period of time. For example, within a home and taken
together, individual paths visualizing the members of a household, their possessions and materials can be described as a bundle, while in a factory a bundle
describes the time-space arrangement of employees, materials and machines. A
bundle, then, is visualized by individual paths (see Figure 3.3), and the elementary
events show when the individuals involved move to, arrive, get in touch, stay,
leave and recede or move from a place. Hence, they reveal the sequential order of
the individuals’ respective arrival at and leaving of the place and inform about the
time that the involved individuals spend together at the place.
Prism
The individual path illustrates the time-space movements of an individual in the
past and it might serve as a kind of protocol up to now. The path cannot cross the
now-line. Consequently, the individual path continues until the now, and as the now
moves on (transforming future into past), the path is constantly created and illustrates the individual’s time-space movements. The path, then, has to do with what
has happened. Existence, however, also concerns what might happen in the future.
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The opportunities to perform activities in the future are important for living
creatures, not least for human individuals. They make up plans and have expectations for what to do, and estimate what claims these plans have regarding the
future location of the individual herself in the time-space.
The time-geographical concept for capturing the future possible locations in the
time-space of an individual is prism.11 At each now, the individual has a specific
location in the time-space and from this now the individual has opportunities to
depart and approach other places in the future (see the upper-left part of Figure 3.4),
which displays the possible moves away from a location ‘now’ at a given speed. In
the upper-right part of Figure 3.4 a restriction is included, namely that the individual
has to be back at the place of origin at a certain point in time, and this makes up the
prism. The shape of the prism depends on (1) the geographical location of the individual at the point of departure in time (now); (2) when in the future the individual
has either to be back at the same place, or to be located at another place; and (3) the
speed of the means of transportation available to the individual.
Irrespective of how many opportunities there are within the prism of an individual, just one of them can be realized each moment as the now moves along the
time axis. This follows from the assumption that the individual is indivisible and
as such it can be located at only one geographical location at every moment. The
prism shrinks as the now moves along the Time axis if the point in time when the
individual has to be geographically located in the future stays the same as it was
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 he principle of the prism. Upper-left part: the movement possibilities for an
individual with no restrictions regarding future location. Right: a prism, the future
space of opportunities for a person being at home and who has to be back home at
a given point in time in the future. Lower-left part: the prism shrinks as the now
transforms future into past (from Now 1 to Now 2). Right: the shape of the prism
changes if the person starts moving from home at Now 1.

at an earlier now, and if there is no change in the speed of transportation means
(the lower-left part of Figure 3.4). Thereby there are fewer opportunities within
the prism at the later now than at the former. The shape of the prism changes if the
individual has moved to another place (the lower-right part of Figure 3.4).
Lenntorp developed the prism mathematically and empirically in his PhD thesis (1976). He discussed different shapes of the prism depending on various means
of transportation. He also discussed what errands people with various transportation opportunities can perform within the limits of their specific prism volume in
the future. For this purpose, he put together activity sequences (“daily programs”)
and tried out which of them that could be fulfilled given various means of transportation and timetables in public transport.
Hägerstrand meant that humans easily refrain from taking the materiality of
existence into consideration when planning for the future. Thinking encouraged
by the prism may assist in considering the material world (Popper’s World 1)
when creating plans (Popper’s World 2) for the future: “It is as if our well-developed
capacity to store and hold together systems of ideas makes us unable intuitively to
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feel the limitations of the external world to accommodate our projects” (Hägerstrand
1985: 214). However, not just the limits of the prism influence what projects are
possible to realize in the future. There are other constraints of importance on what it
is possible to do, and these will be presented later in this chapter.
Population
A population12 consists of individuals of the same kind, which over a period of
time exist in a defined area. The time-geographical use of the population concept
denotes all individuals of the same kind existing within a defined region during
a time period. In any region, there are many populations: plants, animals, human
beings, artifacts, roads, and so on. In the landscape the varieties of individuals in
different populations serve as prerequisites for the survival of some individuals
and death of others. For example, on a pasture the individuals in the cow population eat straws in the grass population, thereby limiting the ability of the grass to
grow a bigger population.
When considering the historical background for human individuals’ life histories the population concept and the variety of the individuals within it is of interest.
For example, admission to higher education and the right to vote have different
meanings to people of different generations but in the same population. A previous
decision, which currently concerns all individuals in a population, has a different
influence on people depending on when they were born in relation to the time of
the decision. The oldest individuals in a population might not have been able to
enjoy the rights because the time in their life when it would have been of importance has already passed. In Sweden, for example, women were allowed to vote for
the first time in the 1921 general election, and women were not allowed to study
in the public high school system until 1927. These two decisions obviously formed
the life opportunities for many generations of women. Women who had passed
the age of going to high school when the law changed could not get that level of
education (see Figure 3.5). This resulted in them being excluded from many jobs
in the labor market where a high school exam was a condition. This had long-term
consequences for the development of equal opportunities of men and women.
Individual and aggregations of individuals
With inspiration from his studies on migration Hägerstrand suggested that necessary links exist “between the micro-situation of the individual and the large scale
aggregate outcome” and that these must be recognized (Hägerstrand 1970: 9). His
idea was to avoid handling people in the same way as money or goods, as divisible
entities, and instead make it possible to identify the unique individual as a whole
also after aggregation. To underline what he meant he quoted a student’s saying:
“We regard the population as made up by ‘dividuals’ instead of ‘individuals’”
(Hägerstrand 1970: 9).
In a human population there are some resemblances between the individual
members, which stem from the human need for sleep and food; compare the
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 ontextual time use at individual and aggregate levels. Contextual time use
for one individual (left) and an aggregate of 20 individuals (right).

contextual way to visualize time use at the individual level in Figure 2.3. An
illustration of an aggregate of human individuals (a population) shows that there
are some variances in sleeping patterns, but that there is still a common everyday
rhythm. Figure 3.6 illustrates simplified contextual time use (limited to sleep and
other activities) for one single individual and for a group of 20 individuals, which
indicates that there is a pattern at the aggregate level building on the similar, but
not identical, daily contextual time use of many individuals.

Complex time-geographic concepts related to activities
of living individuals
In time-geography, there are some more complex concepts that are specifically
relevant for living individuals and their biological or genetic programs and ability
to set up goals for activities. These concepts are project, program, constraint and
pocket of local order.
Project and program
The time-geographic use of the project concept relates to human individuals,
while program relates to human beings as biological creatures and to other animals. Here, the project concept in its time-geographic sense is presented.
The word project comes from the Latin words pro (forth) and jacta (to throw)
and means that something is thrown forth. A project, then, relates to an idea about
something or a state in the future. A project is created when one or more person(s)
set up a goal for the future, produce a plan for activities and make efforts to follow
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the plan in order to achieve this goal. For example, things produced by humans are
the results of people’s realization of previous projects as plans for achieving goals
based on what, by then, were ideas about the future.
In time-geography, the project concept is suggested to “designate the entire
set of space/time-uses of people, things, and room leading up to some goal”
(Hägerstrand 1985: 201).
A goal or an idea is created and relates to something that is wished for to be
realized in the future; it might be a material or immaterial result. For example,
an individual might initiate a project to knit a sweater. This project’s direct goal
is to have a sweater in the drawer for future cold days. However, the knitting-ofa-sweater project might also be part of a larger project, like “wellbeing”, where
knitting is a recreational activity. This means a project may have different kinds of
goals and they may be integrated into longer-term projects. The realization of the
sweater project is the performance of knitting activities going on as the now-line
moves and transforms future into past. Of course, there are not many people who
knit a sweater without pauses for meals, sleep, work and other activities, so the
project is split up and its activities pop up now and then between other activities in
different projects during a longer time period. The project’s direct goal is achieved
when the sweater is ready and exists in the material world as an individual artifact of
its own. The sweater is thereafter ready to use by people who have it within reach.
The product consists of embedded time, material resources, knowledge and skills.
Projects and their goals are based on ideas and since ideas are immaterial, it is
not possible to visualize them in the same way as material phenomena. In an article
from 1985, Hägerstrand presented a way to widen the time-geographic visualization in order to consider people’s ideas, thoughts and wishes in the visualizations.
This relates to the philosophically based view of Popper (1977) presented in the
beginning of this chapter. Hägerstrand showed in his article that even though timegeography has its anchoring in the material world (World 1), this world is closely
related to the subjective World 2, with human minds and mental states, and also
that the cultural products of World 3 are important for the outcome. Hägerstrand
writes, “Note that a book containing, say, a poem, belongs to World 1, whereas the
poem as such does not. It is a World 3 entity” (Hägerstrand 1985: 194).
Similar thinking is behind the time-geographical visualization presented
in Figure 3.7, based on a human individual’s perspective.13 This individual’s
existence is described from two positions: the Outer world and the Inner world.
The Outer world, displayed to the right in the figure, shows what has happened in the past, the current situation and what future opportunities there
are. The Outer world can be visualized with the time-geographical concepts
presented above: the individual path (what has happened in the past) and the
prism (opportunities in the future given the principle of return and the location
now in the time-space). The Inner world of the person is displayed to the left
in the figure, and includes her experiences, intentions, wishes and wants. In
the Inner world of a person, now is probably not just the moment where future
is transformed into past (the now-line), but instead now is more of a period,
or a “now-zone”. The Outer world resembles Popper’s World 1 and the Inner
resembles Popper’s World 2.

Outer world
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events
(individual paths)

Space of opportunities
restricted by location in
t ime and place (prism)
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Now

		

future

“nowzone”

Inner world

Subjective, individual
worlds
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Figure 3.7 T
 he Inner and Outer worlds of an individual from a time-geographic perspective. Left: the Outer world (like Popper’s World 1), as
illustrated from a time-geographic perspective, with now as a distinct partition between past and future. Right: the Outer world relates to
the Inner world (like Popper’s World 2). The past in the Inner world hosts the subjective dimensions and experiences of the individual.
The future in the Inner world relates to the individual’s intentions. There is no distinct now in the Inner world; it is more like a now-zone.
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Figure 3.8 illustrates the continuation of the story of Mr. Svenson and his
project to arrange a party at home in the evening (compare it to Figure 3.1).
His shopping for groceries is considered in the context of his Outer and Inner
world experiences. The left part of Figure 3.8 displays the individual paths of
Mr. Svenson and the shop assistant in the Outer world. There is also an additional individual path, symbolizing a shop assistant working in another grocery
located nearby. While the individual paths of Mr. Svenson and the shop assistant
stay together during Mr Svenson’s shopping, something happened that caused
Mr. Svenson to start reconsidering his shopping in that specific shop: the shop did
not supply ecological meat. This is indicated with a dotted line from the Outer to
the Inner worlds of Mr. Svenson in the right part of Figure 3.8. Mr. Svenson cares
a great deal for animals’ health and wellbeing, and he became very angry (which
is implicated in the Inner world in Figure 3.8) and he immediately thinks for himself that he will never go back to this shop again. This, then, is his intention for
the future, as indicated in the Inner world in the figure.
However, as his cooking for the evening party proceeds he suddenly discovers that a key ingredient is lacking (see Figure 3.9). He has to go and buy it, and
now his intention to not go to the shop where they do not supply ecological meat
is challenged. As his prism in the upper-right part of Figure 3.9 shows, he does
not have enough time to go to the alternative shop. Instead, he has to rush back to
the shop he did not want to go to and buy the ingredient – if not, he would not be
home when his guests will arrive. The clash between the idea (Popper’s World 2)
and the materiality (Popper’s World 1) is revealed by the specific time-space location in the time-geographic visualization.
This is a simplified example of how time-geography facilitates in understanding the problem that arises when intentions and goals clash with what it
is possible to realize in the material world, and, consequently, what comes out
of them. Hägerstrand wrote about this in his early publications, and it is related
to the time-geographic coupling constraints presented below (Hägerstrand 1970;
1976; 1985).
Projects can be individual, as exemplified by Mr. Svenson and his party project
above, or organizational. Individual projects relate to what goals an individual
wants to achieve for herself from her activities, while organizational projects
relate to goals set up by individuals in decision-making positions within organizations. Household members have more or less formalized organizational projects
together, and one such project might be “to live a good life”. For achieving this
goal on a regular basis in a modern society, at least some kind of income is necessary and thereby one project for household members is to work.
Individual and organizational projects intersect. For example, “work to earn a
living” is an individual project, but it is also part of the household’s organizational
project “to live a good life”. In addition, it depends on the existence of an organization providing jobs to pursue its organizational project(s). An organization’s
organizational project is in turn dependent on the capabilities of the individuals
they employ. The goal for the company organization project might be “to produce and sell high-quality services”. Figure 3.10 shows the intersection between
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 he intersection between two organizational projects and one individual
project. At the organizational level there are companies and households, and
they have different goals. The goals for the company are to make profit and
produce high-quality goods. They need skilled employees who can perform
the necessary work tasks. The overall goal for a household is to live a good
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individual project of an employee is to earn an income, and to do it she
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assigned to perform specific work tasks. The goal of the individual work
project is to get resources for living a good life.
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the household organization and the company organization and their respective
organizational projects in the individual project, work.
Constraints
People use time to rest, care for themselves and others, and sleep in their home,
and they leave home in the morning and return there towards the evening. This
principle of return delimits the opportunities for the individual to move away from
home, as indicated by the prism. The principle of return is a constraint, delimiting
the individual’s prism. People encounter constraints14 in their efforts to achieve
the goals of various projects, and there are a myriad constraints to handle as they
navigate “now” in order to fulfill the goals.
To achieve the goals of many projects, people have to get in touch with other
individuals at other places in the future. They also have to adjust to the time limits
set by other individuals for certain activities. Hägerstrand (1970) concluded that
it is not possible to classify all constraints in detail as time-space phenomena, but
there are three large aggregations of constraints in time-geography: capability15
(or capacity) constraints, authority (or steering) constraints and coupling constraints. The first two constraints resemble those usually discussed within social
science and relate to living individuals.
Capability constraints concern the individual’s opportunities related to her
bodily and mental functions and to the resources that are available for her.
Individuals with obvious capability constraints are children or very old, sick or
disabled individuals. Limited command over tools and transportation are other
examples of capability constraints. In human populations, capability constraints
might also refer to, for example, slow means of transportation and a lack of economic resources or knowledge about how to solve a problem.
Authority or steering constraints concern power relations. In human populations, for example, children are subordinated to the authority of their parents and
teachers, which makes children constrained. All citizens are subject to the national
laws and have to obey them; otherwise they risk punishment. Other examples of
authority constraints are created in hierarchical organizations where norms and
rules are set up which exert authority over those subordinate to the people in
power. In an organization, such as a school, a workplace or a service provider,
there are rules that the participants or members are expected to obey; hence, the
rules steer the activities of the people involved. Authority constraints also delimit
who is allowed to get into a place or building. Authority constraints are products of
culture, a Popper’s World 3 construct. Steering constraints hinder individuals from
acts that they might have strived for, and power may be exerted both by laws, rules
and norms (Popper’s World 3) and material objects (Popper’s World 1).
The coupling constraints are deeply anchored in time-geography: they stem
from people’s opportunities and the need to couple and de-couple. In terms of
elementary events, this concerns their need to move, arrive, get in touch, stay in
touch, leave and disengage. Hägerstrand wrote about the individual’s opportunities to perform activities located within reach of that individual: “inside the daily
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prism is to a pronounced degree ruled by ‘coupling constraints’. These define
where, when and for how long, the individual has to join individuals, tools, and
materials in order to produce, consume, and transact” (Hägerstrand 1970: 14).
For example, children need an adult staying in touch with them all day in order
to be protected and to get care, help and guidance. Then the child’s capability
constraints result in a coupling constraint for the child as well as for the adult.
Coupling constraints, then, relate to the two other kinds of constraints and concern
the opportunities to establish time-space couplings between individuals (them
getting in touch, in Popper’s World 1).
Many employees find their work hours’ scheduling to be an authority constraint. This constraint is easier to handle for a person who can decide when to
start moving to the workplace, and how fast, than for a person who has to adjust
to a public transit timetable. For the latter the bus introduces a coupling constraint
when she tries to meet the authority constraints of the work time schedule. The
person without a car must catch a bus at a certain time to arrive at work when
expected. Thereby, the capability constraints are linked to and interact with coupling constraints. Then, both the bus timetable and the work schedule serve as
authority constraints and result in coupling constraints.
Constraints are discussed by Hägerstrand (1970), Lenntorp (1976) and
Mårtensson (1979), and many other later researchers have used the concepts.
Pocket of local order16
In his article about time-geography from 1970, Hägerstrand presented the domain
concept and discussed its relation to authority constraints. He found the concept
to be essentially spatial and suggested a redefinition of it “to refer to a time-space
entity within which things and events are under the control of a given individual or
a given group” (Hägerstrand 1970: 16). In the same article he also suggested that
there is a hierarchy of domains, indicating that those who steer the superior domain
also use their power to restrict what actions are permitted in subordinate domains.
The domain concept subsequently faded away in the time-geographic literature, probably because of its “essentially spatial” connotation, and was in turn
substituted by Hägerstrand (1985) with the time-geographic concept pocket of
local order. Pockets of local order are necessary for living individuals to carry out
their projects. The pockets of local order are, if properly maintained, “sufficiently
free from encroachment” (Hägerstrand 1985: 207) from processes and other
projects in the nearby time-space. Living individuals might consciously arrange
pockets of local order. Pockets of local order may also be arranged by nature from
the local conditions in climate, soil, animal populations and vegetation.
Hägerstrand writes: “The human pockets of local order are a superstructure,
directly added to nature and not possible to maintain without that base” (1985:
208). Such pockets of local order are exemplified by “arrangements in the landscape, homes, and factories” (Hägerstrand 1985: 208).
There are hierarchies of pockets of local order. They appear as Russian dolls
wherein a smaller pocket of local order resides within a larger one. A home is a
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pocket of local order, inhabited and upheld by the household member(s) and their
performing of individual and organizational projects. Each room in the home is
also a pocket of local order, adjusted for specific projects, like the kitchen, drawing room or bedroom. As the household members change, a child is born or a
child moves out of the family home, the pocket of local order changes. There is
a need for a room for the child to play, or the room where the now-absent child
resided is converted into a room for hobbies.
Hägerstrand’s concepts and notation system recognize the intimate relationship between time and space. He said:
So far continuity over time has been given prominence. This is not enough.
The full grasp of processes requires that also space is viewed as a continuum.
No holes are permitted through which entities and events can fall out and
be forgotten. Time and space are intimately related. It takes time to cover
distances, even the shorter ones. In addition space, understood as room, is a
regulator of events because of its limited capacity to accommodate objects
and thereby also processes. Competition over the same piece of space is one
of the most common sources of conflicts. To view time and space simultaneously as continua, populated by elements having different probabilities of
survival, ought to help us to detect the collateral characteristics of processes
of change. We would be able to see more clearly how various strands move
forwards in time through space shoulder by shoulder, so to speak, while they
sometimes support and sometimes block each other.
(1987: 49)
The following chapters present examples of how this mode of thinking, with its
conceptual and visual tools, is applied and further developed in a wide range of
thematic fields.

Notes
1 This is obvious in most of his texts after 1970.
2 For animals other than humans, the program concept is used to investigate their activities.
3 Also, animals may create pockets of local order, like their nests and territory, which
they defend from intruders. However, as we understand it they do not consciously set
up long-term goals like humans.
4 The time-geographic use of the individual concept was discussed by Hägerstrand in his
first international article on time-geography in 1970, and he furthered the discussion in
an article in Swedish in 1974.
5 There are some similarities with the actor–network theory. Here, the aim is to present
the time-geographic approach and therefore the text is not mixed with other approaches.
6 The path concept was introduced in Hägerstrand (1970) and it is closely related to
and constitutes the basis for developing the prism concept as elaborated by Lenntorp
(1976). A synonym of path is trajectory.
7 There is an obvious thing, which is empirically revealed by using individual paths to
illustrate the indivisible human individuals’ daily life: most of the time people stay at
the same place. Not surprisingly, the home is used for the longest time of the day and
the activity with the longest duration, sleep, is performed there.
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8 The time span of existence varies between different individuals and within different
populations.
9 These elementary events for an individual path regarded as isolated from other individual paths are of course valid for each individual path when analyzed in combination.
10 Examples will be presented in the application part of the book.
11 The prism concept was applied in Hägerstrand (1970). It is thoroughly presented by
Lenntorp (1976) and has been further developed by Miller (1991) and Miller (2005).
12 Hägerstrand discussed the population concept in Hägerstrand (1985).
13 This figure is presented in various forms in Lenntorp (1976), Mårtensson (1979) and
Hägerstrand (2009).
14 The constraint concept was presented in Hägerstrand (1970).
15 Sometimes the concept of capability is used instead of capacity.
16 The pocket of local order concept was first mentioned in Hägerstrand (1985).
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Part II

Applications of the
time-geographic approach

4

Urban and regional planning

The societal context of the development of
time-geography in Sweden
The transformation of Swedish society during the 20th century influenced the life
of Torsten Hägerstrand, as indicated in Chapter 1. During his childhood, most
people still lived in the vertically linked, short-distance society, but by the time
he was a teenager the situation had changed and the horizontally linked, longdistance society gradually overtook the vertically linked society (Hägerstrand
1970b, 1988). The following section gives the contours of the development of the
Swedish society, which serves as a background to Hägerstrand’s contributions to
urban and regional planning, and relates closely to the developments of the timegeographical approach.
In the early 20th century, Sweden was a poor country, with low living standards. However, there were strong desires to change the situation, and efforts
were made both by industrialists and political movements to improve the situation for the population. In 1928 the leader of the Social Democratic Party, Per
Albin Hansson, launched the idea of the Swedish Folkhem (home for the people),
and the subsequent realization of it established this party’s long-lasting power
in government. The reforms of the Folkhem period were the basis of the modern
Swedish welfare state and it was not until 1976 that the social democrats lost their
governmental power.
Urbanization and industrialization brought striking changes to Swedish society and through the 20th century a steady stream of migrants left the rural life,
hoping for better work and a life in urban areas. Viewed from a longer historic
perspective (see Figure 4.1), the proportion of the population living in urban areas
changed from only 20% in 1880 to an equal share with rural areas in 1930, and by
1970 about 80% of the population lived in urban areas. The turning point from a
rural to an urbanized society was passed in the late 1920s.
The journalist and author Lubbe Nordström traveled all through Sweden during the 1930s and reported about the conditions of the people he interviewed
(Nordström 1938). He reported that living conditions, housing, wages and work
in the countryside were not good for the majority of people. He commented on
families living in houses with earthen floors, bad insulation and, of course, no
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Figure 4.1 D
 evelopments in Swedish society over 140 years. The life lines of three individuals of different generations illustrate what societal
changes they experienced during their life. For the oldest one, A, urbanization was a great adventure, while B was born into an urbanized
country. The life line of Torsten Hägerstrand is also illustrated.

1880 (population: 2.3 milj) Urbaniza on: 20% urban, 80% rural
Household size: 3.9 persons/houslehold
Employment: 68% in agriculture, 17% in industry, 15% in
services

1930 (population: 6.1 milj) Urbaniza on: 50% urban, 50% rural
Household size: 3.5 persons/houslehold
Employment: 39% in agriculture, 36% in industry, 25% in
services

1950 (population: 7.0 milj) Urbaniza on: 56% urban, 44% rural
Household size: 2.9 persons/houslehold
Employment: 25% in agriculture, 43% in industry, 33% in
services

1970 (population: 8.1 milj) Urbaniza on: 80% urban, 20% rural
Household size: 2.6 persons/houslehold
Employment: 8% in agriculture, 40% in industry, 52% in
services

2000 (population: 8.8 milj) Urbaniza on: 84% urban, 16% rural
Household size: 2.1 persons/household
Employment: 2% in agriculture, 25% in industry, 73% in services

2010 (population: 9.4 milj) Urbaniza on: 85% urban, 15% rural
Household size: 1.9 persons/household
Employment: 2% in agriculture, 20% in industry, 78% in
services
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central heating, sewage facilities or running water. He was concerned about the
unhealthy living circumstances, especially for the children. Nordström was one
of the advocates for industrialization and urbanization and he described the high
chimneys with smoke from modern factories as a sign of a prosperous future.
Such were the living conditions when social democratic leader Per Albin
Hansson presented the idea of the Swedish Folkhem. Based on democratic values, schemes aiming at a good home for everybody were set up by politicians
and plans for their achievement were prepared. Several reforms were eventually
put into practice, making life easier for the majority (see Figure 4.2). For example, basic pension reform was realized in 1935; child benefits were introduced
in 1937 – they were initially based on means tests, but from 1948 there were
benefits for all children; a two-week general holiday reform for all was put into
practice in 1938; and a public system for general health insurance started in 1955.
The reforms made considerable differences and helped found the Swedish welfare system that eventually matured during the 20th century. The Folkhem policy
included improved material living conditions, especially as regards housing and
electrification, and the intention was that every citizen should live in a high-quality
home equipped with modern conveniences like a bathroom, central heating, running water, electric stove, and so on. Based on such ideals, many new city districts
in the rapidly growing urban areas were constructed, and some of these are still
attractive today because of the high-quality architectural solutions and good materials and construction.
The development of the Folkhem was put on hold during the Second World War.
Since Sweden was not directly involved in the war, the national economy quickly
recovered after the peace and the creation of the modern welfare state could continue. A dominating term for the Swedish situation during the period from the end
of the war until the first global oil crisis in 1973 is “the record years”, characterized
by increasing industrial production and steady economic growth. The urbanization
continued and there was a big transformation of the Swedish labor market. From the
1930s until the mid-1960s the largest portion of employees was found in the production industry sector, but from about 1970 the service sector became dominant (see
Figure 4.1) and the migration to urban areas continued.
To meet the demand for housing in the urban areas a national program to
build one million homes in a 10-year period was launched in the mid-1960s (see
Figure 4.2). This program was also a way to improve the housing standard. The
policy to improve dwelling conditions for the majority yielded results. During
the period from 1880 to 2010 the average household size decreased substantially,
from 3.9 to 1.9 members per household, and there was little overcrowding in
Swedish homes (see Figure 4.1).
A large portion of the million-program housing was constructed in new suburban areas, but centrally located areas were also refurbished. The latter caused
controversies. Many old, small and unmodern apartment buildings in the central
parts of the cities were torn down to create room for new constructions in these
attractive locations. In the 1960s and 1970s young people were strongly opposed
to the complete destruction of old housing in the central parts of towns. They had
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not experienced the shame of the family living in a one-room apartment in a poor
neighborhood with an outhouse and just cold water in the kitchen. When this postwar generation left their parents’ homes to live on their own, many wanted to live
close to the city center and move into apartments with low rents. The centrally
located old, low-standard apartments were attractive to the young but detested by
the older generation of social democrats who had grown up there. The younger
generation also opposed the standardized apartments in the massive and industrially constructed million-program-home areas in new suburbs.1 They claimed that
even if the material living standard increased, a good life did not automatically
follow. Another critique of the million program concerned the functional planning
of the new suburbs, which separated homes from workplaces and service areas,
resulting in long distances to workplaces and services.
Around 1930 emigration from Sweden equaled immigration, and the total
number of people moving across the border was low. During and after the Second
World War immigration increased and it has since been substantially higher than
emigration. Beginning in the 1950s, many labor immigrants were recruited to
work in the rapidly growing Swedish industrial production sector. There was
still a lack of labor and from the 1970s female participation in the labor force
was encouraged. Some important actions were decisive for women’s entrance to
the labor force. One was the introduction of high-quality public childcare, and
another was the Swedish system for paid parental leave, which was introduced
in 1974 (see Figure 4.2). In combination with a growing labor market welcoming
female employees, this reform freed many married women with children from
economic dependence upon a male family wage earner.
The rapid economic growth was based on the success of Swedish industries’
production and sales, which built on a secure supply of cheap energy, both oil
products and domestic electricity. From the mid-20th century, the government set
up plans for national investments in infrastructures for the growing automobile
traffic, secure energy supply, housing and the location and organization of health
care and public services. Many of the national political reforms initiated from the
1930s until the 1970s aiming to increase welfare for the population were underpinned with national studies.
From the 1950s, several of these national investigations involved social
science researchers of the same generation as Torsten Hägerstrand. Human geographers, economists and sociologists were engaged for studies regarding many
policies. Hägerstrand was engaged in investigations concerning, for example,
urban and regional planning, regional policies and policies for natural resources
(Hägerstrand 1966; Hägerstrand et al. 1967; Hägerstrand 1969; Hägerstrand and
Öberg 1970; Hägerstrand 1970c; Hägerstrand and Lenntorp 1974); consequences
of constructing a bridge from Sweden to Denmark (Hägerstrand 1967); methods
for a new municipal structure (Hägerstrand and Godlund 1961); national parks
(Hägerstrand 1991); natural resources (Hägerstrand 1988); and future studies
(Hägerstrand 1972 and Myrdal et al. 1972). He also served as an expert in investigations concerning road transport and planning of road networks at regional and
national levels.
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The urbanization and industrialization affected the development of the Folkhem
in many ways. Urbanization meant that people left rural areas in favor of larger
population centers, and the costs for supplying people with welfare services in
the depopulated districts increased. A geographic centralization of public service
supply was inevitable if taxes were not to become too high. In the 1970s efforts
were made to move some national public services from the capital to other cities
in order to hamper the concentration of jobs. Investigations to see what could
come out of such relocations involved social science researchers, and some of
them used time-geographical arguments to suggest locations of public services
(for example, Öberg 1976; Mårtensson 1979).
The changed share of employees in the three economic sectors (agriculture,
the production industry and services) reveals the development towards ‘deagriculturation’ (see Figure 4.1), transforming Sweden into a horizontally linked,
long-distance society. In 1880, 68% of the population was working in the agricultural sector, while in 1970 only 8% of the employed population worked therein
and in 2010 the corresponding figure was as low as 2%. This development, of
course, had effects on people’s relationship with nature and the landscape and
thereby also on their knowledge of, for example, how food is produced and handled before it is brought into the urban households’ kitchen table (see Chapter 1).
Industrialization and urbanization processes led to new generations of Swedes
growing up without immediate experience of or even basic knowledge about the
relationships between human life, cultivation of farmland and the production of
raw materials for food. Industrialization included a growing food industry, which
was a prerequisite for feeding the increasing urban population. However, the link
between humans’ livelihoods and nature based on everyday experiences was
broken for an increasing proportion of the population, and Hägerstrand was worried about this development into what he called the horizontally linked society
(Hägerstrand 1970b).

Hägerstrand in the society in transition
Sweden shifted from being an emigrant country in the 19th century into a country with increasing immigration in the 20th century.2 During his PhD studies
Hägerstrand was sent out by his professor to study what happened in a region
from which many emigrants had gone to America in the 19th century (see Chapter 2).
From this experience, he gained an understanding of how migration was fueled by
poverty and people’s hopes for better work and living conditions at another farm,
in America or later on in production and the cities. Hägerstrand’s first publications are in the migration field; there is an article on the migration in Asby parish
from 1947 (Hägerstrand 1947) and another on the livelihood of crofters in the
Asby parish in 1950 (Hägerstrand 1950).
Not only emigration from Sweden but also immigration to Sweden played an
important, but very different, role in the academic career of Torsten Hägerstrand
and his development of the time-geographic approach. One refugee coming to
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Sweden after the war was the Estonian human geographer Professor Edgar Kant.
He was employed by Lund University; however, initially not as a professor.3
Despite his formal position on the academic fringe in the beginning of his life
in Lund, he became an important inspirational source and discussion partner for
Torsten Hägerstrand. Kant brought with him new directions in human geography, inspired by, among other Central European geographers, Walter Christaller’s
central place theory and theoretical approaches building on quantitative methods.
Both Kant and Hägerstrand found the dominating regional geography too descriptive and atheoretical. The discussions with Kant encouraged Hägerstrand to work
with both large empirical data sets and quantitative methods in his dissertation
about innovation waves (Hägerstrand 1953/1967).
The initial research work on migration as a general phenomenon, where
Hägerstrand followed the indivisible individuals as they moved from home to
home, was empirically based on material from Asby parish, such as maps, church
registers and other public registers (see Chapter 2 and figures 2.6 and 2.7). It was a
wearying task to find and compile all the data. Hägerstrand concluded that it would
be of great help to have a national register of all real estate properties, including
their geographical coordinates. Such a register would also make comparisons over
time easier, since such research investigations would no longer depend on administrative borders. The problem is that administrative borders change depending
on the needs of the public sector administration, with no respect for the needs of
researchers. Hägerstrand, therefore, suggested such a national register for real
estate properties would be useful for both administrative and research purposes,
based on a technology called “data processing machines” (Hägerstrand 1955).
This article is a forerunner of what later became the development of geographical
information systems (GIS) and the Swedish national register of properties based
on the coordinates of their location.
In the early 1960s Hägerstrand wrote an essay on life and production on a
large mansion in Skåne, Svaneholm (Hägerstrand 1961a), where he reflected on
the landscape formations and nature, and how the landscape changed depending on the organization and performance of agriculture. Herein, he reveals deep
knowledge about the conditions for agriculture, and a bit of nostalgia. The
experience in the flesh of the big shift from a society dominated by agriculture,
forestry and small industries into a service-dominated, urbanized society probably influenced Hägerstrand in developing the ecologically based orientation
of the time-geographical approach, which was first articulated in the late 1970s
and increasingly so from the 1980s. In 1988, Hägerstrand made a thorough
investigation of the national regulations and laws that lay behind the transformation of the Swedish landscape (Hägerstrand 1988). Thereby, he made the
authority constraints set up by society on the development of the landscape
obvious. He was worried about the increasing segmentation of food production
and its time-space detachment from eating, and the lack of knowledge about
the consequences of the conditions under which food is produced, not least the
wider effects on the ecosystem.
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Hägerstrand’s involvement during the 1960s and 1970s in national investigations for the government and parliament concerning regional policy and
urbanization resulted in the initiation of a governmental research institute on
regional development, ERU (Expertgruppen för regional utveckling). This
institute did investigations and published research reports in order to improve
Swedish regional policy. A related book, Urbaniseringen (Hägerstrand 1970b),
included chapters written by several of the most influential Swedish social science researchers of the time. Among other things, Hägerstrand wrote about
the transition of Sweden from a vertically to a horizontally organized society
(Hägerstrand 1970b).
One national investigation on regional policy that involved the entire timegeography research group in Lund was published in Hägerstrand and Lenntorp
(1974: 2). Here, the group made a theoretical contribution based in timegeography with a focus on how to match local supply and demand for public
services. In matching the local supply and demand, the indivisible individual
was at the core and towards the background of the principle of return (prism);
for example, the possibility for household members to perform different “daily
activity programs” was investigated and the effects of their possession of various
means of transportation (car, public transport, bicycle) were simulated.
An additional theoretical contribution emanating from Hägerstrand’s partaking in national investigations is a report for the government’s Future
delegation led by minister Alva Myrdal. Here he showed the importance of
the historic context preceding the current situation when doing future studies.
Time-geographically, this perspective on future studies was underpinned with
visualizations of indivisible individuals in the context of societal changes during
their lifetime (Hägerstrand 1972). This principle is the basis of figures 4.1, 4.2
and 3.5). It gives a contextual understanding of events which helps interpret the
effects of what people experience during their life course when previous futures
are transformed into the past. The point of departure is the lifetime of the indivisible individual, regarded in the context of societal change over time. Hereby, the
generational effects of, for example, reforms or major societal events are made
clear. Related to this is the publication of the book The Biography of a People, in
which the population of Sweden is related to the historic and future development
of society (Guteland et al. 1974).
As the 20th century went on it became more and more obvious that regional
policy could not overrule the economic power of enterprises and, consequently,
the location of jobs. Hence, the de-population of rural areas continued, leaving the elderly and the few engaged in the agricultural sector behind, while the
biggest cities grew. Services were lacking in the rural areas. Hägerstrand was
disappointed by the limited effects of his efforts to contribute to the shaping of
how to think when formulating policies and creating the means for their realization. The policy makers did not recognize, or maybe did not understand, the
importance of looking at the individual as an indivisible over time (Hägerstrand
and Lenntorp 1970).
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Developing the time-geographic approach from
studies on urbanization
A time-geographic take on supply and demand
for services
Hägerstrand’s research group in Lund grew and, as mentioned above, over time
it was increasingly involved in the government’s and parliament’s national
investigations. The group aimed at a deeper understanding of the ongoing urbanization process and identifying new approaches to urban and regional planning
so that all citizens, irrespective of their home location, could gain from the welfare society and the public services. The time-geography researchers tested the
time-geographical framework and thereby they brought the daily life of people
into planning. In the approach, people are handled as indivisible individuals
with projects and efforts to achieve a good daily life for themselves and their
households. Consequently, people are not just numbers. This is the implication
of the title of Hägerstrand’s article from 1970, “What about people in regional
science?” (Hägerstrand 1970a). The time-geographic take on urban and social
planning commenced with studies of the differentiated regional location of people
in Sweden and, following on from these differences, the variation in opportunities
for the individuals to reach daily services.
The interdisciplinary research project “The urbanization process”, which
gave Hägerstrand financial opportunities to build his research group in Lund
(see Chapter 1), can be seen in the light of the need for more knowledge about
the societal changes emerging from urbanization. The group presented its timegeographic research, including its core concepts, in an official government
investigation (Hägerstrand 1970c). Hägerstrand elaborated on the prism and
thereby widened the planning perspective from merely the geographical distance
to a time-space distance for analyzing people’s available opportunity space for
performing activities of importance for them. Hägerstrand and Öberg (1970)
investigated empirically the question of how far and for how long people had to
travel in order to reach various kinds of service. Their analysis showed that the
supply of services to people in urban areas was good, but that there were large
regions outside the main urbanized areas where these services were not available
within decent time-frames. They also found that, due to poor public transport
organization and traffic congestion, the time people had to spend on commuting
over short distances in the bigger cities could be as long as in rural areas where
commuting over much longer distances took place (Hägerstrand and Öberg 1970).
This was important knowledge in a society undergoing increasing centralization
and urbanization with political ideals of equal opportunities for people in the
whole country, irrespective of their home location.
In the late 1960s, the expanding production industries demanded labor and
many Swedish women were encouraged to entered the labor market. There was
a discussion about demand and supply of labor, based on an understanding of
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individuals as numbers without paying attention to neither humans’ indivisibility
and their social and geographical contexts, nor to the time dimension. Hägerstrand
(1970c) presented an alternative way of thinking about the relationship between
people and the labor market based on time-geography, with its basic assumption
about the indivisible individual who has to perform some daily activities in a specific sequence in order to achieve the goals of their projects (see chapters 2 and 3).
In Figure 4.3, an individual path illustrates an indivisible person’s movements
in the time-space, between some geographic locations of stations she has to visit
during this day (home, workplace, bank and post office) and their opening hours.
In the early 1970s, this kind of illustration was new and it challenged the traditional way of thinking since it highlighted the necessity to take both time and
place into overt consideration when planning for and deciding about the location
of homes, workplaces, services and the time-scheduling of work, services and
public transportation.
Hägerstrand (1972) presented an approach to better understand the matching
problem between people and the labor market, the “activity system” model of
society. This activity system is highly abstract and consists of two main parts:
the “activities” to be performed (in public and private business organizations and
households) and the individuals in the population with their time. The population
time includes the time to be lived by all individuals in the whole population, with
their different ages, education, occupation, location, and so on. Hence, this is a
wider perspective compared to the traditional perspective of supply and demand
in the labor market wherein the youngest (children and adolescents) and oldest
people (retired) are often neglected since they are regarded as “unproductive”. By
recognizing a generational perspective (compare figures 2.5, 4.1 and 4.2), the timegeographic model considers the indivisible individual and, thereby, that old people
have previously contributed to the development of the society and that the young
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people will do so later in life. Then, all people either will have been, are or will be
in the “productive” ages, and with such an approach the young and the old should
be seen as equally important as those in-between, currently in the workforce.
The micro-level example presented in Figure 4.3 was the basis for constructing a model of the activities occupying the whole population on a daily basis (see
Figure 4.4). Herein, the available population time (each day the population time
equals 24 hours x the number of individuals in the population) is divided into
rough categories of activities that people must perform to live and reproduce the
society. There are necessary activities (sleep, personal hygiene and meals) which
all individuals have to spend time on, and time for transport – which cannot be
delegated to someone else. Then, there are activities that might be performed by
another individual (delegated) like cooking, care for the home, care for others,
work and school. However, somebody has to do it. All population time is completely used up every day. The population time, then, is regarded as a kind of
“supply of time” that can be “demanded” from public and private organizations in
their business to withhold and develop the society.

Access to services in central and remote parts of a municipality
Mårtensson (1974) analyzed individual- and household-level effects of the location of a home. She made refined analyses of individuals’ opportunities to find and
utilize services’ supply according to the requirements of their “daily programs”.
She was interested in differences regarding people’s opportunities to perform
activities depending on where they live and what means of transportation they
are in charge of. She found big differences in people’s opportunities to reach various kinds of services depending on their location in a region and what means of
transport they commanded. Mårtensson gave principal examples of the variation
in the time needed for medical treatment, fixed between 3pm and 3.30pm, in the
different settlements in Örebro municipality. On one hand, a person with access to
a car could fulfill the medical care treatment errand within a time period of about
one hour, irrespective of which part of the community she lived in. On the other
hand, a person who lived in a peripheral part of the community and who had to go
by public transportation had to use a substantial part of the day to get to the doctor
at the same fixed time for treatment. This analysis includes the time for treatment,
waiting and the transportation to and from the doctor’s location, and this is of
fundamental importance, since the treatment in itself takes the same amount of
time for all, irrespective of where they live. An individual living far away from
the service supply and with no car available for transportation had to start the trip
at about 11.30am and could not return home until after 5pm. However, for such a
person neither the time used for the transportation in itself, nor the time for treatment, was very long, but because of the bus timetable this individual had to spend
a long time waiting, first until it was time to meet the doctor and then for the bus
to return homewards. Mårtensson’s exercises showed that the regime for making
up the timetables of the public transportation was built on assumptions that were
not anchored in, and therefore did not fit, people’s daily life activity programs.
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Today, most public transportation organizations in Sweden adjust the timetables to working hours, which was not the case at the time of the studies presented
above. In addition, the legislation on when shops, restaurants and other services
are allowed to be open has changed over time. This is a necessity since now most
individuals in the adult population are active in the labor market, and it would not
be possible to maintain the same limited opening hour regime as in the mid-20th
century. Whether this is a result of insights from the research or an outcome of the
experience, the obvious mismatch between a livable daily life and the traditional
organization of the timing of work and service activities can be discussed.
Later, the problem for rural areas of supplying services prescribed by law to a
stagnating or decreasing population was addressed in the dissertation of Cedering
(2016). She used time-geography to investigate the consequences on daily life
activities and social contacts for children in rural areas where the local school was
closed. After the centralization the children had to travel further to get to school,
their social networks changed and they became more dependent on their parents
driving them by car to their new friends since they lived farther away. Cedering
uses time-geography to investigate the wider social time-space consequences of
the closure of schools, and bases her analysis on the results of studies of families’
new daily movement patterns in the municipality. She concludes that, apart from
the long-term consequences of the school closure, an immediate product is that
the locally organized activities became less frequent since people, both adults and
children, increasingly had to spend time on the move.

Power in pockets of local order in urban and
regional development
Wihlborg (2000) investigated the consequences of the Swedish national policy
for introducing information and communication technologies for people living
in rural areas. She used the time-geographic concept pocket of local order at the
municipal level, showing that the conditions for people and companies in small
rural municipalities to utilize the new technologies relied very much on local initiatives. They had to set up an order themselves to introduce the material parts
of the technologies and to organize courses to learn how to use them. Her results
show that even though there is a policy that all parts of Sweden should have
internet connections, there are still big differences. There is little interest from
the big companies in investing in infrastructure in rural areas, and of course the
local collaboration between citizens to solve the problems takes a lot of time and
effort, but it also helps in keeping up the local sense of belonging to a community.
This study concerns the first wave of introducing information and communication
technology to the Swedish society.
In the early 21st century, the Swedish government set the goal that Sweden
should be at the forefront as an information society. Thereby, infrastructures for
the new generations of communication technology networks had to be constructed
and spread over the whole country, as the political goal was that people in any
location should have access to the new services. In a study about establishing the
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new-generation telecom networks, Wihlborg and Palm (2008) investigated the
two different processes of constructing broadband and 3G telephone networks
respectively. In the study, Wihlborg and Palm regarded the municipalities and the
nation state as pockets of local order at different geographical levels. In pockets
of local order, power is exerted. The national pocket of local order exerts power
over the local municipalities, but it might be problematic to use the same kind
of power to steer all municipalities since they differ; for instance, depending on
whether it is a rural or an urban municipality. However, the cohesive nature of
social networks empowered people in the rural municipalities as pockets of local
order, giving them power from below. The national level is usually not familiar
with the diversities at the local level, especially not in remote rural areas. Due
to the local anchoring of the broadband in the municipalities, the process went
rather smoothly and local organizations were engaged in building the new infrastructure. Especially in remote municipalities, other social networks were also
enrolled, and the order of the introduction of broadband in the municipality as a
pocket of local order was agreed upon. Contrary to the locally anchored process
introducing the broadband infrastructure in rural municipalities, the introduction
of the 3G net driven by big commercial companies met resistance from people in
the local municipalities during the construction phase. This was especially evident as regards the geographic location of the tele-masts, which constitute the
material part of the 3G net. Further, the big companies did not find it profitable
to establish the net in remote areas. The analysis based on the pocket of local
order concept anchors complex processes of policy making in the local material
geography (Wihlborg and Palm 2008: 49). One core conclusion of the study is
that policies concerning construction of infrastructures and other socio-technical
systems should be grounded in the local physical and social contexts. Then the
systems become policy issues of the pocket of local order.

Time-space location of home, work and childcare
service in Japan
The Japanese society is modern and industrialized and has world-leading
industrial conglomerates, but it is still traditional as regards the ideal of males
as breadwinners. Today, many Japanese women are well educated and want
to make a career over their lifespan. However, the traditional culture of male
breadwinning and female housekeeping and responsibility for childcare forms
authority constraints, hindering women’s plans to work in career professions if
the home is located far from the workplace. Time-geographic studies carried out
in Japan show that the time-space organization of limited nursery service supply has severe repercussions for family life and career opportunities for women
(Okamoto and Arai 2019).
A Japanese research group with geographers inspired by time-geography
investigated problems of mismatch between work schedules, public transportation
timetables and day care for children in Japan (Kamiya et al. 1990). They found
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from their time-geographic analysis of mothers’ opportunities to participate in
the labor market that there is a need to improve the supply of nursery services.
Different forms of childcare were included in the study, apart from nursery school,
such as care given by grandparents. The fixed times at nursery schools together
with the short opening hours, forcing parents to pick up children at a certain
time, hinder mothers from working full time. The researchers called these fixed
times for leaving and picking up “markers” of the day, between which there is
an opportunity space for work (or other activities) (Kamiya et al. 1990). Another
time-geographic concept involving mothers’ leaving and picking up of children
is coupling constraints, closely related to the authority constraints regulating
the time-schedules. There are several possible reasons behind the mismatching
problems; for example, women usually do not use a car for commuting, public transportation takes a long time and the timetables do not correspond well
with working times, and it is difficult to find a suitable workplace close to home.
Altogether, this hinders women in making a career. The researchers argue for daylong nursery care as an effective way to help women to reach their goals with their
work project (Kamiya 1999).
Chai (1993) clustered Japanese men and women according to their time-use
pattern, and showed that women spend considerable time doing housekeeping. In that study, different patterns of utilizing the city space also appeared,
depending on whether a person’s home location is in a suburb or in the city
center. On weekdays, people living in the city center stay in the center, while
the activity space of people living in suburban areas includes the city center as
well as the suburb.
In the wider context of urbanization and changes in the labor market, Okamoto
studied the daily life conditions of couples in suburbs (Okamoto 1997). He
showed how the time-space organization of work (for men and women), childcare, location of homes and workplaces, and transport mode influence the living
conditions and indirectly also birth rates in Japan. Kamiya (1999) explained the
problems of low female participation in the labor force and low birth rates in
Japan by analyzing data from time diaries and day care service provision. He
recommended policies such as extended day care opening hours and relocation of
day care service to railway stations, and of offices to suburbs. Okamoto (1997)
and Nishimura and Okamoto (2001) relate the declining birth rate in Japan to the
culturally rooted division of labor in families, where women are responsible for
almost all domestic chores. Okamoto and Arai (2019) suggest a way of solving
the problem of locating affordable and accessible childcare, and base it on unconventional, time-geographically-grounded principles for transportation related to
work and childcare. Their suggestion is to locate “nursery stations” close to railway stations, where people can leave and pick up their children, and the children
are transported to a nursery school located further away from the railway station
and spend their day there. When it is time for the parents to pick up the children,
they are transported back to the nursery station, and the parents can pick them up
on their way home.
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Urbanization and restructuring the home–work
relationship in modern China
To some extent, the rapid urbanization in China resembles that which the Swedish
time-geographic researchers experienced in the early 1970s, even though the
Swedish case is from an earlier date and on a dramatically smaller scale. The
Chinese transition is investigated by Chai (2013) and his research group. Chai
discusses the question of how urban and regional planning can take the complexity of everyday life of people into consideration when urban areas are in rapid
transition in a country where processes of central planning and marketization are
combined. He discusses methodological and theoretical challenges to research on
urban developments in China and finds space-time behavior research, based in
time-geography, important for understanding the complex and diverse transition
in Chinese cities. Chai encourages further theoretical developments in the field.
In the transition of China into a market-like centrally planned economy, housing
areas based on market conditions are erected and suburban areas are established
on greenfield land and they grow quickly. The transition also influenced the old
urban structures in which “Danwei compounds” were central elements. Danwei
compounds were often located in central parts of urban areas and within them
homes, services and workplaces were located in close proximity. One problem
for people in most Western countries is to overcome long-distance commuting,
measured in both time and geographical distance, between work, services and
home. Contrary to this, the Danwei organizers aimed to locate homes, services,
workplaces and leisure activities within the same local areas. Danwei compounds
were “gated”, with only a few entrances, and the life of the inhabitants was under
control of the local authorities and the freedom to choose a workplace within
the community was constrained. However, the Danwei compounds do not fit
the current rapid urbanization and marketization, not least since the factories in
the centrally located Danwei compounds create problems with air pollution and
related health problems in the population and, in addition, the aggregate pollution
contributes to climate change. Therefore, decisions were taken to transform and
disintegrate the compounds. Thereby, a process of moving factories to less centrally located industrial areas was initiated, and the Danwei compounds lost their
original multiple functions. In today’s China, Danwei compounds are open, have
more entrances and exist in parallel with market-based modern housing neighborhoods. Thus, on one hand inhabitants lost their work close to home, but on the
other hand, they need less time for going from the community and out into the
surrounding areas (Wang et al. 2011).
Wang and Chai (2009) show in a comparative study of transport demand for
people living in Danwei compounds and in modern market-oriented suburbs
respectively that in terms of commuting, the inhabitants of market-oriented neighborhoods spend much more time in transit, and they are increasingly expected to
choose motorized means of transportation in the future. This development might
counteract the intention to decrease air pollution, which was one reason to move
factories from old Danweis. Their conclusion is that “Policy makers may need to
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look for policy measures such as land-use regulations and planning tools to retain
the merits of the Danwei system in matching jobs and housing opportunities and
containing transport demand” (Wang and Chai 2009). In the article titled “From
socialist Danwei to new Danwei: a daily-life-based framework for sustainable
development in urban China”, Chai (2014) argues for a daily-life-based framework, using the time-geographic space-time activity concept. One challenge for
time-geographers would be to analyze the material construction and social order
of both market-oriented neighborhoods and modern Danwei compounds as pockets of local order.
In retrospect, and from the examples given in this chapter, Hägerstrand’s timegeographic approach inspired many researchers to consider problems of relevance
for local environments.
Hägerstrand argued that research should make a difference and support a sustainable life environment in society as a whole. Even though most people live
in urban areas, they depend upon people living in smaller municipalities and
rural districts. He said that social science disciplines have taken on problems at
levels “far from the local and regional dimensions where most of the physical
planning problems finally make a difference. A new orientation is necessary,
not least for the sake of social sciences themselves” (Hägerstrand 1961b: 66,
my translation).

Notes
1 There was a generational gap, and its emergence might be explained by thinking of it in
terms of Figure 3.5, displaying the different experiences of people of different generations. It also relates to the concrete reforms as illustrated in figures 4.1 and 4.2.
2 Immigration was for the first time larger than emigration in 1930 and there has since
been a steady immigration gain.
3 First Kant worked at the archive of the Geography department. Later he was employed
as a lecturer and in 1964 he became Professor in Geography.
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Transportation and communication
research

Spatial movements as part of for daily activity sequences
The individual path and the prism
In line with time-geographical thinking about the indivisible individual, all activities
performed by an individual appear in an unbroken sequence and they are performed
somewhere. Within this activity sequence, transportation activities are interlaced,
thereby connecting the individual’s preceding activity at one place with another
activity to be performed elsewhere. Hence, all daily travel serve as necessary links
between activities performed at different places, and thus they serve as means for the
individual to realize a sequence of activities that is meaningful to her. Daily travel,
consequently, are put in a wider context.
Because of people’s biological constitution, such a daily sequence must contain
physiologically necessary activities, like sleep and the intake of food, activities
which are largely performed in the home. In the course of the day, an individual
may leave the home to perform activities in various projects and afterwards return
home for sleep, meals and comfort, which Hägerstrand identified as a principle of
return: “This return principle is a constraint, strongly influencing which projects
an individual can participate in and for how long” (Hägerstrand 1985: 206).
An individual’s movements in the time-space during a day, binding together
the activities to be performed at different places, were shown in Figure 4.3
(Chapter 4). To the right in that figure is the activity sequence, or daily activity
program,1 that sets out the individual’s time-space movements, which in turn are
shown by the individual path to the left. The path illustrates clearly that the individual spends the night at home, and that the home is the point of departure and
the point to which the individual returns after completing the activities located at
other places.
The prism is a general way to think about and visualize individuals’ opportunities to move in the time-space. Time-space moves include stays, since they are
movements in time (see Chapter 2). In Figure 5.1 – from Lenntorp (1976) – the
prism is related to the theory of distance decay. The upper part of Figure 5.1
shows that the prism is the general basis for the distance decay principle, showing
that more journeys are performed in the vicinity of the place where people are
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located, and consequently there are fewer journeys at a longer distance from a
geographic location. The prisms reveal the decreasing frequency of journeys from
a place, and the general outcome is shown in the lower part of the figure.
Lenntorp (1976) presents in his PhD thesis the theoretically driven methodological time-geographic research on movements in the time-space. He developed
the prism concept and simulation models of people’s opportunities to reach various kinds of supply points when traveling by different means of transportation.
He used normative daily activity programs to test the opportunities that people
with different means of transportation had to fulfill them. Thereby, he underlined
the importance of putting daily travel in the context of the activity sequence (daily
activity program) and pointed at big differences depending on what means of
transportation an individual could use.
The activity-generated transportation research approach was also used to
model future travel patterns in a study where the timing of work and services’
supply were fixed, based on different assumptions (Ellegård et al. 1977). This
study departs from the organization of daily activities in families and a model
is developed to show how daily travel is generated by the activities performed.
Daily travels, then, are derived from assumptions concerning the scheduling of
work and educational activities at the individual and household level. The article
concludes that people’s needs and daily activities, including scheduling of working time, should be considered in developing the future transport sector, given
different assumptions on societal development.
In the development of the prism concept in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
Lenntorp (1970, 1976), had to do the very-time-consuming programming manually, since suitable software did not exist. Later, technological developments based

Time (hr)
24

Frequency
0

Distance

Distance

Figure 5.1 P
 risms showing the basis of the principle of distance decay (Lenntorp
1976: 63). Reproduced with permission.
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on the increasing speed, power and memory capacity of computers led to considerable progress in time-geographical studies. The achievements in GIS (geographic
information systems) and GPS (Global Positioning System) were important for
the further development of time-geographically-inspired transportation research.
However, there is a risk that GPS technologies lead to transportation research that,
again, is just concerned with travel activities, while the activities performed while
staying at a place, which are the drivers of travel, are left out.
Starting in an article from 1991, Miller has pursued a long-term interest
exploring the prism with advanced computer and GIS methods. He elaborated
on opportunities to further develop the prism concept theoretically and analytically based on novel technologies, arguing that it would bring new insights to
transportation research. The derivation and application of GIS-based prism constructs have been explored and further developments suggested. Later, Miller
(2005) developed an analytical theory for measurement of basic entities in
time-geography: the individual path, prism, composite path-prisms, stations,
bundling and intersections. His time-geographic measurement theory aimed
to define time-geographic entities and relationships. He suggested definitions to
enable statements about error and uncertainty in time-geographic measurement
and analysis and developed and suggested ways for improving opportunities to
compare results from different analyses.
Kwan combined GIS and time-geography in the 1990s, and has continuously
developed the approach, integrating new data collection and improved visualization methods. She argues (Kwan 2004) that many useful time-geographical
constructs were not implemented in analytical methods until the 1990s, and
emphasizes the importance of GIS in implementing time-geographic constructs. Kwan (1998) suggests the concept of density surface to display large
samples of individual paths in urban areas, showing the daily journeys and
stays of people. She worked on this in the 1990s, when the software for such an
endeavor was still not available, so she had to do the time-consuming programming herself. She contributed to the analysis of accessibility, measured by the
opportunities constrained by the prism. This method can reveal interpersonal
differences such as gender, with a focus on the constraints individuals meet in
time-space.
Kwan also developed methods for displaying several individual paths in
a three-dimensional time-space. Empirically, these studies are based on travel
diaries and short questionnaires with a focus on work–home relations, and the
individuals’ movements clearly reveal the rhythm of urban and suburban areas.
She shows that differences regarding gender and ethnicity impact transportation
in cities, which should be of importance for urban and regional planners. In Kwan
(1999) a network-based GIS method is developed to study space-time accessibility of men and women in European American households in a county in Ohio.
Contrary to common ideas, the result shows that full-time working women with
a high level of fixity constraints actually travel for longer than men. This conclusion, then, puts into question the dominant idea that the length of the journey to
work is a result of low level of fixity. It is obvious that women’s fixity constraints
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are higher than men’s, and that increasing female participation in the labor market
in itself does not change ingrained gender roles and household division of labor.
Kwan has continued to develop time-geographic methods for visualizing activity
patterns and in Kwan (2000) a three-dimensional geo-visualization method for
this purpose is presented. Empirically it is based on travel diary data from the
Portland metropolitan area and these methods are a starting point for the creation
of more realistic computational models.
Yu et al. (2008) present a three-dimensional, spatio-temporal GIS model that
combines virtual communication with the prism concept. They suggest an adjustment of the prism concept, aiming to identify potential activity opportunities in
virtual space from the location of communication channels in physical space,
thereby accommodating the study of potential human activities and interactions
in both physical and virtual spaces.
Farber et al. (2013) present a method of prism analysis to discover individuals’ interaction potential over time in a geographic area. The result reveals the
potential time-space in which people can meet in a metropolitan region given the
conditions of the prism. The method is based on the time-geographic concept of
joint accessibility. It shows when and where individuals’ after-work prisms intersect, and can be used in urban planning. Research in a similar direction concerns
people’s access to services’ supply in cities. For example, Widener et al. (2015)
analyzed people living in a district with limited supply of healthy food from an
activity-based transportation aspect. Earlier research focused on the supply of
healthy food near people’s homes and concluded that they were therefore determined to purchase unhealthy food. Widener et al. show that people who commute
by public transit have a potential to reach supply points to purchase healthy food.
By using prism analysis they show that if a trip from work is made by public transportation, if it includes a change of lines, and if there are stores selling healthy
food located in the vicinity of the station, then the potential to reach supply points
for buying healthy food increases. The waiting time in transit then serves as a
facilitator for purchasing healthy food. The findings are visualized with prisms
that intersect at the bus stops and train stations when people change line on their
commuting trips.
From travel diaries to GPS
Related to mobility and transport, Carlstein (1982) researched livelihoods among
nomadic populations. Their activities and movements were studied from both
a short (day and week) and long (year, decade, century) time perspective. He
shows that the activities depend on the opportunities for sustenance, which in
turn are based on the opportunities to use land for grazing and for growing crops.
Carlstein puts to the fore two packing principles, one with land that is spread
over a large area but used once per year, and the other with a small land area
used intensively during the whole year (see Figure 5.2). The differences in the
intensity of use in either space or time raise ecological questions from a timegeographic perspective.
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 wo packing principles for use with time and space: temporal intensity and
spatial density (inspired by Carlstein 1982: 152).

Friberg (1990) used time-geographic diaries to collect data about the daily
movements included in the activity programs of working women in Southern
Sweden. From a gender perspective she combined time-geography with Höjrup’s
life form theory, and identified specific female types within these life forms. Her
conclusion is that women usually adjust their activities, including travel, to the
needs of others. This result relates to Kwan’s (1999) above-mentioned findings
on gender and space-time fixity.
Research on women’s opportunities to reach workplaces within a daily prism
indicates a political potential of time-geography, not least for identifying and analyzing inequalities that can be approached by policy measures. Scholten et al.
(2012) point to the usefulness of time-geography for understanding the conditions
of women’s daily life from studies of commuting, and analyze the daily struggles to solve coupling problems in the era of mobility from a gender perspective.
The authors combine time-geographic tools with social theory, and show that the
time-geographic interventional approach reveals obstacles and constraints set up
by time-space conditions in women’s daily lives. Once attention is paid to such
problems it is possible to take actions to improve the conditions.
Frändberg (2008) studied transnational mobility among young people, mainly
based on interviews, utilizing the time-geographic individual path as a tool. Based
on biographical information and the interviews, the transnational mobility of the
young was analyzed from a qualitative perspective. She also investigated the relationship between migration and temporary mobility in relating travel behavior to
experiences and life-course transitions.
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Tillberg (2001) investigated travel in families generated by children’s leisure
activities in communities of different sizes. She uses time-geographic concepts
to study prisms of the families and found that parents’ after-work prisms were
heavily influenced and limited by the timing and location of the children’s leisure
activities. She uses the time-geographical constraints to investigate the outcomes
of the social norm that it is good to have leisure activities for children and the
professionalization of these activities. Both the timing of meals in the home and
the opportunity for the whole family to eat together are constrained by the leisure
activities and the transportation connected to them. Therefore, children’s participation in organized leisure activities impacts the activity pattern for the whole
family to a large extent.
The studies mentioned above did not use information and communication technology (ICT) devices for collecting data. The use of ICT devices, including GPS,
for tracking people’s daily mobility, visualized with a variety of GIS-based tools,
has facilitated data collection for time-geographically-inspired studies on travel
and communication.

ICT-based technology and data-driven time-geography
Evidently, each person has to be located somewhere, at a place in the material
world. The ICT enables people to communicate without movement in the material
world, but their bodies are still located somewhere. ICT, then, allows individuals
to follow what goes on at a place where they are not located themselves. In combination with other methods, GPS tools might be powerful for studying everyday
life from new dimensions.
In a study from 2008, Kwan combines quantitative and qualitative methods
(GPS tracking, GIS representation and narratives) to study how the daily mobility
of a Muslim woman is constrained by fears of violence after the terrorist attacks of
11 September 2001. She visualizes this Muslim woman’s individual paths before
and after 11 September, and the oral history of her days reveals the emotional
geographies emanating from fear of anti-Muslim violence.
Birenboim (2016) uses individual tracking devices to identify the time-space
movement and experiences of visitors at a festival. A framework is developed that
includes the novel concept of momentary experience, which is used for analyzing
students’ sense of crowdedness and security during the festival. Based on data
collected by an app that uses the experience-sampling method, poorly illuminated
areas were shown to be experienced as less secure. Shoval et al. (2015) develop
sequence analysis methods to show how tourists explore a city during their visit.
The researchers define tourist types empirically by applying a sequence alignment
method based on the daily sequence of movements of tourists in Hong Kong collected by GPS. This method might be useful in producing destination information
for visitors.
One of the first studies to follow the movements of animals was by Baer
and Butler (2000), who studied the movements of grizzly bears and used timegeographic concepts. They use the notation system to visualize the tracking done
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and discuss the opportunities given by time-geography to merge concepts from
human and physical geography. Long et al. (2015) used GPS data to develop
time-geography-based GIS methods for investigating animal movements, revealing where interactions might appear. The GPS tracks were transformed into
time-geographic maps to identify spatial-temporal overlaps. The method is based
on the prism concept and joint potential path areas are suggested and tested.
ICT has had a major influence both on developing time-geographical methods and measures and on devices for collecting sequential data. It also influences
people’s everyday lives. Mobile phones, tablets, laptops and small electronic
measurement devices change people’s daily activity performance. For example,
not long ago, adolescents calling friends were in contact with their friends’ family
members since anyone could answer the single family telephone, but nowadays
every family member has his or her own device, bringing it to wherever he or she
is. Thus, the event of answering the phone is performed solely by its owner, and
parents do not get any sense of their children’s friends by taking the phone call.
In the beginning of the 21st century there were studies on how new ICTs influence people’s daily mobility and their everyday activities. Dijst (2013) discusses
the state of GIScience (geographic information systems science), where the use
of GPS is crucial in the integration of space-time with geography and GIScience,
including GPS technologies, human mobility and time.
In a longitudinal study on young Swedes, Thulin and Vilhelmson (2012) use
time-geographic diaries and interviews to investigate the effect of ICT in social
and spatial contexts. They identify four types of ICT use, called mobility practices
(four combinations of what they call virtual and physical mobility), among young
Swedes. Three of the four types are heavy users of the internet and/or mobile
phones, while one type rarely use ICTs. They show, for example, that young people with heavy daily ICT communication and large social networks travel a lot.
The result indicates that ICT does not replace physical transportation, at least not
in a straightforward way, and it shows that the early idea that ICT use would lead
to less travel did not come true.
Setting the scene for a number of contributions to a special issue of Environment
and Planning B, Dijst et al. (2009) discuss changes in people’s shopping activities
caused by increased use of e-shopping. ICT devices drive e-shopping, wherein a
great variety of products can be browsed before purchase. The authors encourage
reflection over the effects of e-shopping on the physical realm.
Miller (2005) suggests a people-centered measurement to complement and
enhance traditional place-based measurements, in order to better capture modern
individuals’ activity performance in space and time. It could prepare researchers
for investigating activity patterns in a society soaked in ICT.
Shaw and Yu (2009) argue that, since information and communication technologies change human activity and travel patterns, the time-geographic approach
should be extended so it can handle the virtual world as well as the physical in a
hybrid physical–virtual space. It may have significant implications on everyday
life and the human use of space, and offer an analytical environment to study
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modern society. Yin et al. (2011) suggest an extended time-geographic analytical
framework to illustrate how face-to-face meeting opportunities are impacted by
access to phones.

Ethical considerations in data collection
Hägerstrand identified problems in collecting empirical data for time-geographic
studies about individuals’ movements in time-space. He believed that the timegeographical approach should not be limited to empirically grounded studies, but
that it ought to be possible to generate valid results at a mere theoretical level
(Hägerstrand 1974). However, empirical evidence is essential for credibility in
the social sciences.
Since the beginning of the 21st century there has been rapid development
in opportunities to gather data on human behavior, from tracks left by mobile
phones, computers’ internet connections, internet-based payments and the frequent use of various kinds of smart cards. Huge sets of data (big data) of these
kinds are, though, not easily available due to ethical rules and commercial interests. In spite of the many new technologies for tracking movements, little research
has been presented within geography, as noted by Shoval et al. (2014). Based on
a meta-analysis of scientific journal articles, they show that geographers have
underutilized the dramatic growth in various tracking technologies.
In Estonia, however, researchers use mobile phones to estimate people’s movements in time-space. In a large-scale study, Ahas and Mark (2005) performed one
of the first geographic investigations on the use of mobile phone positioning to
investigate time-space behavior. Their result suggests a social positioning method
that, due to the wide spread of mobile devices, might be used in planning, and they
raise some issues on privacy. A small-scale study based on tracking mobile phone
data from the Tallin metropolitan area was done by Zhang et al. (2014). It results
in an interactive visualization interface displaying data on spatial, temporal and
socioeconomic characteristics, and land use.
Schwanen (2016) highlights the risks of utilizing automatically generated big
data sets in social science research without thorough reflection, and outlines arguments concerning both new opportunities and risks related to the use of big data
in transportation research. He underlines the risk of privileging generality over
particularity and calls for deeper reflection, especially when it comes to what
situatedness and variations in transportation opportunities imply on a global scale.
The time-geographically-inspired transportation and communication research
shows that the individual path and prism concepts are generally applicable and
have an important role in research on the horizontally linked, long-distance society, even after the introduction of ICTs. However, sometimes time-geography is
questioned as a consequence of the increasing influence of such ICTs. But the
foundation of time-geography, the indivisible individual that has to be located
somewhere all through a lifetime, is valid even if the opportunities to communicate over long distances and to be in contact with many people at the same time
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have increased. With a time-geographic take on increased e-shopping, the relevance of the approach for investigating the outcomes of transportation volumes
can be seen when considering the numbers of trips for all people who go to pick
up packages. Such a time-geographic analysis also urges going beyond the mere
geographical movements and recognizing what effects there are on building infrastructure and organization of the retail sector.
E-shopping might influence people’s travel activities via the decreasing number
of other shopping errands and increasing number of pick-up errands. Usually, people shop for more things at a time while in a physical store, but when picking up
e-shopping parcels there is one trip to pick up one package. Then, e-shopping might
result in increased traveling. E-shopping may also reduce the number of material
retail shops and fertilize the establishment of new physical pick-up stations.2 This
is a continuation of the vertically linked, long-distance society, resulting in a new
logistic pattern in the sequence from producer to consumer. Maybe the houses people live in will also change. For example, buildings as pockets of local order in
today’s Sweden are physically ordered with apartments, which are private spaces
that serve as pockets of local order at a micro level. In addition, there are buildingspecific infrastructures (electricity, water, letter boxes, stairs, elevators and some
space for storing things, such as attics and cellars). If e-shopping of food continues
to increase, a need will grow for a new material infrastructure in the buildings where
food can be delivered and kept cool. The e-shopping might result in huge material investments in buildings and in increased transportation. Taken together, the
paradoxical conclusion is that while ICT is claimed to reduce travel, it might lead
to increased transportation. A time-geographical, wider analysis of this is urgent in
order to avoid adjusting the society to an even more transport-intensive mode.
When involved in the national investigations on urban and regional planning,
Hägerstrand wrote about how to create “regional settlements” out of groups of
smaller ones, and how the need for transportation in daily life is underlined and
problematized. He is clear in his statement: “Transportation is nothing to optimize
in itself. Transportation is part of the activities people are engaged in when not on
the move” (Hägerstrand 1972: 172, my translation). With these words in mind,
it is interesting to see how important time-geography is for the development of
transportation and communication research.

Notes
1 In early time-geographic research the concept of the daily activity program was
frequently used, and indicated normative programs which were not empirically underpinned. Later the activity sequence concept became more common. In this text the two
concepts are used in parallel. However, there is a difference in that a program might be
regarded as something definitive and very hard to change, while sequence indicates that
there is some flexibility. The individual consequently constructs her activity sequence
via her performing activities, one after the other, and, as the prism shows, there is an
opportunity space within which she can be flexible.
2 A little like the old-fashioned post offices . . .
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6

Organization of production
and work

Work in life and the work life
Two important and interrelated missions set up for time-geography by Hägerstrand
(1974) are, first, to link the micro and macro levels without losing important
information in the transition between the levels, and, second, to underline the
indivisibility of individuals at the chosen level of investigation. This implies a
need to increasingly bring the indivisibility of the individual, which ought to be
self-evident on the micro level, into investigations of macro-level phenomena.
Work might serve as a point of departure for linking the levels and identifying a
point of intersection between them. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate a multidimensional way to look at the intersection between the macro and micro levels, with an
indivisible working person as the linking point. In the figures, work is regarded
from three perspectives: the production organization (Figure 6.1, upper part), the
individual (Figure 6.1, lower part) and the population perspectives respectively
(at the bottom of Figure 6.2; compare it to Figure 4.4).
The production perspective of work goes from the national macro level, with its
production and service industries (primary, secondary and tertiary industries), via
an industrial branch (here, the metal industry) and a company (an automobile firm),
into its production units (factories owned by the firm). On the industry and branch
level, the statistics on industrial production of a nation may serve as a source. At
the company level, information can be collected from the annual reports, while
information about production units requires interviews and site visits.
In a lifetime perspective, the person illustrating the individual level works
from 16 until 65 years of age. In a year perspective, the individual works for
about 11 months, in a week perspective he works for five days and, finally, in the
day perspective, for about eight hours. These simplifications give the impression
that the time for private life activities increases the shorter the time perspective of a person’s life. This is, of course, not true, since the whole working life
consists of workdays (eight hours for work) and weekends and holidays with
(ideally) no work activities, but when changing timescale some simplifications
are necessary. This is an example of how to bring conditions of a short time perspective over to longer time perspectives, having in mind that there is time free
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Figure 6.1 P
 roduction and individual perspectives of work. Lower part: work activities
in an individual’s life from the year, week and day perspectives (broad black
parts of the individual lines). Upper part: the production perspective from
the macro (societal) level to single-work-task (micro) level. (Modified from
Ellegård 1983.)

from work when a person is in the labor force. The approach resembles that taken
by Hägerstrand to retain important micro-level information about the indivisible
individual when talking about phenomena at the macro level, which is indicated
in another way in Figure 4.4.
In Figure 6.2 the three perspectives are joined, and the work task as intersection
between the work task and the individual is highlighted. Both the individual and
the population perspectives focus on time horizons and building on the assumption about the continuously moving now along the Time axis. Time helps show
the individuals’ involvement in work activities from the whole life (including
childhood and old age) to a single day (compare it to Figure 3.10).
Within the chosen production unit, the production process and a sub-process
is highlighted. Within the sub-process, process steps may be identified. Finally,
the single work task to be performed by a worker is identified. When getting to
the levels of the production process, sub-process, process step and work task, it
is meaningful to investigate the time needed for performing the work task. Here,
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the intersection between the production and the individual perspective is obvious.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are grounded on research on the automobile industry of the
1970s. At that time the duration of each work operation (balanced time) was about
one minute. The company organized the whole production process and distributed
work tasks over all the employees’ work time. Because of the short duration of the
work task exemplifying the micro level in figures 6.1 and 6.2, the same work task
was repeatedly performed during the whole workday.
The connection between the individual-level day perspective and the work task
at the micro level in the production perspective shows for what portion of the
day the individual is occupied with performing a single work task. If such a oneminute work task is repeated over the workday and further during the workweek,
the workyear and for a large part of working life, there is a risk that the individual
is worn out. In Japan, there is a special concept for people getting ill from work:
Karoshi (National Defense Council for Victims of Karoshi, n.d.). Increasing
mechanization, automation and robotization reduce the risk of employees getting
worn out, but they also reduce the need for employees in the factories, which is
another kind of problem.
In the population time perspective the individual in Figure 6.2 is regarded in
the context of all other individuals in the population time of a year, week and day.
Since about 50% of the whole population consists of children, adolescents and
retired people, about half of the total population time is not used for work activities in the year perspective, more than half in the week perspective and about 25
to 30% in the day perspective. However, much legislation and many rules are
adjusted to the labor market and its conditions, which means that work and its
time exert strong power not just over employed individuals’ working time, but
also over the rest of people’s lives outside the workplace and over those who are
not in the workforce.

Automobile industry
The automobile industry has served as a role model for industrial work organization since the introduction of the assembly line in Ford’s factories in the early
20th century (Arnold and Faurote 1915). The MTM (measure-time-movements)
system is based on thinking related to the earlier scientific management theory
developed by Frederick Taylor. Taylor’s management theory aimed to reduce the
need for skilled, and thereby costlier, labor (Taylor 1911). For a long time this
thinking has structured the education of and thinking among production engineers
and managers. Alternatives to the assembly line approach have been presented,
and some of them even tried out in real production units, like the Swedish Volvo
factories in Kalmar from 1974 and in Uddevalla from 1987 (Sandberg 1995;
Shimokawa et al. 1997). In the Kalmar plant the assembly line was literally cut
into pieces and work teams were responsible for separate parts of the work on
this cut line. In the Uddevalla plant there was no assembly line at all. Instead, a
reflective production system was introduced and in use from the mid-1980s until
the mid-1990s.
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In this section two production systems, a conventional assembly line and
reflective production, are presented from a time-geographic perspective, and
the discussion focuses on power and opportunities for knowledge development
among the employees in the workshops.
Assembly line production
The basic principle behind the assembly line is that objects to be produced (here,
car bodies to be assembled into whole cars) are placed on a moving floor, an
assembly line, and this line moves through the factory. By the sides of the line are
stands and boxes with the material and components which should be assembled
on the car body. The assembly line is divided into stations and each station is
ascribed a specific time period under which a work task, defined by the management and production engineers, should be performed by a worker. A work task
on the assembly line does not necessarily contain the assemblage of components
or materials that are related to each other, regarding neither positioning in the car
nor a function in the final product. For example, one part of the same work task
could be to set a lamp in place while another could be to affix a carpet. These two
parts are connected and put into the same work task just because the time it takes
to perform the two adds up to the length of a (one-minute) work task as a whole.
The workers have limited overview of work tasks other than their own one-minute
task, which makes it difficult for them to see through the logic of the production.
The logic behind the construction of the content of a work task is thereby
steered by the time needed for each grip of the hand, not by the internal logic of
what materials relate to each other and make up an understandable part of the car.
Hence, the knowledge of the assembly logic of the whole car is in the production
engineers’ department.1
The couplings between place (the station at the assembly line and the material
stands) and the worker with the right tools and materials are of vital importance
for an effective production. In Figure 6.3 there is a principal time-geographic
visualization of work tasks on an assembly line. The first part (page 86) shows
one worker (visualized with his individual path) doing his single work task on one
car body and thereafter he repeats the same work task at the same station on the
following car bodies (these are not illustrated separately). The next part (page 87)
shows eight workers doing their respective work task on one car body, and the
workers are visualized by a section of their individual paths. In the final part, eight
workers on eight stations are represented by their individual paths. The many different bodies they work on are also illustrated by individual paths.
The path of each worker and the car body he works on move geographically together from the beginning of the station to the end of it. Then they split
and the car continues along the assembly line to the next station with the next
worker, while the path of the previous worker shows him moving back to the
beginning of his station again, to repeat the work task on the next car body. This
is repeated all through the day. The individual path for each worker moves in
a zigzag-like pattern in the time-space diagram. In the example of Figure 6.3,
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the eight workers perform their work tasks on 15 different cars (broad sloping
lines show the individual paths of the car bodies) during the time span of nine
minutes, but each individual worker just does work on 10 car bodies.
Despite its dominance in the automobile industry there are immanent problems related to the assembly line. The assembly line is vulnerable to disturbances,
and it does not encourage workers to suggest improvements in the production.
Disturbances might appear due to difficulties in assembling a component because
of previous misfits, or because a component of inferior quality is delivered to the
station. If for such a reason something goes wrong during the performance of a
work task, there is seldom time enough within the short duration of the work task
for the worker himself to make corrections. Instead the incorrectly assembled car
body is left for further assemblage on its journey along the assembly line. Then
there are incorrectly assembled parts built into the car and once the car has left
the line corrections have to be made. This means that the car has to be partly deassembled before the correction can be made. Such corrections are very costly and,
of course, all production managers do what they can to avoid the need for them.
On the assembly line there are restrictions regarding workers’ suggestions to
improve the production, even though a worker at any station along the line might
have ideas about how to improve the work on his workstation. However, since
he has limited overview over what happens before and after the station where he
works and no overview over the whole production flow, he cannot make a preevaluation of whether the suggestion is suitable for the rest of the line. Therefore,
the probability of a worker’s suggestion being implemented is limited. It has to
pass many production engineers’ specialist assessment. There is a need for a big
cadre of production engineers to make improvements and to judge whether suggestions from the workers will suit the whole assembly line.
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Figure 6.3 W
 orking on the assembly line. First part (p 86): one worker repeats his single
work task. Next part (p 87): eight workers do their separate single work tasks on
one car body. Final part: eight workers do their separate work task, repeatedly
and on many cars.

The management in an assembly line production system has control over the
production flow and it is relatively easy to check if the employees work at the
chosen pace, since this can be revealed by a worker not fulfilling the assigned
work task in time within the geographical borders of his station. It is also possible for the management to increase the pace of the assembly line, since it is
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centrally regulated. Hence, for the management there are many power-related
pros with the assembly line. However, from a worker perspective, low job satisfaction and wear-out problems in combination with repetitive work tasks are
sources of high labor turnover rates and sick leave. This is also a negative for
managers, since costs increase for hiring substitute workers and making them
learn the work tasks. Factories with such an assembly line production system,
however, can employ new workers relatively quickly and put them on the assembly line to perform the simple work tasks. There are still extra costs for such
steadily ongoing replacements.
To some extent, the big problems in the Swedish automobile industry in the
second half of the 20th century gave rise to efforts to reduce the amount of repetition by introducing so-called job rotation. Job rotation implies that a worker
performs one short work task for some hours, then he changes to another short
work task, and so on in the course of the day. To some extent, job rotation helped
improve the wearing-out problems of workers. The effects of tiring and unhealthy
work tasks also served as an argument for automation of the heaviest work tasks,
especially in the press shops and body shops.
For the top management and the union representatives in the Volvo company,
the difficulties of recruiting workers and making them stay were negative effects
of the assembly line systems and served as arguments for developing a completely
different production system: the reflective production system in the Uddevalla
factory (Ellegård 1989, 1997a).
Reflective production
In contrast to organizing automobile production along an assembly line, the reflective production system is based on workers’ skills, knowledge and mastering of
work tasks with a long duration (Ellegård et al. 1992a, 1992b). A prerequisite is
that they know the specific functions and locations of the various components and
materials of the car in the assembly process. This production system is different
from the assembly line in many respects. The car body is standing still on the
workstation all through the assembly process, from being an empty car body to
being fully equipped and a complete car. The assembly workers get the components and materials for one specific car at a time delivered on stands, which are
specific for that car and on which the materials are ordered so it is easy to find
what should be assembled when and where. This so-called “material order” steers
the assembly process.
In a reflective production system small teams of four to five workers assemble
the complete car together. Consequently, they each assemble 20 to 25% of the
total work, and if it takes about nine hours to assemble a car, the duration of their
work tasks is about two hours. In Figure 6.4 a workstation with four material
stands is illustrated, and the work task performance of two workers during a fourhour period is shown. The car body and the material stands are positioned at the
station and the two workers take materials from the material stands and assemble
the car.
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Figure 6.4 W
 orking in the reflective production system. One workstation, two workers,
one car body and four material stands during the performance of extended
work tasks. The workers, the car body and the material stands are visualized
with individual paths of various breadths. The work task lasts for four hours,
including lunch break.

Work tasks in a reflective production system are not repetitive since the same
work moment is not done more than once or twice per day. The knowledge and
competence about car production required by the workers is essential for this production system. The workers gain pride in their work competence. The industrial
workers’ great production knowledge and the teams’ mastering of the assembly
of whole cars are grounds for worker-generated improvements in production
(Ellegård 2001; 1997b). They control the pace of the work and they know what
is happening all through the processing of each car. Thus, their suggestions for
improvements in the production are pre-evaluated. They know if a change that
they suggest in the beginning of the assembly of a car will cause problems at the
end of the assembly of the same car. Therefore, they can pre-evaluate the suggestions they think of and only submit those they find suitable all through the
assembly process for further evaluation by production engineers. Such a solution
with high competence among the workers implies that the need for production
engineers is smaller than in an assembly line factory. In a reflective production
system, high worker competence and specialized production engineers is a combination that brings effective utilization of the combined competence to the fore.
This high level of competence and knowledge among workers is, however,
also a drawback for the system, since it takes some time to gain the knowledge
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needed. Therefore, a company leaning on this strategy might be vulnerable to high
labor turnover rates. However, if the employees are not physically worn out from
repetitive work tasks and if they find themselves in a production system where
they can develop their competence and knowledge, the risk of high labor turnover
is small.
In a reflective production system, it is possible for workers to correct things
that go wrong immediately, since the car body is not moved away from the station. The team of workers themselves give an order to the material-handling
department when they are ready for the next car. This production system, then,
is driven by the priority given to the correct quality of the products. Contrary
to this, an assembly line is driven by the pace set for the line (Ellegård et al.
1992a, 1992b).
In Volvo’s Uddevalla plant in Sweden the reflective production system was
tried out and the factory ran it on its premises for about a decade. The reason
for its ending was a strategic decision at a high level of the company and was
not related to the efficiency or productivity of the reflective production system
(Sandberg 1995/2007; Shimokawa et al. 1997). In the Uddevalla factory the cars
produced were of top quality and so was the productivity in the factory, both
resulting from the skilled workforce and the power they had over the pace of production (Berggren 1995/2007).
The time-geographic illustrations of the work tasks in the two production systems in car assembly underline fundamental differences: the individual paths’
movements, showing the worker, the car body and the material/components in
the time-space, reveal power relations and the degree of repetition in the work.
In both cases the workshop and the workstation might be regarded as pockets of
local order, but at different scales. If a car factory as a pocket of local order is
defined by the production assembly of a whole, complete car, then on one level
the pocket of local order of the reflective production system is the team’s workstation and it is upheld by the knowledge of the workers, the order of the materials
and components on the material stands and the couplings between the workers
during the assembly process. On the other hand, the local order of the assembly
line is the whole assembly line, for which the order is kept up by the huge physical
arrangement of the line in itself, and of the workers’ ability to perform the short
work tasks assigned to them and ordered by the production-engineering department. Both pockets of local order are created to couple the various components
of a car to each other.

Farm work and the dairy industry
The next example of time-geographic studies of work is from food production.
The example is taken from a study carried out in Sweden in the mid-1970s and
concerns work on a dairy farm and in dairies (Ellegård 1976, 1977; Ellegård and
Lenntorp 1980).2 The idea with this section is to show how some time-geographical
concepts are used for analyzing the work of milking cows and dairy production.
In the example, the farmhouse and its farmland are regarded as a pocket of local
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order at one level. The cowshed is a pocket of local order at a more detailed level.
The organizational project of the farm is to do farming activities to gain an income
for sustenance. Since it is a family-owned farm, the goal of the farming organizational project equals the goal of the household’s overall organizational project:
to provide a good life for the household’s members. The individual project in this
example is milking the cows, which can be done by the farmer or somebody else.
In summertime the farmer employed a farm hand for milk work.
The order in the cowshed as a pocket of local order was dominated by the
temporal routine of milking the cows twice a day, in the early morning and in the
afternoon. It was repeated every day, week, month and year. The morning milking activities claimed more work time since at that time the amount of milk was
larger. The milking in the mornings was divided into two separate occasions by
a break for a breakfast meal. The afternoon milking, which the example will go
into more deeply, was uninterrupted. In Figure 6.5 the different time perspectives
(week, day and afternoon) are visualized and the performance of the afternoon
milking in the cowshed as a pocket of local order in the time-space is described in
more detail. The individual path for the milk worker and two aggregate paths for
half of the cow herd respectively are illustrated.
The milk worker departs from the afternoon coffee break in the farmhouse
and goes to the cowshed, putting the light on, and goes out to fetch the cows on
the pasture. Then the cows are put in place and they start eating the hay on the
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feeding table – which the milk worker put there after the morning milking procedure in preparation for the afternoon milking – and the milking work begins.
Once the first half of the herd is milked, these cows are let out of the cowshed
while the rest of the cows are milked. When they are ready, they are let out too.
Then the milking work task is completed by feeding the calves and tidying up in
the cowshed, before leaving it and going over to the farmhouse. The whole work
task took about two hours to complete, and, depending on the weather, the health
of the cows and the in-calf situation among them it could take a longer or shorter
time. The time it took to do the afternoon milking was steered by what must be
done rather than by the clock.
Figure 6.6 shows the resources needed for fulfilling the milking work task
(there were two milking machines, an extra bottle, a wheelbarrow, electricity and
a milk tank), and when these resources are utilized. The milk worker is a resource
all the time and so are electricity and the milk container, while other resources are
used during shorter periods. The two milking machines are effectively used and
no machine is idle during the intensive milking period.
When looking in more detail at the milking work task activities it is clear that
the duration for milking each cow differed. Figure 6.7 gives a more detailed picture of how the milk worker’s use of the two milk machines relates to specific
properties of the individual cows. The properties are indirectly revealed by the
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Figure 6.6 I nside the cowshed: 21 cows wait for milking. Resources for performing the
activity.
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 esource use and milking activities. The individual path of the milking
person’s movements between the four cows, also indicating the time spent for
milking each cow.

time used by the milk worker beside the cows. For example, cows 1 and 2 are
extremes on the dimension of being easy/hard to milk. Cow 1 needs as much
assistance from the milk worker as possible, since she wants to kick the machine,
while the procedure of milking cow 2 runs smoothly; the milk worker puts the
machine on the cow’s udder and takes it off when the machine has done its job.
In the meantime, the milk worker goes back to cow 1 and stays there until she is
ready. Then, the milk is poured into the extra milk bottle and the milk machine
used for cow 1 is now put on the udder of cow 3.
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The cowshed as a pocket of local order is vital for performing the activities in
the whole farming project wherein milking as a sub-project is the core, since the
economic result depends on the sales of milk. However, the overall farming project is much wider, and in order to manage the milking sub-project other, parallel
sub-projects must be performed, like growing crops and producing hay to feed the
cows, maintaining the fences, growing potatoes and other vegetables for household use, and so on. These sub-projects are not analyzed in this study.
After milking all the cows, the milk tank in the milk room is filled up. This
farm has a milk tank with a volume that is adjusted to the number of cows, their
milk production capacity and the dairy’s milk collecting schedule. Every second
day the milk is collected from the farm and transported to the dairy, so the milk
must be kept cool in the meantime.
In the vertically linked, short-distance society (see Chapter 1) the milking
activities were done at small farms and the production of butter and cheese also
took place there. Consequently, no long-distance journeys were necessary. When
a dairy industry emerged, more and more dairies were established and the milk
was sold from dairy farms to the dairies.
Refining milk into dairy products
Historically milk was mainly produced during the warm part of the year, and
in some cases there was a surplus. The milk was then preserved into butter and
cheese. In the 19th century, specialized dairies began and they bought milk from
farmers and sold the products in markets in urbanizing areas. The English market
was of great importance for Swedish farmers in the 19th century in two respects.
First, Swedish farmers sold many crops and there was great demand for them in
the urbanizing England. However, due to the expansion of exported cheaper crops
from North America, which reduced the price of crops, this market fell. The cost
of producing crops in Sweden was much higher than in America and the Swedish
farmers could not compete. The Swedish authorities were worried about the situation and they supported innovations in dairy industries, since at that time dairy
products could not make the long journey from America to England without losing their quality. Second, many farmers were encouraged to produce milk and sell
it to dairies, which in turn sold their dairy products to England and later on also to
the growing Swedish urban population (Ellegård 1977).
The production chain from milking cows to dairy products consists of a number of inevitable steps. After the milking is done, the milk must be transported to
the diary, and once delivered it should be weighed in order to pay the farmer correctly. After weighing the milk is put into the dairy process: first, the skimming
and other preparation; second, the parallel sub-processes for the production of
cheese, butter and consumption milk respectively; thereafter, packing and transportation to the market. Among these activities, the most dramatic changes relate
to the transportation of milk from the farms to the dairies, the skimming technology and the congealing in the cheese-making process. The changes in the ways
of transporting the milk to dairies were closely related to developments in other
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fields: first, of course, the development of means of transportation; second, the
development of new technology for stirring the big containers of milk with rennet for congealing; third, new organizational thinking in terms of logistics; and
fourth, the introduction of new skimming techniques, which speeded up the process and reduced the space needed for it.
The transportation of milk to the dairies has undergone dramatic changes, both
in terms of technology and organization. The localization and number of dairies
also influence it. In the early days of the dairy industry, the farmers themselves
transported their milk to the dairy, and the yard of the dairy became a social meeting point for the farmers and farm hands who went there once or twice a day. This
procedure changed when farmers took the initiative to reorganize the transportation and created teams, which took turns to drive to the dairy with each other’s
milk. Later on, the bigger dairies bought lorries to go to the farms and collect the
milk in bottles, and later still trucks with tank containers. The bigger the dairies
were, the more investments they could put into the transportation. However, it was
not until it was possible to make cheese in containers with space for more than 100
liters of milk that the motorized transportation of milk to the dairies expanded,
followed by a substantial concentration of the dairy industry. In one single county,
Skaraborg, in Sweden there were in the mid-1920s over 300 dairies, and the number
went down to six in 1976. This concentration process required the motorized
transportation of milk, and now the farms had to invest in cooling equipment since
the milk was not fetched every day but every second day. The farming project
changed as a result of these processes, and some activities are no longer organized
and performed by the farmers, such as transporting the milk to the dairy. Since the
transportation has been taken over by the dairy organizations, the farmer is decoupled from it. However, new couplings constraints are arising for the farmers,
since they have to adjust other activities to the timing of the arrival of the dairy
truck. The timing of the milking on the farm in the 1970s was affected by the
timetables of the truck since for quality reasons the milk in the farm’s milk container had to be cooled down to 4 degrees C before it was collected by the truck.
Authority constraints are obvious since the farmer and the milk workers’ activities
were steered by external organizations’ scheduling of them. Thereby, the farmer
had to give priority to the dairy organization’s timing of the truck’s logistics, rather
than the natural rhythm of the cows. Big changes have also followed the robotization of milking and the related growth of cow herds on dairy farms. In the 1970s,
with semi-manual milking technology, a farm with 20 cows was relatively big, but
today dairy farms have at least 100 cows and use robots for milking.
The introduction of new, more resource-effective skimming techniques in the
dairy production process during the late 19th century did not affect the farmers
as much as the dairies. Initially, milk was skimmed according to the law of gravity; the lighter fat particles of the cream floated slowly upwards in the milk and
then the cream could be skimmed off. This procedure took a long time, at least
two days, and it also claimed a lot of room. Space was needed for two reasons:
first, the containers had to be flat and broad, so that the layer of milk was low and
the fat had less milk to float through. Second, cows deliver milk every day and
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therefore many containers with milk delivered on different days had to stand side
by side in the dairies. This spatial problem was partly solved by introducing the
“ice method” for the skimming process. This method included milk containers
which were surrounded with ice; the cooling made the fat float up faster than the
old methods. These two methods, however, had one drawback in common. The
milk could not be transported over long distances on the low-quality roads of that
time, since the fat particles were crushed into smaller ones, and the smaller the
fat particles the slower they would float up. So, when a separator was introduced,
based on centrifugal power, many of the dairies’ problems were solved: the time
it took for skimming was substantially reduced, the distance over which the milk
could be transported increased a lot and lorry transportation was encouraged, and
the space needed for the skimming process was greatly reduced.

Service professions
The dentist as an assembly line
Production of goods differs in many respects from production of personal services;
for example, personal care or treatments. Treatment requires that the provider and
the person demanding service get in touch and stay together for the time needed
to produce the service, be it hairdressing, medical treatment or dental care. This
demand for togetherness is a typical coupling constraint. The service provider
cannot treat more than one person at a time, but she can organize the flow of caretakers in such a way that there are no empty time slots in the calendar. A service
provider can, if the resources and space in the room for care allow it, set up two
care stations and treat one person in one station while the next person waiting for
her turn for treatment is at the other station. This kind of organization is used in
many modern dental and medical clinics where care is transformed into an issue
of efficiency and productivity. The care is organized in a way that resembles the
assembly line system of automobile industry. Here the time set aside for each
patient is limited according to a normalized standard time for specified types of
treatments, and in a way time is given power over the person in need of care.
Figure 6.8 illustrates service supply from the perspective of both the patient
and the service provider; it could be a dentist (Hägerstrand 1972). During the
period illustrated, the dentist is fully booked with patients and he works without
breaks during the whole period (illustrated by the long box). The patients spend
some time in the dentist’s pocket of local order, including both waiting and treatment, illustrated by the grey parts of the patients’ paths. In addition, they have to
spend time for transporting themselves to and from the dentist’s clinic, illustrated
by the black parts of their paths. Thus, the total time spent by the patients in waiting, treatment and journeys considerably exceeds the time that the dentist uses for
all the treatments. This way of organizing service production is effective for the
dentist, while the patients do not have much of an alternative. The dentist has created a treatment order that resembles that of an industrial assembly line.
All patients in the example of Figure 6.8 use a relatively short time for transportation to and from the clinic. In Chapter 4 an example showed that depending
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Figure 6.8 T
 ime used by a dentist (service provider) and by patients (service
consumers) for treatments during a time period. The patients also use time
for transportation to and from the dentist (service provider). (Modified from
Hägerstrand 1972: 156.)

on how far from the clinic the patient lives, and whether she has access to a car or
uses public transportation, the time that must be set aside for a visit to a doctor (or
any other service) can vary considerably (Mårtensson 1974).
Work organization and the work–home relationship
There are studies on work organization leaning on the time-geographic approach.
Sometimes time-geographic studies of production and work organization are mistaken for a variant of time-management studies in organizational research, but the
time-geographic studies have wider scope and take the indivisible individuals as
a point of departure, thereby underlining the influence of work on the conditions
for people’s overall daily life situation.
Companies and organizations create goals as bases for their organizational projects. This also goes for households as organizations, even though this is in a more
informal way. Companies want to make profits from their production and sales of
goods and services, while members of households want to create a good life for
themselves. As indicated in Figure 6.1 and Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.10), households’ and companies’ organizational projects meet at the point when an individual
performs the work tasks assigned to her. The work tasks are structured and organized so that the company will achieve its goals. The individual who performs such
a work task according to the work organization decided upon by the employer has
at least one objective – to get paid – and thereby getting the means for maintaining
and improving the life of the household. People, however, may also have other
goals for their individual work projects than getting paid, like working on things
that they like to do or that they feel bring meaning to their efforts.
Trygg (2014; Trygg and Hermelin 2017) investigated the work conditions
among employees in advanced knowledge-intensive consultant services. Largely,
this kind of work is performed at other places than in the company office; it is
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a kind of distance work. Here the office as a pocket of local order has a limited
role during work days. Some of the work tasks are even expected to be done at
home. The studies are empirically grounded on interviews with managers and
employees, and time-geographical diaries are written by employees. The daily
work conditions of the employees are analyzed by using the time-geographic constraints. The authority constraints reveal that the companies expect the employees
to work on the customers’ projects with high commitment and long hours.
Employees are at the same time expected to fulfill other tasks, such as their own
administrative work and preparation, in a flexible way, at home or before and after
office hours. This brings severe challenges to their everyday lives and families
since the organizational projects of the company and the family collide and cause
friction. A general conclusion is that the constraints imposed on the employees
in this advanced knowledge industry affect the high labor turnover and rapid reconstruction of companies.
The intersection between the organizational projects of a school and the
household of a teacher respectively is of interest since teachers do a lot of work
tasks in their homes, just like the qualified knowledge workers of the consultant
industry mentioned above. Teachers have a job and an income from it, and in
their job they strive to create a good learning environment for the pupils so that
they can follow the pupils’ learning achievements and experience satisfaction
from that. The teachers’ core tasks are preparing for lessons, teaching, preparing
tests and giving feedback to the pupils about their results and knowledge development. In the Swedish compulsory education system, however, teachers also
have to do many other kinds of activities. They are expected to provide care,
look after children, discuss them with social authorities and complete administrative tasks. In a study of teachers’ work situation in Sweden, Ellegård and
Vrotsou (2013) and Ellegård (2014) found that the work week for compulsory
schoolteachers followed a rhythm. Monday to Thursday showed similarities,
with extended working hours, while on Friday they worked for a bit less time.
From Monday to Thursday a considerable portion of the teachers brought work
home to do in the evenings; this is visualized in Figure 6.9. Therefore, after
dinner and some relaxing they took up work again, doing activities requiring
concentration without disturbance from colleagues, school managers or pupils.
In this way, many planning, assessment and documentation activities were
performed at home in the evening and the overall goal of teachers’ household
organization, to have a good joint family life, will thereby be counteracted. The
teacher as family member withdraws from activities that other family members
do, and the schools’ organizational project thereby intervenes in the households’ organizational project(s). There are many reasons behind bringing work
home. The lack of space in the school to perform this kind of task without the
risk of being disturbed is one reason. Another is that the time slots between the
lectures are too short to do this kind of work that demands concentration in a
satisfying way. Still another reason is that teachers are expected to participate
in supervision of the pupils during break time.
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 isualization of 756 teachers giving lectures, planning lectures and correcting
assignments on Tuesdays. The figure visualizes all teachers’ individual
activity paths (see Chapter 7), and the periods of each teacher’s day when
any of the three activities are performed are marked with colors, see legend.
The lightest grey is the time when the teachers do other activities. Note the
“ribbons” just before 10 and at noon for those teaching years 1 to 6; the
breaks are more or less the same in all schools.

When regarding teachers’ work at the individual level and from a timegeographic perspective where they are looked upon as indivisibles, it becomes
obvious that the schools’ organizational idea to give more and more tasks to the
teachers does no good for the teachers’ workload or their work satisfaction. The
research resulted in recommendations such as creating space for calm work areas
for teachers in the school, employing administrators to fulfill the administrative
tasks that do not require pedagogical skills, and employing assistants for the
supervision of pupils during breaks.
In an analysis of work satisfaction as a result of changes in the work organization of a hospital, Bendixen and Ellegård (2014) employed the time-geographical
constraint and context concepts. The work life of occupational therapists was
investigated by a combination of time-geographic diaries and interviews. The
organizational change in the workplace influenced occupational therapists’ experience of job satisfaction, but not for the better. Factors constraining job satisfaction
were revealed, not least how individuals’ personal projects and the organization’s
project collided. There was a strong engagement from occupational therapists in
their patients, but this engagement could not thrive when the new organization
did not allow time-space for building trustful couplings to patients. The new work
organization resulting from the organizational change in this example did not come
out for the best for the individual patient, nor to the satisfaction of the employees.
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Nishimura (1998) and Nishimura and Okamoto (2001) investigated the
influence of changes in production organization projects – with examples
from the Toyota factories in Toyota City, Japan – on the employees’ family projects, especially regarding household members’ sharing of activities.
For families, the work time change resulted in less shared meal time, but
also in men’s increased performance of household chores. Nishimura and
Okamoto (2001) put the living conditions of families with working parents in
the context of Japanese work-life culture, and pointed at the restrictions on
parents’ opportunities to spend time together after factory-shift work hours.
The changes are discussed in the context of the transformation of Toyota
City from a city dominated by production industries into a modern city and
a center for technology based on the automobile industry. This city development was based on close collaboration between the local government and the
Toyota company.
Time-geographic research contributes with knowledge of why it is difficult
to change an ingrained work organization, and pays attention to the influence
of the division of labor in the home on people’s work situation (Ellegård 1999).
The partition between work and private life is challenged by new technologies,
but still work is regulated as a separate sphere divided from the rest of people’s
lives. Authority constraints, then, have strong repercussions on the rest of people’s everyday lives. Time-geographic studies of working people underline the
importance of taking the indivisible individual as a point of departure and how
her/his activities relate both to work and private life and appear in her/his uninterrupted activity sequence performed in the course of the day. The core point,
then, is the indivisible individual performing activities sequentially over time
and to analyze when and where work activities are expected to be done within
authority constraints, and what coupling constraints they give rise to. Then the
effects on people’s everyday lives in their household contexts are vital. This is
the subject of Chapter 7.
This chapter has presented a time-geographic take on production and work; it
is an alternative to conventional approaches where the indivisible individual is
not in focus. Hägerstrand reflects in an article on the “good” and the “bad” stress
in human life. He discusses what kind of work gives rise to which kind of stress,
and wrote:
I assume that what one would wish everybody is a life in which the happy
kind of stress alternates with relaxation. To move in that direction requires
an understanding and inventiveness of a kind which differs a lot from the
main thrust of today’s technology. Perhaps looking at things from new
angles could contribute to give our conception of rationality a richer meaning in ways which place people rather the fabricated things at the center
of attention.
(Hägerstrand 1984: 18)
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Notes
1 In a small car maintenance and repair workshop or garage, the workers, however, need
to develop knowledge of how the car as a whole is constructed and what parts and components relate to each other in order to make the car function adequately.
2 The situation has changed a lot since then, both in the farms and the dairies. On the dairy
farms milking robots have taken over and the basic structure of the dairy industry is dramatically changed due to small-scale specialist producers of exclusive cheeses and butter.
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7

Everyday life, wellbeing and
household division of labor

Time-geography and everyday life
Introducing time-geography for thinking about daily life
As a consequence of the assumption about the indivisible individual, timegeography underlines the importance of maintaining the sequence of activities
performed by people in their daily lives. Empirical time-geographic studies of
people’s daily lives, then, are based on data about the sequence of activities performed. Aspects like when, where and with whom the activities are performed
are important and, depending on the purpose of a study, other aspects1 can be
added. It is vital to relate data concerning such aspects of daily life to each other
in order to understand their complexity, and to interpret the couplings between
activities, between persons and between persons and resources. Taken together,
these aspects provide a starting point to identify the various contexts people are
involved in and their internal relationships.
In the 1960s studies about everyday life were performed in the research project
Urbaniseringsprocessen by Hägerstrand’s research group (see Chapter 1). They
did observations of people living in communities of different size in southern
Sweden and the analysis of this data was aimed at an empirical basis for developing time-geographical concepts. The results were published in research reports
(Lenntorp 1970; Carlstein et al. 1970; Mårtensson 1970; Hägerstrand 1970) and
in academic PhD theses (Lenntorp 1976; Mårtensson 1979; Carlstein 1982).
The American geographer Allan Pred was a guest researcher in Lund in the
1960s and 1970s, and he was inspired by Hägerstrand’s research and made some
time-geographically-inspired studies of everyday life. Together with Risa Palm he
studied women’s couplings to home and children in the modern USA (Palm and
Pred 1974). They provide an example of how women’s job opportunities depend
on the household composition in the cultural context of 1970s America, and used
the individual path as a tool. The strength of coupling constraints is underlined
by the uneven distribution of labor concerning household chores and childcare,
which had consequences for women’s opportunities to have free-time activities
of their own. This indicated a political potential of time-geography, not least for
identifying and analyzing inequalities. Later Pred (1981) published an article
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where he applied the basic concepts of time-geography in a historic study of how
the industrialization process influenced the daily lives of spouses in American
families. Miller, another US geographer, published a time-geographicallyinspired article about household activity patterns based on historical data (Miller
1982). He studied the introduction of horse carriages and their effects in terms of
access to cities for women living in different areas of American cities.
There was some criticism of the early time-geographic studies. For example,
Cullen (1972) claimed that the subjective dimensions of individuals’ perceptions
and experiences were lacking in time-geographic research. He proposed ways
to collect data about people’s activities combined with data on how they valued
the activities. He underlined the importance of considering individuals’ activity sequences in line with the time-geographic approach, while at the same time
highlighting the need to complement such data with individual subjective data
on feelings. This critique was in line with what was later brought up by Buttimer
(1976) and others (see Chapter 9).
Perspectives on time in studies of everyday life
In addition to individuals’ inevitable anchoring in the time-space, one fundament
of time-geography is the indivisible individual. Everybody experiences this on a
daily basis in the efforts to fulfill the goals of their many projects, and struggles to
act with flexibility when unexpected coupling problems and requirements appear.
Time is a fundamental aspect in research on everyday life, but it also brings a
problem to research since people experience time very differently. It is problematic to develop a general understanding of daily life and communicate stringently
about it, if the discussion is solely based on a subjective, personal, experience of
time. Still, this subjective experience dimension is important.
This encourages researchers to think about time from different perspectives.
Table 7.1 presents two ways to think about time: the daily life perspective and the
instrumental perspective. Despite their fundamental differences, both are relevant
when developing methods for analyzes establishing new knowledge about everyday life. The daily life perspective on time, on one hand, is about how people
think about time in performing activities in their daily lives, if thinking about it at
all. Time, then, might be important but the activity performed is what really matters. The instrumental perspective on time, on the other hand, is about how time
is regarded in research, administration and engineering, where time is measured
precisely and can be used as a tool to describe and analyze people’s activities and
their duration, and also to steer them.2
Researching people’s everyday lives might be difficult when the daily life
perspective on time dominates thinking and communication, not least since each
person has her unique interpretation of, for example, when and for how long
activities or social gatherings last.3 However, for a person to recognize herself
in a description of her everyday life it must emanate from herself and her experience. If solely building on the daily life perspective on time, problems arise if the
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Table 7.1 Perspectives on time (based on Ellegård 1999)
Aspect

Daily life perspective

Instrumental perspective

Use

Used without reflecting, for
almost everybody it goes
without saying
Time and activity are closely
integrated and very hard to
disintegrate
Activity has priority over the
time it takes to perform it
(you are ready when your
task is completed)
Focusing ‘the present’, related
to repetition as a central
part in forming traditions

Used for systematic description,
comparison and analysis

Relation between
time and
activity
Priority

Duration

Now

‘Now’ is the timespan that
one can control and oversee

Future

‘Future’ is the time coming
after time one can oversee

Past

‘Past’ is located in the archive
of memory

Time and activity are looked
upon as different entities and
measured by different means
Time has priority over the
activity performed (you are
ready when the bell rings)
Process oriented (past–present–
future), linear, though
similar events may appear
sequentially during a period
‘Now’ is a steadily coming and
disappearing moment; it is
the contiguous transformation
of future to past
‘Future’ is the time that will be
transformed into ‘now’ in a
coming sequence; a prism of
possibilities in the future can
be revealed from ‘now’
‘Past’ is about historical facts
that cannot be changed (but
re-evaluated)

research aims to get beyond the subjective view and strives to gain a more general
understanding of everyday life conditions. Then, a combination of the daily life
and instrumental perspectives on time into a constructive perspective on time may
facilitate comparisons and provide a fair basis for analysis.
A constructive perspective on time implies that data about people’s activities
should be collected in a way that is grounded in the daily life perspective on time,
wherein activity in itself is regarded as superior to the time used, just like it is for
the people performing activities. Then, it must be possible to translate the data
based on the daily life perspective into concepts and ways of looking at time that
recognize aspects of the instrumental perspective on time, like process orientation
and a stringent use of concepts related to time.
Based on the daily life perspective on time, the constructive perspective on
time recognizes the vital importance of the meaning of the activities performed by
a person and thereby recognizes the superiority of activity over the time used for
it. Also, the constructive perspective must be aware of the totality of everyday life
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with its various contexts, relationships and dependencies, when bringing people’s
own life experiences into the analysis. The starting point is a person’s activities
as they are performed in sequence during a day (or another time period) and these
activities are regarded in the contexts of, for example, who the person is together
with, where she is located, how she feels mentally and/or physiologically and
physically and what technologies she uses. Thus, the social, geographical, emotional, physiological contexts (and others depending on the purpose of the study)
can be related to the activity sequence performed.
Based on the instrumental perspective, the constructive perspective on time
should have a process orientation recognizing the flow of time. Thus, it reveals the
sequence of activities performed by the person, and the activities can be described
and analyzed in the context of other aspects of existence (for example, social,
geographical, emotional and technological). It should provide tools that can be
used in a similar way irrespective of what person’s diary data are investigated.
The time-geographical concepts and tools are useful for this purpose.
With the constructive perspective on time as a point of departure, the timegeographic diary method was developed. The constructive perspective inspired
both the thinking behind the data collection process (diaries) and the construction
of the categorization scheme for analyzing various aspects of individuals’ everyday lives. This diary method is briefly described in the next section, and thereafter
some studies using the time-geographic diaries are presented. The studies have
different purposes and some of them combine the time-geographic diary with
other theoretical or methodological approaches.
Diary data from indivisible individuals
In the late 1980s a research project was funded4 which aimed to develop a timegeographic method to increase the understanding of the doubleness of both
diversity and similarity among people in their everyday lives. Each individual had
to be regarded as indivisible and, therefore, the conventional methods for studying time use were not suitable.5 Based on more than 120 open, handwritten diaries
collected in the project, an activity categorization scheme and a computer-aided,
time-geographically-based method were developed (Ellegård 1993, 1994, 1999;
Ellegård and Nordell 1997). The general activity categories and the computerized
handling of the diary data facilitated time-geographically-based studies of everyday life’s complexity and its rich variety. There are several examples of studies
using time-geographic diaries to collect data on activities, togetherness and places
visited, of which some are complemented with subjective data on feelings and
bodily states.
The time-geographic diary method, based on the constructive perspective on
time, prioritizes activity over the time used. This is demonstrated by the diarist herself setting the time when she starts performing an activity. Thereby the
activity frames the timing of it, rather than the time framing the activity. With
the constructive perspective on time, then, an ongoing activity ends when the
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next activity starts. This is a smooth way to write the diary, because the diarist
just has to look at the time when changing activity. As important for recognition
is the fact that the diarist uses her own words for what she is doing. Figure 7.1
exemplifies a time-geographic diary. The aim with the time-geographic diary
method is to provide a tool for describing, analyzing and discussing the everyday
life of indivisible individuals, based on their self-reported activity sequence, and
the results should conform to the diarist’s experience of the day. The focus of the
time-geographical diary is to gain knowledge about opportunities and constraints
at the individual level, which can be used for many purposes; for example, by
the individual herself or by care givers or policymakers. However, the diaries
can be used for studies at the aggregate level too, which is demonstrated later in
this chapter.
In contrast to this thinking, most statistical agencies and others in the timeuse research field usually have other aims with collecting diaries, mainly to find
out the average time use for various activities of an average individual and to
get an overall picture of how time is used in a group or population. Data collection with this purpose is based on diaries in which the diarists are asked to fill in
what activity consumed most time within preset time slots, like the Hetus system
used by the statistics agencies in the European Union. With such an approach, the
individuals are regarded as divisibles. These diaries collect information about the
diarists’ activity sequence, but when analyzing the diaries the time sequences are
collapsed (Hellgren 2015). This approach is grounded in the instrumental perspective on time, thereby letting time slots steer. The time slots have a duration
of 10 (sometimes 15 or 30) minutes, and if more than one activity is performed
during this time-slot, the diarist is asked to fill in the dominant activity. Obviously

Time

What I do

Where I
am

Together
whith

Ref lection Comments ….

0600

Wake up

At home

0615

Take a
shower

Alone

Mate

Tired

0635

Eat
breakfast

Mate

0705

Dress

0715

Go to the
bus stop

On the
road

Alone

0725

Go by bus

In the bus

Many
other
passengers
Bus driver

…..

I was
hungry
nice to be
served

Alone

I’d like to
go by bike
but the
weather is
too lousy

Why are
there so
few buses
when they
are so
crowded?

..and so on

Figure 7.1 T
 he headlines given in the time-geographic paper diary. An example of how
the diary is written, using the columns of interest for the diarist.
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activities with a short duration will be underestimated. Consequently, an everyday
life described from such a diary will differ from and contain fewer details than
results from time-geographic diaries. This is no problem at a general group level,
but it is not valid for conclusions at the individual level. This is elaborated on in
Ellegård (2006).
Another difference between the time-geographic diary method and Hetuslike methods regards the categorizations of activities. The activity categorization
scheme used for the time-geographic diary method is empirically generated and
developed by a bottom-up approach (Ellegård 1994, 1999, 2006). It is based on
thousands of diary entries of activities, and some activity categories should not
even have been thought of with a top-down approach6 in constructing activity
categorization schemes.
The time-geographic activity category scheme takes its point of departure in
the diarists’ lives, where the overall project for all people is assumed to be “to
live life”. Any kind of project can be performed within this common overall one,
ranging from lifelong ones, like raising children, to shorter projects like purchasing a new dishwasher. This flexibility is of great importance for understanding
everyday life from the perspective of the indivisible individual. Hence, within
the overall project all other projects with their diverse goals are formulated and
activities are performed by the individual to achieve them.
The time-geographic activity category scheme is hierarchical, with five levels
of detail (see Figure 7.2). There are seven categories on the highest (sphere) level7
(see Table 7.2a). When used for categorizing a diary even the highest-level activity categories give a lot of information about general aspects of an individual’s
daily life. For example, by distinguishing between care for others, household care
and procuring and preparing food, gender differences are revealed. The totality of
the activities at all levels in the scheme gives room for a capturing a great variety
in everyday daily life.
The category scheme in the Hetus method has six categories on the highest
level (see Table 7.2b). In this scheme all kinds of household chores are put into the
same category (domestic). This may result in learning, as in the Swedish national
time-use survey from 2010–2011, that the gender difference is masked and that
women and men spend about the same time for household chores (Statistics
Sweden 2012). This is true, but when looking at household chores, the next
level down, it becomes clear that men do more maintenance work and household
administration than women, while women perform more childcare, housekeeping
and food-related activities. When the time-geographic category scheme is used,
this kind of difference will appear at the highest level.
The time-geographic diary method is presented in depth in Ellegård and
Nordell (1997) and in Ellegård (1999), where the principles behind categorizing
and visualizing the diaries are also presented. In Ellegård and Nordell (1997) the
physical and mental states of the diarist are also included. It is shown how a diarist uses her own diary as a reflective tool, which, in combination with recurrent
discussions with a researcher, result in her making changes in her daily activities
to live a more satisfying life.

Figure 7.2 T
 he hierarchical category scheme developed for the time-geographic diary method. The overall goal for everybody is supposed to
be “to live life”, and there are seven main categories (spheres), which are further broken down to the most detailed (specification)
level, as exemplified by the sphere “Household care”.

Specifications in the sort clean up: sweep, vacuum, scrub, dust

Sorts in the class tidy up: cleanup, thorough cleaning

Classes in the category care of home:
dyup, make the bed, pick upthings, indoor f lowers

Categories in the household care sphere:
CARE OF HOME, CARE OF CLOTHES, CARE OF THINGS,
HOUSEHOLD ADMINISTRAITON,
SHOPPING, GARDENING, HANDICRAFT

7 spheres: CARE FOR ONESELF, CARE FOR OTHERS, HOUSEHOLD CARE,
REFLECTION/RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION, PROCURE
AND PREPARE FOOD, WORK/EDUCATION

Overall goal/project: To live life–Living one’s life
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Table 7.2a H
 ighest-level activity categories in the time-geographic activity
categorization scheme
Activity category

Relevant activities

Care for oneself
Care for others
Household care
Transportation
Reflection/recreation
Procure and prepare food
Work/education

Eat, sleep, care
Help others to eat, sleep and get care
Care for the home, belongings, administration
Movements to and from locations
Get inspiration, relaxation, socializing, playing
Cultivate, shop for food, cook, bake, and so on
Work and education

Table 7.2b The Hetus categorization scheme (source: www.h6.scb.se/tus/tus/Default.htm)
Hetus main categories
Employment
Domestic
Study
Personal care
Leisure
Travel

Time-geographic visualizations of contexts in everyday life
When writing time-geographic diaries people start thinking about what they do.
This reflection process is deepened when the diaries are visualized and shown
to them. The visualization is based on the information about: places and movements; activities; companionship; technology use; emotions; and other aspects
of life which are collected depending on the purpose of the study. The visualization is a point of departure for discussion about daily life as it is lived and
about what changes can be done to make it comply better with the wants and
needs of the diarist. Here, seemingly simple issues are fundamental, like when
and for how long an activity goes on and if the activity fragments into smaller
parts, and in what contexts the activities appear. Knowledge about such issues
may help to better understand stress on an individual level, physical exercise
and conditions of everyday life for people with impairments and also household
division of labor.
The visualizations and analysis of time-geographic diaries illustrate the data
with several kinds of paths, and the focus is always on the individual diarist (see
Figure 7.3). There is the time-space individual path (showing the geographical
context) and the activity-oriented individual path, both symbolizing the diarist’s
daily life, but with a different focus. The time-space individual path shows the
diarist’s movements between places over time (as shown in Chapter 3), while the
activity-oriented individual path visualizes the activity sequence of the individual;
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Figure 7.3 V
 isualization of contexts generated from time-geographic diaries. The
geographical context shows the time-space individual path illustrating the
places a person has visited and the movements between them. The everyday
activity context shows the activity-oriented individual path, illustrating the
activity sequence of the person (activities in the least-detailed level with its
seven sphere categories). Here the horizontal lines in the activity context
indicate change of activity, while transportation is an activity of its own. The
social context shows with which other people the diarist has been with in the
course of the day. The emotional context shows what the diarist wrote about
her feelings during the day. Finally, the technological context shows what
appliances the person used in the activity sequence.

hence, it shows the duration of activities and when one activity is followed by
another (see figures 2.3 and 3.1).
Social companionship, which constitutes the social context, is visualized by a
path over the whole day symbolizing the diarist, since she is there all the time. It
is important to draw this path since it makes the relationship between the diarist
and other people obvious. In addition, there are sections of other individuals’ paths
visualized during the period of the day; these sections illustrate when the diarist has
noted that she is together with these specific people. Of course, from the perspective
of the other people, they should be illustrated as full-day individual paths, but in this
context it is the section where the companionship is manifested that is of interest.
Sections of paths are also used to visualize the diarist’s technologies used
during the time periods when the diarist has noted such use: the technological
context. The same visualization principle, with sections of paths, is used for emotions and other experiences: the emotional context. The same principle can also
be applied when visualizing secondary activities.
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The visualizations of the geographical context, the everyday activity context,
the social context and the emotional context8 make it possible to identify the links
between what is happening when in the different contexts. For example, what
activity the diarist performs where, and how she feels emotionally when she is
doing this activity together with a certain person, can be traced. In Figure 7.4
this process is exemplified by horizontal help-lines, helping the reader to link the
different contexts to each other at these certain time periods. This can provide
a better understanding of, for example, what combinations of contexts result in
positive or negative feelings.
The visualization also offers opportunities to investigate what activities are
performed in order to achieve the goals of different projects an individual engages
in, which constitutes the project context. Hence, the activities that the individual
performs to achieve the goal of a project are marked. The result illustrates that the
activities involved in one project appear here and there in the everyday activity
context (equaling the activity sequence) of the diarist. The individual’s activity
sequence, then, contains activities from different projects and they are mixed in
the activity sequence (see Figure 7.5). From such an analysis, the constraints that
a person experiences in daily life are put to the fore and can be challenged.
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Figure 7.4 R
 elating the contexts to each other. Via “help-lines” the information given
about the various contexts the person was involved in (as shown in Figure 7.3),
can help in finding out, for example, where a person was located at a certain
time, what she did there, who she was with when performing the activity,
what feeling was dominant and finally what appliances she used (if any). At
lunchtime, the person illustrated in the figure is at the workplace, performing
a lunch activity, together with two colleagues. She feels fine and does not
mention any use of appliances.
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Figure 7.5 F
 inding the project context in the activity sequence of the everyday activity
context. A project is fulfilled by individuals performing activities that appear
here and there in the everyday activity context. The figure shows activities
that altogether constitute the project context for “being satisfied” in the day
perspective. This individual performs activities in the sphere “procure and
prepare food” twice during the day and eats five times.

Computer-based collection and handling of time-geographic diaries
Based on data from time-geographic diaries, a computer program9 was developed
to visualize the individual’s diaries day by day (Ellegård 1994) and it has subsequently been further developed (Ellegård and Nordell 2011). The computerized
visualization shows several contexts in which the individual is involved during
a day: the activity context, the geographical context, the social context and the
emotional context. The software is flexible and can be adjusted for the purpose of
various studies.10
Since the turn of the century, cell phones have become widespread and
there is an increasing demand for diary collection by apps.11 Based on the timegeographic diary method and its activity categories, Vrotsou et al. (2014) created
a smart phone app, PODD, for electronic collection of diaries. The diarist carries
the PODD diary and makes notes in real time.
Thus, the diarist does not need to think about time, just about putting in information like activity, secondary activity, place, emotions and other things, which
are asked for depending on the purpose of the study. The data are sent to a server
and are used for producing activity sequences and visualizing them for further
analyses at both the individual and aggregate levels. The software produced for
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handling the time-geographic diaries is interactive, which implies that various
hypotheses and ideas about activities in daily life can be tested. There is another
application for collecting individual diary data on cell phones based on the timegeographic diary principles which has been adapted for clinical use of occupational
therapists. Initially used for research in the field, and developed by Kroksmark
and Nordell, it is called A Day. A computer-aided time-geographic method to
investigate the life perspective was developed by Sunnqvist et al. (2013). It aims
to construct long-term biographic life charts of individuals. Examples of how
time-geographically-inspired diaries are used in research are presented in the next
section. The utilization of these programs is shown later in this chapter.

The everyday life of the indivisible individual
There is an increasing number of time-geographically-inspired studies on everyday lives of people, not least people in vulnerable situations. There are studies of
this kind in a variety of academic subjects, such as human geography, social work,
psychiatry, occupational therapy, physiotherapy, political science and technology
and social change. With the indivisible individual and the principle of letting the
diarists’ own words steer the information in the diaries, the time-geographical
diary method has attracted special interest from occupational therapists. At the
core of occupational therapy is the drive to facilitate an everyday life with dignity
and pride, and for people with difficulties to perform daily activities and thereby
achieve the goals of the projects they want to pursue. Hence, time-geography is
used to ease the coupling constraints that arise from the capability constraints.
Authority constraints may also severely impact the daily lives of people with
capability constraints. Time-geographic analyses can be useful to show to authorities that the rules they have set up are dysfunctional.
In general, the time-geographic diary method is used as a tool to find out what is
needed to overcome capability (capacity), authority and coupling constraints and
how to organize pockets of local order and projects that the individual can master
and thereby live life as well as possible. There are also studies on the household
division of labor and energy use in the home. Finally, there is a time-geographic
method utilizing diaries to visualize aggregate activity patterns, where the indivisible individual is recognizable on the aggregate level. This meets Hägerstrand’s
(1974) requirement that important information about the individual level should
not get lost when presented at aggregate levels.
Individual-level analysis – sustenance, health and wellbeing
There are several studies in occupational therapy, physiotherapy, psychiatry and
social work inspired by the time-geographic approach. They concern, for example,
stress among women with double responsibilities; elderly men and their health
related to their physical activities; how to capture the life story of people with
suicidal behavior; women subject to abuse; and how daily life is lived by people with psychiatric diagnoses living in their own apartments with social service
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assistance. Many of these applications use the time-geographic concepts, methods
and visualizations in order to help researchers and service staff to understand
the life situation of these people and to communicate with them. Since the communication is based on diary notes that these persons themselves have produced,
it is relatively easy for them to recognize themselves and their own daily lives.
Visualizations of the person’s own daily activity sequence are of vital importance
for discussions about their daily life, since they help reveal couplings and phenomena that usually are hard to articulate because they are too self-evident to be
thought of. The outcome of such discussions creates a basis for further treatment
and assistance. In a seminar on time-geographic research, a researcher, Karin
Örmon, cited from her work in which women wrote time-diaries, which were
used for discussions about their life situations. One woman said: “Finally, my life
story is my own.”
Several PhD theses on the everyday life of people in vulnerable situations
which in various ways utilize the time-geographical diary method have been written in Scandinavia.
The PhD thesis in human geography by Nordell (2002) investigated how
women with body pain changed their daily lives. She combined time-geographic
diaries with group treatment programs and discussions. The women in her study
were helped by both the combination of discussions and the visualizations of their
diaries and they found that their own daily life was well represented in the visualizations. This gave them motivation to realize changes in order to get better control
over their health. There was a long-term effect of this combined treatment program.
In her PhD thesis on human geography, Westermark (2003) used timegeographic diaries and reflective diaries12 in combination to study low-income
women’s everyday lives and sustenance in urban Colombia. She let two women
intermittently write the two types of diaries (time-geographic diaries of the day and
reflective diaries) during a four-year period. The time-geographic diaries showed
the women’s daily struggle to create performable activity sequences for getting
enough money to feed their families and, at the same time, to build up long-term
projects for their own and other women’s sustenance. The reflective diaries covered their whole life stories, which widened the understanding of how authority
constraints hampered their efforts to sustain themselves. The diaries were combined with recurrent interviews and from this data the women’s projects related
to their struggle for sustenance are analyzed. The time-geographic diaries helped
acknowledge the problems of these women appearing on a daily basis; for example, regarding when coupling constraints involving their small children impinge
upon the projects they have to pursue for their sustenance. The individuals’ life
courses and daily activity perspectives are utilized to show how institutions can
produce development projects that meet the indivisible women’s needs.
The PhD thesis on human geography by Kjellman (2003) studies how drug
addicts and old people with intellectual disability found and experienced a
place when cared for by social authorities. Kjellman combines time-geography,
sense-of-place theory and socio-geographic theories of marginalization and a
person’s prospects to acquire a place, thereby integrating experiences of people in
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marginalized groups with time-geography. The result puts into question some of
the political reforms of the policy to move old people with intellectual disabilities to their own apartments at another place, sometimes even to another town.
These people had spent their whole life in institutional care and lacked experience of living a self-controlled everyday life. The reforms did not consider the
indivisible individual and the importance of social and material stability in the
pocket of local order in which these old people live.
The occupational therapist Ulla Kroksmark played a major role in introducing the time-geographic approach to occupational science. She initiated a
Scandinavian network on time-geography for occupational scientists and physiotherapists. One outcome of this network was a special issue of the Journal
of Occupational Science (2006, Vol. 13, No. 1) wherein several Scandinavian
occupational and social science researchers presented their work based on timegeographic diary data collection.
Kroksmark and Nordell (2001) investigated the potential for using the timegeographic approach in occupational science and its practice in occupational
therapy in a pilot study comparing how adolescents with and without visual
impairment spent their days. Young people with low vision experienced fewer
opportunities than young people without visual problems. Adolescence is a sensitive period of life, when young people usually develop independence from their
parents, thereby freeing themselves from authority constraints. This article clearly
points out difficulties in this process for young people with low vision. They
depend on parents for transportation (coupling constraints) and perform fewer
activities with friends in their daily activity sequence compared to sighted young
people, with much depending on their capability constraints.
In her thesis, the Norwegian occupational therapist Eva Magnus (2009) used
time-geographical diaries and interviews to show how the conditions of daily life
for university students with limited physical abilities were influenced by their
capability constraints. Magnus uses time-geographical diaries and the constraint
concepts to explore how students with disabilities use time for activities related
to their studies and how they try to overcome their capability constraints. The
study showed clearly that most activities, private as well as study-related ones,
take more time for a student with impairment, due to their capability constraints.
It showed that neither the material nor the social environment were always helpful
to these students. Instead, these environments caused severe coupling constraints
in everyday life for these students, which added to the extra time they needed for
their activities related to their study mates.13 The results are useful for policymakers who strive to create regulations that support equal opportunities among
university students. The new knowledge from Magnus’ dissertation influenced
national policies in Norway and the conditions for students with physical impairment were improved by allowing them longer study time in combination with
changed conditions for their study financing.
In her PhD thesis on technology and social change, Åström (2009) shows the
complex influence of coupling constraints when introducing computer aids for
schoolchildren with visual impairment. The manifold service providers involved,
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the school building with its room layout and corridors, the transport arrangements,
teachers, low-vision service care providers, computer-aid providers and families
are so complex that the outcome makes it difficult for the children to reach their
potential in learning. Just getting the computer aids was not enough to achieve the
high policy goals set up regarding equal opportunities for all pupils. One reason is
that the many different organizations involved take their own perspective respectively as a point of departure rather than the perspective of the indivisible child,
and in this case it concerned the necessity of coupling the child with her computer
aid when doing school work at school and in the home.
In physiotherapy, the importance of bodily physical activities is key. After
retirement, men are at risk of decreased physical activity partly because they are
usually not involved in housekeeping activities in their households. Bredland et
al. (2015) combined time-geographic diaries with codes for metabolic equivalents (METS) to find out more about the level of physical activity among elderly
men. The result points to the importance of everyday physical activity, and says
that mundane activities, such as household chores like vacuuming and walks to
the store, in combination may provide healthier physical activity levels. For the
sake of physical activity, it is not necessary to get involved in programs at the
gym. However, there is a social dimension in the gym as a pocket of local order
which should not be underestimated. The results could be important for developing activity programs for older men.
The MD thesis in occupational therapy by Erlandsson (2003) regards everyday
life and stress among women. The time-geographic approach was inspirational for
the visualizations and ways of discussing sequences of occupations (activities). The
study shows that more fragmented activity performance increases the stress level. It
also shows that together with theories in occupational science, the time-geographical
approach helps in understanding the relationship between occupational balance and
health among working women.
In the 1990s Lenntorp wrote a piece called “Biographies, diagnosis and prognosis”. This was in the background to the work by Sunnqvist (2009) and Sunnqvist et
al. (2013), where a time-geographical method was developed in order to understand
and prevent suicide attempts. This is the first psychiatric study where time-geography is utilized as as a means to understand the prehistory of suicidal behavior.
Based on interviews, a time-geographical life chart is produced in order to investigate the individual’s life. Information was collected from people on geographical
moves to new places, social and burdensome events before their suicide attempt,
and other important events, like the birth of siblings, marriage and divorce. The life
chart diagrams are used as background for discussion with the people about suicidal behavior and the events influencing it (Figure 7.6). The events in the life chart
are related to the person’s coping strategies. Thus, the pathway to suicidal behavior
is illuminated and may be used in future to prevent suicide attempts.
In her PhD thesis in social work, Andersson (2009) investigates the daily lives
of people living with psychiatric diagnoses. She introduced time-geographical
concepts in analyzing people’s everyday life projects, depending on whether the
individual or the social institution has power over these projects. She shows the
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Year
2009

Suicide at tempt
Divorce

Behavioural disengagemant/avoidance focused coping
Seeking social support/problem focused coping

2000

Child

1990
Work and
marriage

1980

1970

1960

Seeking social support/problem focused coping

Depressed

University studies

Coping strategy
Stressful event
Social event

Sibling and start school

Village1

University Village2
town

Place of home

Figure 7.6 I llustration of the principle for creating a life chart, used in research on
suicide attempts. From interviews important life events are identified. The
person’s coping strategies for stressful events and their suicide attempt are
included in the chart. (Modified after Sunnqvist et al. 2013: 340.)

role of the social worker providing “living at home support” and assisting the
person to perform basic daily activities. The importance of taking the indivisible
individual into consideration when organizing social support for people with psychiatric diagnoses is underlined. Andersson gives thought-provoking examples
of what difficulties appear for the people if the institutional routine arrangement
fails. The secure, daily routines are broken for the individual and the resulting
situation can be hard to handle.
The human geographer Martin Dijst (2014) investigates stress in different urban settings. He integrates stress with the meaning of modernization and
urbanization in two societies, one individualistic (the Netherlands) and one more
collective (China), and presents strategies for handling relationships with social
environments and regulating stress and wellbeing.
The studies presented above mainly relate to the individual level, even if there
are, of course, social relationships which influence the individual in her performance of daily activities. There are also some time-geographical studies on
everyday life at the household level.
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Household-level analysis
If time-geographic diaries are collected from more than one individual in the same
household, the division of labor in the household can be thoroughly researched,
providing a basis for household-level analyses.
Orban (2013) investigated how to assist parents with obese children to change
their activity pattern in order to avoid child obesity. The aim was to see if a oneyear intervention, with time-geographic diaries and reflective discussions on daily
activities, made the parents spend more time doing more healthy activities with
their children. Different patterns of parents’ shared daily occupations were identified from the time-geographic diaries, separately written by both parents in the
same families. The visual representation of the diaries facilitated parents’ reflections on their daily activities, and the discussions with the occupational therapist
focused on the effects on the obese children. A follow-up study showed that the
body mass index of the children as a group had decreased. Orban et al. (2012)
investigate how the time-geographic diaries facilitate reflections on change in
everyday life.
In a study of consumption in industrial workers’ households, Ellegård et al.
(1993) used time-geographic diaries and added a column where the direct cost
caused by the activity was noted. Both spouses wrote this kind of time-geographic
diary over a whole week. The research aimed to make the participants aware of
the total sum of money that the small but frequent purchases they made added
up to over the week. The result showed that they yielded better control over their
finances through their engagement in the project.
In a different empirical field, energy use in the household sector, Isaksson and
Ellegård (2015) demonstrate the importance of investigating individual household
members’ time-space couplings when performing activities in projects. Various
kinds of division of labor in households are identified from a large set of diaries
written by spouses. Activity patterns are identified among the household members
with various demands for energy. Two different ways to share activities in household organization projects are identified, and also three different ways to divide
activities between the household members in joint projects. The organization of
the daily activities and the timing of working hours strongly influences whether
people share or divide activities in their projects. The research also indicates the
consequences of policies regarding energy-saving advice.
In a similar vein, Palm and Ellegård (2011) discuss whom to target in policies on energy savings in homes. Social science research on energy use in the
household sector rarely differentiates between the individual and the household.
However, when formulating policy recommendations on how to reduce energy
use in the home, it is vital to target the people who actually perform the activities concerned. Women perform most of the home-based household chores that
demand electricity (for example, washing, dishwashing, vacuuming and cooking)
at the same time as the electricity bill from the energy utility is most often sent to
the man, who holds the household’s contract. If, in such a case, information about
how to save energy in the home is sent to the man, who does not perform these
electricity-demanding chores, it is less likely that the information will affect the
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energy use. Instead, to achieve the desired effects of the information, it should be
directed to, or at least made available to, the household member performing the
most electricity-demanding household chores.
Aggregate analysis – recognizing the indivisible individual
The time-geographic approach requires of an aggregate description and analysis
that it should be possible for the researcher to alternate between micro (individual) and macro (aggregates of various size, like the household or a sub-group of
the whole sample of diarists) without losing important information when moving
between the levels, as pointed out by Hägerstrand (1974).
Ellegård and Vrotsou (2006) developed visualization software (VISUALTimePAcTS)14 for visualizing large numbers of time-geographic diaries on
different levels of aggregation (individual, household, age group, gender, and so
on, up to the whole population). The method, which takes inspiration from the
thinking behind the principle presented in Figure 3.6, was further developed in
Vrotsou (2010). The software is used in studies of the explorative kind, giving
deeper insights into when, for how long and by whom daily activities are performed, at the chosen level of aggregation. It is possible to choose the individual
household, group or population levels in the software.
Individuals’ daily activity sequences at aggregate levels are visualized and
demonstrate, for example, when in the course of the day activities of different
kinds dominate among the individuals in the population. It is obvious that the
individual diaries used to visualize the time use for activities in a population
need to be ordered in a way that makes it possible to compare different visualizations. In VISUAL-TimePAcTS, the default order of the individual diaries
is according to gender and age. The age and gender activity patterns appear at
once in Figure 7.7, which shows two activities, cooking and eating, from diaries
by a population of 463 individuals. Looking in more detail (see the lower part
of Figure 7.7), it is obvious that women cook much more than men do. The
upper part of Figure 7.7 shows that everybody eats. Lunch is eaten in a designated hour around midday, while dinners, or evening meals, are spread over
a larger part of the late afternoon/evening, when people do not have so many
other activities that they have to be involved in.
The aggregate activity patterns visualized by the program can be further
analyzed with clustering and sequencing methods; such a methodology is presented by Hellgren (2015), who studied energy use as a consequence of activity
sequences in his dissertation in technology and social change (see Chapter 8).
Vrotsou et al. (2017) present a further development based on the aggregate
time-geographical visualization principle. The study is based on registers of individuals with severe mental illness in the Stockholm region, and consists of about
450 persons. The visualization is used to explore, in a 10-years perspective, what
kinds of contacts (called interventions in the figure) these people diagnosed with
severe mental illness have with the medical and social care sectors (institutions) –
see Figure 7.8: the upper part shows men and the lower part women.
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Eating

Cooking

Figure 7.7 C
 ooking and eating activities in a population. In the figure the individuals
(463 individuals aged 10 and up) are ordered according to gender (men to the
left and women to the right) and age (the youngest to the right and the oldest
to the left within each gender section). The lower part of the figure shows the
spread of cooking activities and the upper part eating activities. The frequency
graphs show how many people perform the same activity at each specific
moment in the course of the day (in the frequency graph the indivisibility of
the individual is collapsed).

The visualization software is interactive, and has three levels of detail in terms
of interventions. It provides opportunities to explore various subgroups and also
to focus on shorter time periods. This kind of visualization provides new knowledge about the lives of people with severe mental illness and interventions by the
institutional care system they are subject to. Coupling and authority constraints

Year
from
diagnosis
10

Men

5

0
No intervention
Mixed interventions
Institutional intervention
Dead

Year
from
diagnosis
10

Individuals

Women

5

0
No intervention
Mixed interventions
Institutional intervention
Dead

Individuals

Figure 7.8 I nterventions in the lives of people with severe mental illness in the first 10
years after diagnosis. Individual paths visualize each individual and the types of
intervention that are directed to her. The upper part includes men and the lower
part women. Within both gender categories the oldest people are located to the
right and the youngest to the left. Black parts of the individual paths indicate
that the person has died, white parts show no intervention and other nuances
indicate various kinds of interventions. Year 0 in the visualization is when the
specific person had the diagnosis, and what calendar year this was differs between
the individuals. The figure gives an overview of the intensity of institutional
interventions in their life; it also indicates when no interventions are done (white).
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in their everyday life follow their illness and what kind of intervention they experienced. The visualization method is interactive, so researchers can look at the
interventions at the very overarching level, as in Figure 7.8, but can also dig down
into details of different groups of individuals and use different time scales. The
categorization of the interventions is hierarchical, and so the many different kinds
of interventions (ranging from prison to getting a phone call) can be identified at
the individual level.
The applications of time-geographic thinking on everyday life issues often use
time-geographic diaries and the constraint concepts. The process of writing the
time-geographic diary is in itself helpful for the diarist, since they start thinking
about what they do on a daily basis. This is a good point of departure for discussions with professional caregivers, since both parties in the discussion then start at
a more informed level. Thereby, thoughts are nurtured about how activities might
be changed; for example, by giving rewarding projects priority over projects that
relate to bad feelings.
The results also might provide a groundwork for policy changes. Organization
of care and services for people that are vulnerable should be arranged so that these
people feel trust and security, and this poses demands on the service-providing
organizations.
Hägerstrand worried about problems emerging from scientific specialization,
even though he acknowledged the many positive effects of the scientific progress
and technological development. He said: “The single person and the circumstances in her whole, indivisible life-world have disappeared between the masks
in the web by which we have tried to capture the real world” (Hägerstrand 1977:
190, my translation).
The examples in this chapter show that it is possible to get an understanding of
the whole, indivisible life-world from the use of the time-geographic approach.

Notes
1 Like bodily status and emotions.
2 See Chapter 6 regarding work on the assembly line.
3 Compare the now-zone in the subjective left part of Figure 3.7, which is different from
the objectivistic now-line to the right in the same figure.
4 The project “Vardagslivets komposition” was funded by Riksbankens Jubileumsfond
and lasted from 1989 to 1992.
5 The latter strive for average time use for average individuals and the indivisibility of
the individual is not considered. See the discussion on added and average time use in
Chapter 2.
6 For example, it became obvious that “leaving home” and “coming home” are important activities in people’s lives since they mention them in the diaries and then, of
course, they should be in the categorization scheme. Another important finding from
the empirical bottom-up generation of activity categories was the importance of “doing
nothing special”. This takes time and so it should be regarded as an activity, even if it
is ambiguous.
7 When all levels are included, there are about 600 activity categories in the timegeographical scheme.
8 There can also be other contexts for aspects of information that are included in the
study.
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9 The very first program was not accessible for the research community. In the 2000s
free software was developed by Ellegård and Nordell, called Daily Life 2011
(Vardagen 2011).
10 It is presented in a later section of this chapter.
11 Several different apps have been developed to collect diary data. One of the most
ambitious is found in the the research institute TOR (Tempus Omnia Relvelat) at Vrije
Universiteit Brussel (www.vub.ac.be/TOR/). This is, however, not based on the timegeographic approach and applies other categorization schemes.
12 This is more of a traditional diary, wherein the women write about their thoughts,
memories and hopes in a mix with experiences and valuations of events passing. The
reflective diaries are exponents of the daily life perspective on time.
13 For example, besides the material layout of buildings and classrooms, sometimes technical aids were lacking and there were even examples of teachers who did not want to
use a microphone, which meant that a hearing aid did not work for the student.
14 VISUAL-TimePAcTS is an abbreviation for Visualization (VISUAL), Time, Places
(P), Activities (Ac), Technologies used (T) and Social companionship (S).
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8

Ecological sustainability –
time-geographic studies
on resource use

The time-geographic approach and environmental problems
Globally, ordinary people as well as politicians and decision makers in public
and private organizations are concerned about the creeping of climate change
and overuse of limited resources. Systems and constructions decided upon
by industrialists and politicians long ago gave rise to the coal-driven infrastructures in society, subsequently complemented by the petroleum-dependent
ones. Both facilitated more convenient heating and transportation systems and
increasing productivity and efficiency in industrial production. Today, renewable energies stand on the threshold of a society that still hosts many old systems
and infrastructures.
Decisions taken by those in power concerning what energy regime to lean
on will induce myriad actions among people and organizations concerning, for
example, what means of transportation to use, heating system to invest in, goods
to purchase and projects to pursue. The mere volume of such actions affects both
humans and the environment. In combination with people’s increasing demand
for goods and services, the growing infrastructural constructions and increased
production of artifacts in the modern society result in a never-before-witnessed
worldwide shuffling around of raw materials, products and people. In 1993,
Torsten Hägerstrand said: “It is more and more clear that mankind has become a
geological agent” (Hägerstrand 1993b: 161).1 Hägerstrand was deeply concerned
about the environmental problems caused by human action. For him, the development of the time-geographic approach was a way to pay attention to, describe,
analyze and communicate the inevitable time-space couplings between humans
and other phenomena in the environment. One concern of his was the increasing
scientific specialization; he worried about it hiding mechanisms behind emerging
environmental problems that are of an interdisciplinary character.
Layer upon layer of human action causes many environmental problems over
time. What, then, is needed from humans in terms of changed resource use and
reorganization of activities to put an end to, or at least mitigate, these destructive tendencies? There is a need for increased understanding of the effects of
all the myriad human actions and the use of resources arising from them. Every
industrial, commercial and private activity is performed somewhere by humans,
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as in a factory, shopping center or a home. Consequently, this is also where
concrete actions to counteract the effects can be taken. However, there are structural restrictions, including authority constraints and physical barriers caused by
earlier decisions and projects that bring a considerable inertia into the change
process. Hägerstrand (1993a) labeled the landscape, which is both a host for
the historic remains of dominant projects and a scene for current activities, the
processual landscape.2

Towards an ecological approach
Hägerstrand’s interest in ecological issues plays well with his critical view of
scientific specialization. In the mid-20th century a split took place in the geography discipline, into physical geography and human geography. Researchers in
the two parts of the discipline became less familiar with the works of each other.
Hägerstrand wrote about the important task to “restore the links and reestablish
a balance between the biophysical and the human branches of geography which
are now mostly carrying on their business widely separated from each other”
(Hägerstrand, 1976: 330). His time-geographic approach, with its cross-disciplinary
orientation, laid the groundwork for investigations into how human projects affect
both material surroundings and people’s sustenance and wellbeing, and can help
to bridge the cleavages within geography, between scientific disciplines and
between research and sectors in society.
Policy makers and politicians make up plans to handle ecological problems,
and if decided upon the plans are slowly implemented and the outcome in the
physical world is usually limited. These problems inspired Hägerstrand to further
the time-geographical approach and make efforts to introduce it not only into
urban and regional planning (as demonstrated in Chapter 4), but also in the planning for a balanced use of natural resources (Hägerstrand 1988). During his long
relationship with the Swedish national and regional authorities and policy makers,
Hägerstrand identified a mismatch between what is planned to happen and the
complex societal and material context in which the plans are to be implemented.
He wrote that
The material world within human reach is not altered by words but by the
grips of the hand. The word-makers are in power, but for their decisions to
turn into something more than vibrations in the air, one, some or all people
must engage in the material things.
(Hägerstrand 2009: 27, my translation)
Hägerstrand’s message was that it is important to develop plans for creating structures that facilitate careful resource use. However, to affect the development, such
plans to change structures must be put into practice. Once materially constructed
and organized, they can serve as facilitators for people and organizations to act
with care for the environment (Hägerstrand 1995). Even though the changes in
resource use of each single person or organization in isolation do not make a big
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difference, taken together the amount of the many activities constitutes a force for
change in itself (Hägerstrand 1989).
Decisions on how to design orders that enable and encourage people and their
organizations to perform activities with less use of limited resources require
that decision makers have concise knowledge about what governs individuals’
everyday lives. People live in different contexts and thereby structural changes
influence them differently. Everybody is constrained by their limited time and
their inevitable spatial location, as pointed out by Hägerstrand (1970, 1976).
Depending on what projects people want to, or must, pursue, and how they try
to achieve the goals of these projects, people will meet authority, capability and
coupling constraints, which will influence their opportunities to perform everyday
activities without contributing to overexploitation of the resource base.
In a popular science article, Hägerstrand (1961) elaborates on historic property management and the results of the owner’s decisions about changes in the
structural conditions concerning utilization of the local resource base. The starting point is the long-term development of the management and activities of the
old Svaneholm manor, located in Skåne in the southern part of Sweden. It was
established in the 14th century, with large areas of land, including four villages.
In the 18th century Rutger Maclean, a radical nobleman who modernized the agricultural and related activities, inherited it. He changed the authority constraints
by initiating reform and reorganizing the farming system. In the new system the
farmers were less dependent of the manor, and it resulted in increased productivity. The basic structure of this reformation system was later introduced in other
places in Sweden to improve productivity in the agricultural sector. Hägerstrand
reflects in general on work organization and utilization of local resources in farms
of that time. He couples this development to those tracks that still are visible in
the farming landscape. From the Svaneholm example, Hägerstrand shows that
remains of historic human activities in the current landscape inform people about
the organization of preindustrial farming activities.
Taking a 200-year perspective, Hägerstrand investigates what powers change
the Swedish cultural landscape (Hägerstrand 1988). Based on his time-geographic
worldview, he demonstrates the influence of laws decided upon centuries ago on
the shape and content of today’s landscape. The landscape is looked upon from
different levels, from a satellite and a walking person to the biologist with his eye
on the small animals on the ground. He shows that decisions from long ago lie
hidden in what is visible now. For example, what kind of trees there are in a forest
is decided upon by someone who has been advised (or even forced) by an authority on what to grow; the large fields of today are the results of decisions on land
zoning, favorable economic conditions for investment in agricultural technologies and the dominance of large-scale farms with few people but many machines;
and there are traces of the regulation of water (lake creation and drainage systems). The national decisions and the local farmers’ decisions work together with
nature’s own forces in the creation of the landscape. From the long-term perspective, Hägerstrand makes it clear that the decisions taken by each forest owner will
have repercussions for generations to come.
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The Svaneholm example and the historical development of land use in Sweden
as an outcome of resource regulation (authority constraints) give a picture of how
“Every change in land use, constructions and buildings adds a new feature to the
Earth’s face” (Hägerstrand 1961, quoted in Carlestam and Sollbe 1991: 25, my
translation).
Hägerstrand (1976) relates to the sustainability debate and calls for integration
in geographical studies, and argues that human society is part of the pattern in the
tapestry of nature woven by history. Taken together, this is a forerunner to what
he later formulated as the processual landscape concept (Hägerstrand 1993a).
The “processual landscape” is a conceptual tool for exploring human influences
in a long-term perspective of the landscape. It concerns overarching societal policies, as well as individual-level activities. Here, Hägerstrand underlines the need
for an ecological perspective, calling for policies and institutions to bridge the
knowledge gap between sectors responsible for different aspects of the landscape.
In his final book, Hägerstrand (2009) did not actually use the concept of timegeography, even though he explains the basic concepts of time-geography and
relates them to each other. He says that his approach is “all-ecological”, based on
the foundational idea about time-space couplings between individuals of different
kinds in any geographically confined area.

Activities, land use and resources
In the modern, horizontally linked, long-distance society, the fundamental dependence on nature for humans’ livelihoods is masked. For example, and as indicated
in Chapter 1, all kinds of eatable items can be purchased and people do not need
to know anything about the production chain of food. However, even if it is a progressive development that people no longer have to produce their own food from
the grain and animals, it is problematic when the knowledge and insights about
humans’ dependence on nature, or rather about humans as part of nature, are limited or even disappear. Hägerstrand’s time-geography is integrative in the respect
that it underlines the couplings between (natural and human-made) resources on
one hand and human life on the other. This was thoroughly researched by Tommy
Carlstein, one of the members of Hägerstrand’s research group.
Carlstein (1982) took on the challenge to investigate preindustrial societies and
tried out the time-geographic concepts and the notation system in his investigations of ecological conditions circumscribing the life of people in these societies.
Empirically, he used data from earlier published studies, mainly written by anthropologists. He searched for the logic behind the individual paths he identified from
the time-space movements of the people described in the studies. This underlines
the efforts people in the preindustrial societies made to handle the necessary couplings between household activities for sustenance and use of resources and land
areas over time. Carlstein showed how coupling constraints impinge on people’s
activities, and emphasized the implications of the structure of technological and
organizational systems on resource utilization. He also showed how such structures develop. Human organization of resource use, like that of water, cattle, crops
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and the various kinds of land use (e.g. grazing, growing crops, fallow), is closely
related both to the season and the time of day. Sometimes the land areas in control of a group of nomads are located very far geographically from each other
and people had to cross long distances to sustain themselves even in this kind of
vertically linked society. Carlstein shows that the logic behind the movements for
long-term sustenance relates to the utilization of the available resources, time and
space. He identified two principles concerning how people use time and place,
and used the concept packing. One principle concerns temporal-intense packing
of land use and the other concerns spatial packing (density), and the two can be
combined depending on, for example, climate, environment, land availability and
people’s time for cultivation. He discussed their different social organization and
movements in the time-space (see Figure 5.2).
Less surprising, long-distance movements appear in the modern Swedish
large-scale farming organizational projects, as shown by Solbär (2014). In order
to run the large-scale farms, ruled by the industrialized society’s principles of
efficiency and productivity (which means fewer people and more machines),
the farms’ land use grows thanks to the farmers increasing the land area they
control for farming. Then, of course, other farms close. However, from this
enlargement process arises a problem of distance between the scattered fields
of arable land. The farms close by may not be for sale so the farmer has to find
land further away from the core farm’s location. Consequently, the land in the
farmer’s control is not consolidated into one coherent piece, but fragmented into
several fields, which are located some distance apart. Under these conditions, the
result is that the farmers have to transport themselves (or their employees have
to move), plus their machines, animals and products over long distances. In the
day-long perspective they develop a nomadic travel pattern, which will affect
their involvement in activities close to home.
Solbär (2017) had another take on the development of the modern agricultural
landscape in her study on modern land reclamation. She points at a phenomenon
in agriculturally dominated landscapes that might not be expected in a modern
society, namely farmers’ land reclamation projects. She regards the farm and its
land as a pocket of local order, and shows how the farmer reshapes woodland into
fields for growing crops or for grazing land, thereby creating a new order and
layout of the pocket of local order. This reshaping is motivated by the need for
the big farms to become what she labels more “time-space effective”. The new
order of the pocket of local order makes it possible for the farmer to use the time
better and to intensify the utilization of the expensive machines. For example, the
ploughing is more effective when the tractor does not have to go around a piece
of woodland or move between two separate fields. The land reclamation results
in larger fields, which decreases the need for spending time on driving the tractor between them. The bigger the farm, the more important is the organization of
the couplings in the time-space between the people, the land and the machines.
However, it also influences the space available for wildlife.
In a very different research field, but inspired by time-geography, Grow (2012)
made an archaeologic comparative study of activities and resource use during
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the Late Neolithic Age and the Early Copper Age. The changing relationships
between prehistoric human groups and the dynamic landscape were reanalyzed
by utilizing the time-geographic concepts and notation system on the data. The
path and prism concepts were useful for reconstructing activities and shifts in the
archaeological context.
Social organization, resource use and human livelihoods in a Laotian village in
transition towards modernization were investigated by the geographers Nishimura
et al. (2010). Data on household members’ daily activities were collected by GPS
technology and interviews. The transition process from the vertically linked society, with total dependence on natural resources in sustenance projects, to entering
a horizontally linked society by becoming partly dependent on wage earnings
from employed work in an urban setting, is illustrated by the fundamentally
different activities performed by different household members. The transition
creates new conditions for the division of labor among the household members,
which is exemplified by their daily movements in the time-space. The area within
which the household member working in the nearby town makes her daily moves
increases and because of the work schedule she is away from the home most of the
time she is awake. Consequently, she cannot participate in other activities in the
household’s organizational projects for sustenance, like fishing, collecting insects
or selling at the market.
The Japanese geographer Kushiya (1985) made one of the first empirically grounded applications of time-geography to human behavior in relation
to natural resources. In this study, the couplings intertwining human activity
with natural resources are put to the fore. He studied how fishermen used the
waters of Tokyo Bay as a resource and adjusted their activities according to their
knowledge about exactly when and where the catch is located under different
seasonal and weather conditions. Hence, the daily activities of fishermen are
heavily influenced by vocational knowledge about the time-space location of the
fish. Even though only the article’s abstract is in English, its time-geographic
visualizations give a good foundation to interpret the activities performed. They
reveal the potential both of the notation system as a nonverbal language and of
time-geography as an integrative tool when studying human use of resources,
both aimed at by Hägerstrand.
Anderberg (1996) did a system-policy-level study from a time-geographical
perspective wherein he critically evaluated traditional flow analyses, using
empirical data of material flows in the Rhine Basin. The societal and natural
perspectives are linked to each other and Hägerstrand’s concept of processual
landscape is applied in the critical examination of conventional flow analyses.
In a study of the development of the dairy industry in Sweden, Ellegård
(1977) shows that when the authorities in the early 20th century prohibited
dairies from running co-located pig farms to get rid of surplus products from
the production process (skimmed milk and whey), the dairies instead let those
by-products out with the waste water. The result was eutrophication of rivers
and lakes. This shows how an authority constraint set by national decision
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makers with the intention of improving hygiene in dairy production had severe
repercussions for the landscape. It was overcome after some years by the
invention of technology to dry the by-products and sell the dried products on
the market as food for calves and pigs.
Sanglert (2013) used time-geography to investigate how historical heritages are cared for and maintained in the modern Swedish landscape. He uses
Hägerstrand’s processual landscape concept to analyze what happens at a specific
place over a long time span. A heritage place is somewhere designed long ago
for a specific purpose, as a grave, arable land or a building, but now the remains
mainly have a value as a place of cultural heritage, for materializing history to
modern people and for tourism. Sanglert relates to what Hägerstrand acknowledged as a problem of colliding interest. Different administrative bodies have
different ideas about how the land on which the heritage is located should be
utilized, and their conflicting interests influence the future of the object. Sanglert
suggests extended coordination of the diverse administrative organizations that
share the responsibility for maintaining the heritage places in the landscape.

Resource use in buildings and homes
Citizens in modern societies live in buildings that, depending on the outdoor
temperature, are heated or cooled, since people want a convenient indoor climate. This is one component of the energy use in the household sector; another
one concerns the use of electricity for manifold household appliances. In several
countries in Europe the energy use for the household sector is about 40% of the
total national energy use, and since decreasing energy use is one important issue
in the efforts to mitigate climate change it is vital to know more about how households may contribute (Swedish Energy Agency 2015).
Lenntorp (1993) investigated the supply of material for constructing homes in
the Nordic countries. Utilizing the time-geographical tools and concepts he identified the complex chains of production regarding defining components of houses
(like windows, foundations, the roof and the chimney). He also mapped the materials used for the preproduction of such components, which took place in factories
located elsewhere, and the necessary transportation of components to the building
site. The strong economic incitements for centralized production in the construction industry encourage centralized production of materials and components in
large-scale factories far away from the building site. The outcome is long-distance
transportation and corresponding high use of fossil fuel and increasing demand
for transportation in the horizontally linked society. It also calls for expansion of
the road infrastructure. This will facilitate more transportation.
Glad (2006) investigated the spread and implementation of the concept of passive houses in the Swedish construction industry from the late 1990s. Passive
houses should not use any purchased energy for heating. Instead, heat is generated
from the activities of the human bodies staying in the house, the sun and people’s
use of appliances. The building shell, of course, must be very tight. Glad shows
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how the innovative concept was transferred from one building site to another,
initially mainly promoted by one architect. Together with European colleagues,
he acted as a missionary in the construction industry and among policy makers.
Construction companies increasingly implement the passive house concept, both
for single-family houses and apartment buildings. An increasing awareness among
policy makers at the European level about the importance of reducing energy use in
the housing sector to mitigate climate change took the concept of the passive house
(the terms low-energy houses and zero-energy houses were used later) into energy
policies and regulations for the building sector.
There are interdisciplinary research groups in Sweden performing studies
on household members’ energy use in homes, generating time-geographicallygrounded knowledge about energy use as derived from individuals’ activities in
their daily lives. The results of such research are suitable for engineering research
to develop better simulation models regarding energy use in buildings (Widén
et al. 2009, 2012).
In a study of households living in apartments in multi-family passive houses,
Karresand (2013) dives deep into single households’ daily use of electrical appliances, and uses the time-geographic approach to understand their associated use
of electricity. She develops the energy order concept to capture people’s activities related to household projects. She found that people’s ways of ordering their
activities for doing laundry, cooking and entertainment vary, but there are some
similarities in their approaches depending on their couplings to other household
members, and scheduling of other activities they are involved in. Electricity is
embedded in daily life activities, and time-geographic concepts and tools help
explain why it is hard to see where energy savings can be made, and also how
to find out and pay attention to such savings in the activities when pursuing projects. Karresand’s detailed study of the household members’ use of appliances
for their projects shows that even with identical appliance settings, activities
are performed differently, which results in different levels of electricity use.
For example, drying clothes in the laundry project can be done very differently
and require more or less electricity. One energy order relates to drying clothes
by hanging them to dry in the air. This demands little electricity, but it claims
relatively more time and space, both for the hanging of each item and for the
drying process. In contrast, there is another energy order for drying clothes,
where an electric dryer is the technological base. It demands much more electricity, but the person doing the related activities uses little time. Karresand shows
that these household projects are influenced by coupling, capacity and authority
constraints, which influence the household members’ opportunities to prioritize
energy savings in creating their energy orders.
Hellgren (2015) is inspired by the time-geographical VISUAL-TimePAcTS
visualization tool and combines it with cluster analysis to show the total energy
use among people in Sweden at the aggregate level. In his study, the definition of
energy use for the household sector deviates from that used in the national statistics (Swedish Energy Agency 2015). Hellgren includes both households’ energy
use for transportation and domestic electricity use in the total usage, which adds
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a considerable amount to the energy used by the households. Based on data from
a national time-use survey performed by Statistics Sweden 2010/2011, he takes
the individuals’ daily activity sequences as a point of departure to calculate the
energy use, both in the home (from cooking, laundry and cleaning activities) and
for transportation (going by car, public transit, air and boat). Hellgren clusters
the individuals according to their energy use as it is generated from the activity sequences, and identifies five clusters. The electricity use varies depending on
the time of the day and in all clusters except one the energy use for transport is
higher than that of domestic electricity. Consequently, the widened definition of
household-sector energy use gives important background knowledge for inspiring
households to make changes. He concludes that energy-saving information should
be differently designed and formulated depending on what cluster of activity pattern the individuals targeted belong to.
The environmental concerns are a dominating strand in the thinking and
writings of Hägerstrand. The long-term outcome of processes at work in the landscape, be they results of human activities like new technologies or nature’s own
adjustments to new conditions, is that
most Swedes now live in a “room of technology” (the city plus the traffic system).
The biologically dominated landscape is no longer something that the majority of
the population put their hands into or even have as a workplace. This landscape
has merely become a backdrop, which is rapidly passed by the traveler, or
literally jumped over by air travelers.
(Hägerstrand 1988: 52, my translation)
What, then, will happen with the development of knowledge about the foundation from which humans live? Hägerstrand’s contribution is to show the immense
source of knowledge that lies in what happened in the past. His investigation
of the development of population distribution, forestry and land use in the light
of policy and administrative decisions and regulations (Hägerstrand 1988) gives
inspiration to new takes on understanding what people’s activities mean in the
processual landscape.

Notes
1 The final result is labeled Anthropocene (Castree 2015), an era where human activities
generate effects that change fundamental conditions of the Earth system.
2 Hägerstrand was not satisfied with the opportunities to express what he meant when
he constructed the concept förloppslandskap in Swedish. He said that förlopp is richer,
content-wise. He regarded the German concept Verlaufslandschaft closer to what he
wanted to say than the English process.
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Part III

Spread, criticism and future

9

International spread and criticism

Paving the way for time-geography
As shown in previous chapters, the thinking behind what was later presented as
the time-geographic approach gradually emerged during a long research process
starting before the mid-20th century, when Torsten Hägerstrand did empirical
work in Asby, first on migration (Hägerstrand 1950), and then for his PhD thesis on diffusion of innovations (Hägerstrand 1953/1967). The general objective
of his thesis was a problem, the process of innovation diffusion, rather than a
geographical region.1 (Hägerstrand 1953/1967). However, even though this problem is general, empirical investigations were necessary for evidential reasons.
Hägerstrand followed the geographical spread of innovations over time, based
on the idea that human individuals are carriers of innovations and as they use the
novel phenomena and communicate with their neighbors, there is an opportunity
for the innovation to spread.2 However, all people who were exposed to the innovation did not accept the novelty and Hägerstrand used the Monte Carlo method
to simulate which individuals took it up. The general approach, then, concerned
innovation diffusion as it is carried by people in a continuous social process of
change in the time-space. This was something fundamentally different from looking at the mere geographic distribution of the innovation over the population in a
region at different points in time (see Figure 2.3). With its quantitative approach,
the simulation model in itself was innovative in human geography and yielded
considerable interest in the international geographic society.3 It was a radical
break from the regional geography orientation, which by then was the dominating
tradition in human geography4 (Hägerstrand 1983). The influence of his thesis is
indicated by the fact that even though it was written in Swedish, English-speaking
geographers with knowledge of Swedish recognized its novelty. It was reviewed
in an international journal in 1954 (Lenntorp 2008).
The combination of Hägerstrand’s earlier work on migration chains (Hägerstrand
1957; see Chapter 2) and his initial thoughts on the innovation diffusion model
(Hägerstrand 1953/1967) laid the intellectual groundwork for the time-geographic
approach, which was consequently developed generically out of the experiences
and results of the earlier research efforts and problems. There is a seed for this
development in the introduction of his PhD thesis, where Hägerstrand writes:
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Existence in a society implies that people are constantly in motion. Almost
every individual possesses his unique movement figurations, with his residence at the center, and with places of work, shops, places of recreation,
residences of intimate friends, and other similar locales as nodal points.
(Hägerstrand 1967: 8;5 in Swedish 1953: 13–14)

This later became a core point in the time-geographic approach: the indivisible
individual in the time-space.

Time-geography as modernity
However, it was not until the late 1960s that Hägerstrand found his thoughts
ordered coherently enough to be presented as the time-geographic approach with
its concepts and notation system. At a seminar in the geography department at Lund
University, he gave a presentation of his ideas, and the interest was great among
his colleagues in Lund and elsewhere in Sweden. Hägerstrand gave the opening
speech at the 9th Conference of the Regional Science Association in Copenhagen,
Denmark, where geographers, economists and sociologists interested in regional
development met. His speech was published in 1970 (Hägerstrand 1970), marking
the international breakthrough of time-geography. Soon the new way of thinking,
its concepts and the originality of the visualizations based on the notation system gave rise to invitations asking Hägerstrand to give presentations at scientific
meetings, conferences and seminars, not only in Sweden but also in other countries; for example, the USA, UK, Canada, England and Holland.6
Time-geography became influential, and many geographers were proud of it
being an original geographical contribution (Thrift 1977, 2005; Pred 1978, 1981,
1983, 1984). It eventually had some influence in other disciplines; for example,
the sociologist Giddens recognized its innovative way of handling time and space
in his structuration theory (Giddens 1984).
Because of Hägerstrand’s inspirational research in many research fields,
the geography department in Lund became a hot spot in human geography and
researchers from all over the world went there. The international geographic society talked about “the Lund School” and “the Hägerstrand School”, and because of
the width of Hägerstrand’s research engagements it is hard to say whether this label
concerned the migration, the diffusion of innovation or the time-geography orientation. Hence, in the 1970s visiting researchers had different scientific motives to
go to Lund for discussions with Hägerstrand. For example, the Japanese professor Teruo Ishimizu, who spent some months in Lund, was mainly motivated by
Hägerstrand’s use of quantitative methods. However, when Ishimizu went back
to Japan he introduced the time-geographic individual path and prism concepts in
a geography reader in Japanese, which was one of the first sources of inspiration
for young Japanese geography students (Okamoto and Arai 2019).
Some guests in the 1970s were interested in getting deeper insights in what
the new time-geographic approach was about and wanted to present it internationally, like the human geographers Allan Pred from the USA and Nigel Thrift
from England, and the Canadian sociologist William Michelson. Most visitors,
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including the geographers Peter Hagget, Bill Mead and Anne Buttimer, and the
economist Andrew Harvey, were intrigued by the intellectual environment developing at the geography department and wanted to be involved in discussions with
Hägerstrand and his colleagues.
Allan Pred stayed in Lund during the 1960s as a guest researcher and played an
important role for the international spread of Hägerstrand’s innovation diffusion
research with its novel use of quantitative methods.7 This was a vital contribution
to the human geographic discipline, which in the mid-20th century was searching
for legitimacy in science. In addition, Pred was guest editor for a special issue of
Economic Geography8 in 1977, where some original articles in time-geography
were published. The theme of the issue was planning-related Swedish geographic
research, and it served as an introduction to the time-geographic approach for
many geographers worldwide.
Inspired by the articles and by Professor Ishimizu’s visit to Lund, a research
group on time-geography was initiated at Tokyo University by Professor Arai.
The Japanese time-geography research group translated some original timegeography articles into Japanese (Arai et al. 1989). In its own research this group
focused on the household division of labor, timing of work and opportunities to
travel – all constituents of importance for living a good everyday life (Okamoto
et al. 2019). One young PhD student from China, Yanwei Chai, got inspiration
from this group and upon returning to China he introduced time-geography by
the turn of the century. Chai is now Professor in Geography at Peking University
(Zhang et al. 2019).
The international interest in time-geography was boosted by the publication of
three edited volumes on the theme of timing space and spacing time by Carlstein9
et al. (1978), which contributed to the discussion about time and space in social
theory. Volume 2 was dedicated to time-geography and comprised several articles
written by members of Hägerstrand’s research group in Lund.

Time-geography in citations
Citations of publications in a scientific field is one way to get an overall idea
about the spread of ideas in the international literature. Citations of Hägerstrand’s
works may serve as a brief indicator of his impact in the international scientific
society over time. Persson and Ellegård found three distinct clusters of citations of
Hägerstrand, each one thematically centered around one of his core publications
in the research orientations discussed above (Persson and Ellegård 2012).10 The
first cluster appearing in the citation analysis concerns citations of Hägerstrand
(1957), which is his first publication on migration in English. The second cluster
to appear concerns research on the geographic diffusion of innovations and refers
to the English translation of his PhD thesis (Hägerstrand 1953/1967). The third
and final cluster concerns time-geography and its use in analyzing activity, travel
and space. These citations are centered on the first publication in English where
the time-geographic approach was presented: Hägerstrand (1970).
The publication of the speech given by Hägerstrand at the meeting of the
Regional Science Association (Hägerstrand 1970) yielded huge international
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interest and is still the most cited publication by Hägerstrand.11 There was a peak
in citations of Hägerstrand’s works in the mid-1980s, after which the freshness
and modernity of his works faded. Hägerstrand had retired and his influence in
the geographical sphere decreased, even though he went on publishing a lot, now
on time-geography with an ecological orientation. By the end of the 1990s, and
partly as a result of research by a new generation of geographers in the USA,
interest in time-geography took off again, and citations of Hägerstrand’s works
peaked once again. The young researchers H.J. Miller and M.-P. Kwan made
substantial contributions to the development of time-geography and utilized the
improved computer power and new software. Kwan is now a professor at the
University of Illinois and Miller is a professor at the Ohio State University.
After the death of Hägerstrand in 2004, a never-before-seen number of citations
of his works appeared.

Time-geography criticized
Critical discussion and reflection over new approaches are important drivers of
scientific development and it is a sign of health in the academic debate when eager
acceptance of new approaches meets opposition. When presented around 1970,
the time-geographic approach was not a fully-fledged theory; it was an outline
of the approach, which since then has been developed and employed in many
contexts. The previous chapters have indicated the range of themes where timegeography has served, beyond the initial examples.
In the 1970s, there was a wave of intense criticism towards the novel timegeographic approach. The critics claimed that time-geography was too materialistic
and did not take human feelings and experiences into consideration (Buttimer 1976;
Baker 1979). Such criticism has occasionally appeared over the years since then
(Dijst 2019; Rose 1993). There were also critical voices involving concerns over
the way time and power is handled in time-geography (Rose 1977; Baker 1979).
The time-geographic notation system with its individual path was used in
many early publications to visualize the problems studied (Hägerstrand 1970;
Lenntorp 1976; Carlstein 1982; Miller 1982; Thrift 1977; Palm and Pred 1974).
The central idea of the time-geographical notation system is to visualize the
movements of individuals in the time-space, and the main tool for doing so is
the individual path (see chapters 2 and 3). The individual path shows when an
individual has been located where in the time-space in the past. For the future
location of the individual, the prism was developed. The prism shows the opportunity space in which an individual can choose to pave her way in her efforts
to achieve the goals of the projects she is involved in, given the constraints in
her local context. Researchers in social science criticized time-geography for
focusing the material, Outer, world (the time-space movements of the individual)
shown by the individual path and for not acknowledging people’s experiences
and feelings (Thrift and Pred 1981; Buttimer 1976).
This critique is based on the assumption that the individual concept equals a
human being, which is not always the case in time-geography (see Chapter 2).
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Hägerstrand used the individual concept in a more general sense (see Chapter 3).
In one article, Hägerstrand presented the idea of landscape evolution as a system
in which each individual performs a kind of ballet in the time-space (Hägerstrand
1976).12 Here, he uses the wide time-geographic definition of the individual concept, which includes humans as well as man-made and natural things (see Chapter 2).
In such a ballet, individual paths could, in principle, be used for illustrating the
movements of each of the many different kinds of individuals “on stage” in the
landscape, consequently not only humans. Anne Buttimer, a geographer of ideas
and a phenomenologist, was both intrigued and challenged by the time-geographic
approach. She was especially critical of the individual path and the physicality in
its performance. In an article from the mid-1970s she said that the movements
of the individual paths in the time-space, or the “ballet” in the landscape, were
nothing but a “dance macabre”, a skeleton of the underlying intentions and experiences of those involved (Buttimer 1976). However, despite her criticism, she
paid extended visits to the geography department in Lund for discussions with
Hägerstrand. Buttimer also started a joint research project with him, the Dialogue
Project, wherein they videotaped interviews with established university professors
about their biographies, including both their professional and private life. Thus,
it was possible to identify a link between the individual path of each professor
and his (there were very few hers) development of scientific thoughts, feelings,
experiences and private life (Dialogue Project 1977–1985).13
In an article from 1977, Courtice Rose criticized the way time-geography handles the time dimension; he found the existential aspects of time in human life
to be overlooked. Baker (1979) delivered another critique in the same vein. He
said that time-geography fails to consider human agency, and argued that timegeography neglected the role of power and ideology for making better geography
and argued that time-geography did not consider the ideological dimension.
Members of Hägerstrand’s research group took up the criticism and both
Lenntorp (1976) and Mårtensson (1979) discuss the tension between the Inner
(subjective) and the Outer (physical material) worlds of the individual in their
PhD theses. They each present a figure (Lenntorp 1976: 14; Mårtensson 1979:
151; see also Hägerstrand 2009: 229) where this is put to the fore.14 These figures
resemble each other, and indicate how to deal with human individuals’ feelings,
experiences and will in combination with the physical appearance of the individual’s movements as illustrated by the individual path and the constraints met
in the daily activity context (compare Figure 3.7). However, their dealing with
this criticism did not play any significant role in the international debate about
time-geography as a materialistic approach.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, Hägerstrand had a dual role, both as a researcher
and as an expert in governmental and public investigations. Pred (1977) argued in
one article on time-geography that, given Hägerstrand’s close relationship with the
reformation of the welfare state and municipalities in Sweden, there is a danger that
time-geography might be “mistakenly construed as nothing more than a planning
tool” (Pred 1977: 213). Pred’s fear did not gain ground and Hägerstrand himself
was critical of the authorities that did not utilize his suggestions (Öberg 2005).
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In the early 1990s, time-geography met criticism concerning gender issues.
Gillian Rose (1993) said that time-geographic research missed the specific
feminine experiences, and characterized time-geography as “social science
masculinity” (Rose 1993: 40). This interesting statement reveals an assumption that time-geography as a whole equals the works of one man, Hägerstrand.
However, the mere composition of Hägerstrand’s research group says something else. In the mid-1960s, when Hägerstrand had funding and could recruit
research assistants, he employed one woman and two men. By that time it was
unusual for women to be engaged in research projects in Sweden. In the 1970s
more women got involved in the group. Hägerstrand reflected upon the fact that
so many women were attracted by the time-geographic approach. He thought
that it might be because it highlights everyday, mundane business that women
perform on a daily basis. However, Rose’s criticism was more nuanced than the
single citation above indicates, and she also wrote that “time geography shares
the feminist interest in the quotidian paths traced by people, and again like feminism, links such paths, by thinking about constraints, to the larger structures of
society” (Rose 1993: 18).
Criticizing time-geography for having a masculine bias is somewhat problematic since much of the very early time-geographic research, actually concerned
the situation of women.15 Even if inequality between men and women was not the
main focus, several time-geographic works at least opened a way of analyzing the
constraints that influence men and women differently in the same society and timegeography was used to bring the household division of labor into focus (Miller
1982; Palm and Pred 1974; Hägerstrand and Lenntorp 1974; Mårtensson 1979).
Somewhat later, Kwan (1999) dealt with gender inequality in daily travel related to
errands and activities in the home, and Friberg (1990) showed gender differences in
daily life from a female perspective.
The interest in time-geography grew during the 1990s, a development related
to the opportunities for researchers to utilize the increased capacity of computers. The new technical tools opened up the potential to simulate and calculate,
for example, the prism (opportunity space with its corresponding potential path
area) of individuals (Miller 1991) and to create visualizations with a huge number of individual paths from large sets of travel diaries (Kwan 1999). Later on,
Kwan used multimethod approaches to investigate minority women’s everyday
life conditions in the USA (Kwan 2008).
In addition, the computer-aided time-geographic diary method was developed, and it eventually gained interest both in human geography and in
occupational therapy (see Chapter 7). Based on the indivisible individual, such
methods aimed to go deeper into analyses of the constitution of daily life. The
diary method takes experiences and feelings into the time-geographical approach
(for example, Ellegård 1999; Nordell 2002; Westermark 2003; Kroksmark et al.
2001) and most of the studies performed concern the everyday lives of women.
Several occupational therapists noted that the idea of the indivisible individual
as presented in the time-geographic approach fits well with their work with the
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rehabilitation processes of individuals (Magnus 2009; Kroksmark et al. 2006;
Orban 2013; Bendixen and Ellegård 2014).
At the end of his final book, Hägerstrand underlines the doubleness of human
existence. There is the physical existence of the material body in the Outer world
(Popper’s World 1) and there is the Inner world (Popper’s World 2), and in the
latter there is what living individuals
carry with them inside, their models of their worlds, behavioral programs
and human intentions and projects. These are always present in the fabric
of existence and provide a context to every now by a cross-section from the
invisible past and future. Everybody is in contact with her private world, but
only experience, gained knowledge and the content of current communication may give rise to ideas about what might happen – what the implications
are – for actors in the neighborhood and at longer distance.
(Hägerstrand 2009: 271, my translation)

Notes
1 In the 1940s and 1950s geography was dominated by regional geography, describing
regions from dominant properties.
2 In Hägerstrand (1986) he illustrated this and showed the difference in societies with
more or less speedy means of transportation.
3 A long debate was going on among geographers regarding the usefulness of quantitative methods and regional descriptions respectively. See, for example, Schaefer (1953)
and Hartshorne (1958).
4 Lenntorp (2008) puts Hägerstrand’s PhD thesis into its scientific context and discusses
the consequences of it being written in Swedish and not translated until 14 years after
its defense.
5 In Swedish: “Samhällslivet förutsätter, att människorna är i ständig rörelse. Nästan
varje individ torde äga sin speciella rörelsefigur med bostaden i centrum och med
arbetsplatser, affärer, fritidslokaler, umgängesvännernas bostäder och dylika ställen
som nodpunkter” (Hägerstrand 1953, pp. 13–14).
6 This might be one reason for the scattered publication pattern of Hägerstrand (see
Chapter 4). There was not much time to write longer texts and organizations engaging
Hägerstrand were eager to publish what he had said at seminars and meetings.
7 He translated Hägerstrand’s thesis into English 14 years after its defense (Hägerstrand
1967).
8 Economic Geography, 1977, Vol. 53, No. 2.
9 The editor, Carlstein, was one of the members of Hägerstrand’s research group.
10 This article puts the spread of citations of Hägerstrand’s works in the global time-space
context.
11 It is still the most-cited article written by Hägerstrand with 3,808 citations reported on
www.google.se/search?q=what+about+people+in+regionals+cience+citations&ie=utf8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b&gfe_rd=cr&dcr=0&ei=TUHXWcXwJM6AtAHgv4Jo
(searched 6 October 2017).
12 Compare also the citation in the beginning of this chapter, from the thesis (Hägerstrand
1953/1967, p. 8).
13 The Nobel Museum in Stockholm produced a “time-space aquarium” showing the
movements in time-space of the Nobel laureates in economics. This representation
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revealed the importance of a location (Chicago) to which researchers had moved from
various remote places in the world before getting the award.
14 Compare figures 3.8 and 3.9, which are inspired by these two figures and by a similar
one in Hägerstrand (2009).
15 Also, since the early 1990s “time-geography days” have been arranged in Sweden
on a yearly basis. Interestingly, the majority of both the organizers and participants
are female researchers. During the last five to 10 years, more men have joined in the
arrangements.
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10 Time-geography – from the
past into the future

Time-geography as a mode of thinking
A Swedish colleague of Hägerstrand, Håkan Törnebohm, a professor in the theory
of science, made a distinction between compositional and contextual syntheses
(Törnebohm 1972). In a compositional synthesis the parts of a whole are hierarchically mapped and organized, while the contextual synthesis regards how
the properties of an object relate to the various contexts in which it appears.
Hägerstrand (1974) argued that the regional geography tradition can be regarded
as a compositional synthesis, while his time-geographic approach contributes to
the development of a contextual synthesis in human geography.
The relationships between objects’ properties and the contexts wherein these
objects appear can be described as couplings. Time-geography underlines the importance of couplings in the time-space for individuals’ successful pursuit of their projects.
Hägerstrand did not find any adequate vocabulary for the various forms of time-space
couplings he identified. This motivated his development of the time-geographic concepts and notation system in which the time-space couplings (and de-couplings) can
be clearly identified. Without such a notation it is difficult to describe and analyze the
many aspects of the couplings between individuals in the time-space, not to mention
the difficulties of communicating in a precise way about them.
The time-geographic notation system, then, may serve as a basis for contextual
synthesis identifying the complex weaving of time-space movements and couplings
between individuals caused by their intentions and efforts to be located in the same
place as other important individuals (which includes resources) in time for getting in
touch to achieve goals. Hägerstrand (1974) said that when using the notation system “It
shall be easy to understand the phenomenon in the real world that is illustrated by the
visualization” (Hägerstrand 1974: 88, my translation) This relates to the objectivistic
side of time-geography with its anchoring in the material world, and implies that the
representation should be transparent and invite deeper reflection and discussion about
the phenomena visualized. Not only physical phenomena per se can be visualized, but
also ideas and cultures as they appear from their material outcomes. However, for an
analysis of ideas and culture, the notation system serves as a clarifying basic point and
should be used in combination with theories suitable for the problem.
Hägerstrand shows how the interrelated time-geographical concepts (individual
path, prism, population and project) can be utilized to interpret what eventually
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appear in specific time-space locations, pockets of local order (Hägerstrand 1985).
Such a pocket is defined as a delimited part of the time-space, which for that time
period and at that place is dominated by an order (furnishing, layout and things,
and social agreements) created from human intentions, ideas and negotiations.
This acknowledges the subjective world’s influence on what is realized in the
material, Outer world. Once ideas are materialized and the rules and agreements
are temporarily stabilized by the individuals’ performing activities in the pocket,
the order is accepted and it will imbue most further actions. The pocket of local
order concept also brings analysis of power to the fore and the concept bears a
potential for investigations of arrangements of many kinds, from the micro to the
macro scale (Lenntorp 1998). A room, a home, a building, a block, a city district
and so on may serve as the geographical bases for studies of people’s daily lives
and their use of resources in different kinds of societies.
As is obvious from this book, visualizations play an important role in the timegeographic literature. The notation system is very different from other kinds of
representations, not least depending on the strongly held assumption about the
indivisible individual and the strict time-space dimensions along which the individual path is used to represent individuals’ moves and other activities. Sometimes,
however, the notation system is mistaken for the time-geographic approach as a
whole, and time-geography is seen as solely materialistic. Hopefully, this book
has provided arguments and evidence for the proposition that time-geography
is much more than its notation system. At the same time, the notation system is
a fundamental tool for getting deeper and more general insights about complex
situations, where the individual paths illustrate couplings between individuals of
different kinds, in the past as well as now. It shows the limits of their opportunities
to couple in the future (the prism). The individual path concept also helps reveal
what consequences arise for other individuals from one individual’s decisions to
act in a certain way. Hägerstrand said: “The visualization should generate questions which would not be posed without it” (1974: 88, my translation).

In search for the well-known but not recognized
Time-geography should serve as a means to reveal general principles, which are hidden in the manifold small couplings in the time-space (not least by their self-evident
character). Human individuals have to rationalize their activities in their everyday
existence in order not to drown in a never-ending flow of thoughts about what to
choose from the existing alternatives. By experiencing repeated daily activity situations in childhood and adolescence, people learn how to master such common
situations (the daily routines like morning toilet and dressing, the meal structure, and
so on). These become internalized and taken for granted, and people stop reflecting
over doing them; they just do. When such activities are internalized they become selfevident and only when put into question or performed in a strange way do they receive
attention. The opportunity to pay attention to things that are self-evident is one important point of departure for time-geographic analysis of everyday life, especially when
the aim is to change an activity performance that has become habitual. For example,
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a person with unhealthy eating habits may discover the non-conscious eating pattern
from a time-geographic visualization, where all moments of eating in the course of the
day are visualized in the context of the individual’s full activity sequence. Not until
they are paid attention to can such habits can be altered.
Time-geography is a way to illuminate neglected and non-conscious aspects
of existence. Sometimes, however, a reaction to time-geographic presentations
about people’s everyday lives is that this is self-evident and, consequently, it is
not important to research. This is the core point – the self-evident is simple and
easy to refer to once it is made conscious and paid attention to, but it is not thought
of and acted on in the moment when it happens in the situation when the person
has to choose. What is experienced as self-evident when paid attention to must
also be transformed into altered activities; otherwise no change will follow.

Time-geography and new technologies
The developments of information and communication technologies (ICT), with
GPS cell phones, tablets and social media, and so on, have brought new and neverbefore-witnessed opportunities to collect huge amounts of data about movements
in time and space. The ICT also influence daily activity sequences. What do they
mean to time-geography?
Couclelis (2009) argued that because activities are increasingly performed digitally, researchers have hit the limits of traditional time-geography. She suggested a
re-examination of the prism in light of the fact that ICT loosen the traditional links
between activity, place and time, and presented a conceptual model of people’s activities in a multidimensional space, with the power of traditional time-geography in
mind. Also, Shaw and Yu (2009) argued for new concepts in time-geography due
to the development of ICT. ICT-related activities are even said to collapse both time
and space (Castells 2009; Cairncross 2001). This might be so from the perspective
of ideas (compare Popper’s World 2, the world of ideas; see Chapter 2), but still the
human individual and her appliances are located somewhere in space and exist over
time, and the movement possibilities of the individual with her body (in Popper’s
World 1, the physical world) are limited by the range of the prism. This is true even
if the individual can communicate his ideas (in Popper’s World 2) with people on
the other side of the globe in (approximately) real time. The daily activity sequences
are affected by increasing ICT use (Thulin et al. 2019) and new kinds of projects and
activities appear. A person might, for example, shop over the internet, but the material
objects purchased must still be transported from a production site to the home of the
customer. The material existence of the body and things is inevitable. This example
shows that the fundamental relevance of the time-geographic approach with its ontology, concepts and notation system will not be displaced.
When it comes to the huge amount of data produced by ICT, big data, another
kind of problem, arises. Even if it is possible to get huge amounts of data from
people’s use of cell phones, the data quality has to be discussed. There are some
methodological problems as well; for instance, the location of the phone is not by
definition the same as the location of the person. Even more important are the ethical
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issues from researchers’ use of big data collected by companies for other purposes.
Schwanen (2016) raises questions of this type which should be recognized.

Time-geography as a tool for communication
between disciplines
As a communicative tool, time-geography might increasingly serve as a bridge
between disciplines. As mentioned in Chapter 9, a stream of criticisms towards
time-geography concerns the subjective dimension. A number of the studies used
in this book demonstrate how time-geography is combined with theories from disciplines where the subjective dimension is crucial; for example, studies in social
work, psychiatry and occupational theory. This shows that time-geography is useful in research where subjective dimensions are vital. In addition, it shows that
time-geography is a useful means to open up partitions between disciplines and a
basis for communication about research problems.
The time-geographic approach, then, serves as a common basis of communication, supports communication between researchers in different theoretical
traditions and facilitates mutually reflected understanding of research problems.
In combination with theories from different scientific fields, time-geography
helps in addressing the big challenges in society. Its tools and concepts might
also assist in forming policies and regulations for the creation of structures which
facilitate sustainable production and use of resources. Many societal changes are
outcomes of the myriad human activities performed one by one by many individuals for a long time. This variety is a result of what it is possible for people
to do within the dominating structures and orders of society. Since many unfavorable outcomes regarding, for instance, social and environmental problems
are generated by many people doing activities in a way that is problematic at a
societal and global level, it should be possible to generate favorable outcomes
by creating orders and organizing material structures that guide people to act in
a sustainable way.1 In this endeavor, the time-geographic understanding of everyday life, where individuals are indivisible and subject not only to authority and
capability constraints but also coupling constraints, will provide useful insights
that otherwise would not arise.
In his final book, The Fabric of Existence, Hägerstrand wrote:
There are two prerequisites for designing forms for human activity that will
keep the global change within the frames of sustainable development. One
concerns knowledge about what can be done and what should be avoided.
The other concerns diffusion of the understanding of how to use this knowledge, and guarantees for these insights to be accepted in practical use.
The most difficult thing is probably to encourage practical use of the
knowledge. In that respect there are manifold diverse actors who must be
mobilized in a coordinated way. Among them, there are surely many who sit
on the fence.
(Hägerstrand 2009: 23, my translation)
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Time-geography will continuously be utilized by researchers in a variety of disciplines. But what turns might the development of the approach take? At least
two possible future directions can be foreseen: one towards specializations and
one towards contextualization of time-geographic research. The specialization
direction could lead to time-geographical concepts and methods being used and
further developed within various disciplines and research fields. This means that
various kinds of time-geography might develop, but the interdisciplinary fertilization from the approach will diminish. The contextualization direction implies
that the development of time-geography takes place within disciplines, but also
that the researchers from different disciplines fertilize each other’s work in openminded discussions at conferences and in networks where time-geography as a
whole is targeted.
Which direction the future developments of time-geography will take lies in
the minds, hands and activities of researchers who use and creatively develop
the approach, its methods and concepts. The proof of the usefulness of timegeography will be found in the utilization of its methods and concepts in studies
of social and ecological problems in society. Of vital importance is approaching
problems which are produced by the myriad activities performed when now constantly transforms future into past.

Note
1 A related example is the opportunities arising from the new ICT structure to created
crowd-funding campaigns.
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